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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
GREEK THEATRE VENUE AND  
CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT  

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The City of Los Angeles (City), through its Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) seeks a 
well-qualified business entity (Operator) to oversee the management of the Greek Theatre 
(Venue), including food and beverage concessions at the Venue and at the nearby Roosevelt 
Café, as one harmonious experience to concert attendees, golf patrons and park patrons. 
 
Term   Ten years plus one five-year option. 
 
Facilities Located in Griffith Park, a 5,801 seat outdoor concert venue and 

surrounding concourses and concession stands and a golf café facility of 
approximately 1600 square feet. 

  
Compensation For venue management, RAP will pay an Annual Management Fee to the 

operator based on the selected proposal. There will be incentives built 
into the sale of sponsorships, and premium seating programs. 

 
The fee for the food and beverage concession portion of the Agreement 
to be paid by the Operator to RAP, is the greater of a Minimum Annual 
Guarantee (MAG) or a percentage of gross receipts, as determined 
monthly.  The minimum acceptable MAG and percentage fees are 
identified in Section V.F.4 of this RFP.   

 
Any entity who uses the name Greek Theatre or any portion thereof in another 
website, domain, advertising, marketing materials, or event is disqualified from 
participating in this solicitation process. 
 
 
II. OBJECTIVE  
 
The objective of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to award a ten-year with one five-year 
extension option Venue and Concession Management Agreement (Agreement) to an Operator 
who will: 
 

• Provide the public with the safest and most enjoyable concert experience. 
 

• Maximize revenue to RAP. 
 

• Provide artists and promoters a high-quality venue to perform and book acts. 
 

• Maintain and preserve this historical Venue. 
 

• Maintain strong community collaboration on all aspects of the operation. 
 

• Oversee day to day operations of the Venue under direction from RAP. 
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• Operate the Roosevelt Golf Cafe 365 days a year, with hours to accommodate golfers 
and visitors to Griffith Park. 
 

• Offer high-quality food and beverage services designed to meet the culturally diverse 
and discerning tastes of Greek Theatre patrons. 
 

• Execute a robust capital improvement program that will align with the branding of the 
Greek Theatre. 
 

• Ensure five-star customer service. 
 

• Provide a fair and respectful employment environment. 
 

III.   BACKGROUND 
 
The current Venue Management Agreement expires on November 1, 2018 and the current 
Food and Beverage Concession Agreement expires on January 6, 2018 with a one-year 
extension option remaining on that agreement. RAP will terminate the existing Food and 
Beverage Concession Agreement to coincide with the commencement of the Agreement 
resulting from this RFP with a commencement date of November 1, 2018.  However, the 
selected proposer must be ready to begin transition of the facility from the current operator 
beginning on October 1, 2018, preparing for the 2019 season.  The Concert season runs 
between mid-April and October 31.  It is expected that approximately 70 concerts be 
programmed while providing additional community cultural event opportunities.    Note:  
Promotion of concerts or events by the Operator of the Venue will be strictly prohibited, 
consistent with an open venue model and therefore, any concert promoter, a subsidiary 
of a concert promoter or a joint venture with a concert promoter will be prohibited from 
submitting a response to this RFP. 
 
The Operator must be ready to occupy the Venue office space and take over operation of the 
Roosevelt Café by November 2, 2018 or shortly thereafter.  The Operator’s management staff 
will provide full oversight of the Venue on a year round basis.  The dedicated core management 
staff must be comprised of a Venue Manager, Roosevelt Café Manager, Booking/Box Office 
Manager, Operations Manager and necessary restaurant and administrative support staff.  It is 
expected that during off-season months (November-March), the venue may be rented for 
special events, i.e. corporate, community and other events.   
 
The following agreements and policies (Exhibit L) were adopted at the RAP Board meeting held 
on November 1, 2017: 
 

o User Agreement 
o Booking Policy 

 
The following agreements and policies (Exhibit L) were adopted at the RAP Board meeting held 
on December 14, 2016: 
 

o Promoter Incentive Program 
o Venue Rental Application  
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The Operator will be responsible for enforcing all terms and conditions and policies contained in 
these documents. These policies may be amended by the Board (Board) during the term of the 
Agreement. 
 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF GREEK THEATRE AND ROOSEVELT CAFE 
 
1. The Greek Theatre 
 
The Venue, owned by RAP, is located at 2700 N. Vermont Avenue in Griffith Park, nestled in 
the picturesque tree-enclosed setting of Griffith Park. This award-winning theatre was built in 
1929 and is one of Los Angeles' most historic entertainment venues. This 5,801-seat venue 
offers an intimate concert setting, with state-of-the-art acoustics combined with excellent sight 
lines. The Venue offers top quality entertainment under the stars in the heart of Los Angeles 
and consists of: a theatre building and the surrounding hillside; the main theatre structure; all 
areas, structures and concession facilities in the North Wing, South Wing, North Concourse, 
South Concourse and Front Concourse; seating areas; light booth; immediate exterior walls; 
fencing and public access areas fronting North Vermont Avenue; the Box Office structure; the 
public restrooms; the VIP Parking Lot; and parking in the adjacent valley west of the theatre.  
Premises Maps are provided in Exhibit A. 
 
2. Roosevelt Café 
 
The Roosevelt Café is located across the street from the Venue at 2650 N. Vermont Avenue, 
adjacent to the Roosevelt Golf Course, a 9-hole executive golf course with a small driving 
range.  The fully equipped facility is housed in a triple-wide modular building and offers outdoor 
patio seating overlooking the golf course. 
 
3. Parking  
 
Parking is available in areas surrounding the Venue as follows:  Parking Area 1 off of Boyscout 
Road has five hundred fifty (550) spaces, Parking Area 2 off of Vermont Canyon Road has one 
hundred seventy (170) spaces, and Parking Area 3 also off of Vermont Canyon Road has seven 
hundred forty-two (742) spaces.  Sixty-nine (69) quick park spaces and Sixteen (16) accessible 
parking spaces are available along Vermont Canyon Road and two (2) accessible parking 
spaces are available off North Vermont Ave.  Seventy (70) VIP spaces and two hundred (200) 
employee spaces are adjacent to the Venue.  The following chart summarizes parking 
availability: 
 

Accessible parking 18 Spaces 
VIP 70 Spaces 
Employees 200 Spaces 
Quick Park 69 Spaces 
Regular Spaces 1,462 Spaces 
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In addition, there is a parking lot dedicated to the Roosevelt Café with 27 spaces. The golf 
parking lot is also available after 6:30 p.m. for concert parking and offers 66 spaces. 
 
Additional parking opportunities are available through an offsite parking and shuttle program to 
be overseen by the Operator.  
 
V. PROPOSAL ITEMS 
 
Proposals should include detailed responses to each Proposal Item.  If selected, proposers 
must be willing and able to commit to the Proposal Items and all provisions contained in the 
Sample Agreement (Exhibit E), including the Standard Provisions for City Contracts attached as 
Exhibit A to the Sample Agreement.  The contents of the winning Proposal will be deemed as a 
binding commitment and included as an attachment to the Agreement.  
 
Proposers must respond to each of the following items in their written proposal.  Each response 
in the proposal must be numbered to correspond with each of the numbered items herein. 
 
Proposal Items 
 

A. Operational Oversight and Management Plan 
B. Event Services Staffing Plan  
C. Sponsorships and Premium Seating Sales Plan 
D. Capital Improvement Plan 
E. Food and Beverage Concession Plan 

 
A. Operational Oversight and Management Plan 
 
The Operator shall provide operational oversight and management of the Venue, under the 
direction of RAP staff.  RAP, through its Board, will establish all policies and standards for the 
venue including a Standard User Agreement, Booking Policy, and rules and regulations by 
which the Operator will manage the Venue on behalf of RAP. 
 
The Operator must have specialized experience in concert/theatre venue management and 
currently manage at least ten concert venues with a minimum seating capacity of 4,000 per 
venue and have been in business for a minimum of fifteen years.  Note: All On‐Site Manager(s) 
must have a minimum of ten years’ experience in entertainment management and/or facility 
experience and adequate technical background.  The management staff is to be located at the 
Venue where office space will be provided alongside RAP staff. 
 
Proposals must specify an Annual Management Fee that the Operator will receive for their 
services and describe at a minimum, how the proposing team will meet the following basic 
duties and responsibilities: 
 

Non-reimbursable Items 
 
The following items are services for which associated costs should be built into the 
proposed Annual Management Fee: 
 
1. Provide operational oversight and management at the Venue for approximately 70 

concerts and additional community and cultural events during the season from mid-April 
to October 31.   
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2. Manage and book the Venue calendar along with the challenge process.  
3. Manage the sales of sponsorships and premium seating.  See Section V.C. 
4. Manage the sales of VIP areas within the venue as well as parking. 
5. Manage and provide through proposing company or a subcontract for all customer-

oriented event services including but not limited to ushers, ticket-takers and security on 
an as-needed basis.  See Section V.B. 

6. Prepare an operating budget, monthly financial reports, marketing plans and pro-forma 
for length of the agreement, including an accounting detailing all revenues and 
expenditures for each concert/event.  Submit audited financials on an annual basis. 

7. Coordinate and collaborate with promoters before, during and after the event. 
8. Complete an end-of-show settlement process and act as RAP’s fiscal agent in collection 

of all fees owed to RAP.   
9. Maintain public and concert staff ingress and egress to the venue at all times. 
10. Manage all parking operations including subcontracting of the operation as well as 

collecting and remitting all parking fees levied by RAP.  
11. Prepare and manage a traffic control plan with the community, RAP and City of Los 

Angeles Department of Transportation (DOT) input. 
12. Prepare and manage a shuttle program to transport customers from off-site RAP parking 

lots and transportation hubs as further described in Section V.B.  The Operator will need 
to hold a shuttle services contract for this operation.  Note: it is very important to 
promote off-site parking to limit congestion of the local neighborhoods.    

13. Be completely accessible to the surrounding community to answer questions and to 
collaborate on all aspects of the operation.  Note:  RAP will be providing a full time 
community liaison but this should not limit the community’s access to the Operator. 

14. Manage and staff the Box Office. Promoters will select the ticketing company for their 
booked events.  There will be no exclusive rights to a ticketing vendor.   

15. Coordinate with Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD), Los Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD), and RAP Park Rangers on all scheduled events regarding Fire, EMS and 
Security services necessary for public protection. 

16. Perform annual Fire/Life testing of the venue through a licensed vendor in conformance 
with LAFD Regulations 4. 

17. Coordinate with RAP’s website vendor on all content, keeping up to date calendar and 
promotional information and manage all Venue social media accounts on behalf of RAP.   

18. Ensure the venue is always in a safe and clean condition.   See section V.B.6 for 
Operator’s responsibilities for custodial cleaning and trash collection services for pre, 
during and post-concert/events.   

19. Preventive and Routine Servicing of Equipment.  See Exhibit J for annual 
maintenance responsibilities. These costs shall be included as part of the Annual 
Management Fee and not to be considered a reimbursable expense.  Additional items 
may be requested by RAP including repair or replacement. Should a request be made 
and a mutually agreed upon scope and cost be reached, said cost would be reimbursed 
as per agreement.   

20. Meet weekly and monthly with designated RAP manager. 
21. Negotiate, develop, and hold agreements with the following: International Alliance of 

Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE) Locals 33 (Stage Technicians Union), 857 
(Treasures and Ticket Sellers Union), and 706 (Makeup Artists and Hair Stylists Union) 
and the American Federation of Musicians Local 47 AFL-CIO/CLC. 

22. Open and coordinate use of the Venue (during off-season) to IATSE for job training 
opportunities. 

23. Market the venue for filming opportunities during all no-concert dates throughout the 
year. 
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24. Manage the transition of the Venue from the current operator.  This includes but is not 
limited to determining best strategies for working with the current list of season ticket 
subscribers; contacting current sponsors; placement of existing event services staff; 
coordinating with possible agents or talent that could be holding dates with the current 
operator for the 2019 season; touring the facility; meeting and preparing necessary 
agreements with all Unions.  

25. Must staff, host (provide refreshments), and coordinate a monthly meeting with the 
Greek Theatre Advisory Committee (GTAC) which is currently made up of community 
stakeholders that serve to keep the community engaged, informed and to resolve quality 
of life issues associated with having an outdoor concert amphitheater in their 
neighborhood. 

26. Procure and pay monthly bills for telephone and internet services for Operator’s offices 
at the Venue.  All other utilities to be provided by RAP. 

27. Provide office equipment (computers, copiers, etc.) and office furniture for Operator’s 
offices at the Venue. 

28. Oversee shuttle operations, including coordination with DOT and their shuttle vendor.  
Shuttle expenses to be paid directly from RAP to DOT. 

 
 Reimbursable Items   
 
 The following items are services to be performed by Operator, but which will be reimbursed 

by RAP: 
 

1. Provide a sub-contract for pre, during and post-concert/event cleaning of the Venue as 
described in Section V.B.  Ensure Venue is in pristine condition prior to every show and 
event. 

2. Purchase and install sound monitoring equipment.  The Operator will ensure compliance 
with all sound level requirements and must demonstrate experience in performing this 
task. 

3. Purchase, lease, and/or install and maintain video projection screens, sound system, 
and lighting systems. Upon approval by City this will be a reimbursable expense.  Please 
note that the City currently owns two LED screens. 

4. Serve as RAP’s booking agent and fulfill rider obligations for a minimum of ten concerts 
per year to be held in various park locations throughout the City, excluding the Greek 
Theatre.  Related pre-approved expenses will be reimbursed by RAP. 
 

B. Event Services Staffing Plan 
 
Proposals should include a sample staffing plan, listing all proposed positions.  The percentage 
mark-up shall include all taxes, furniture, office custodial services, equipment, bonding, training, 
profit, benefits, insurance and any and all overhead not listed.  This shall be a fixed cost quote 
where RAP reserves the right to accept all or some of the positions as part of the management 
team. 
 
The Operator will be responsible for providing customer-oriented Event Services staff on an as-
needed basis.   These services may include, but not be limited to: parking, ushers, servers, 
ticket takers, security, shuttle services and box office.  The Operator may elect to subcontract 
this work should the company not provide these services in-house.   The Operator shall 
implement industry accepted practices and standards needed to provide the best service to 
RAP and its customers: the performers, promoters and patrons.  Every effort should be made to 
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display professionalism, creating a positive image of the Venue while enhancing the patron’s 
experience and safety.    
 
At minimum, services to be provided by Operator include:   
 

1. Ushers 
Duties include, but are not limited to, assisting patrons by providing directional guidance 
between entry points and seating areas and other facilities, and checking tickets to ensure 
correct seating placement.   They shall at all times be kind, courteous and helpful to the 
patrons. 
 
2. Ticket takers 
Ticket taker personnel shall be capable of scanning tickets or collecting, verifying and 
tearing approximately 500 tickets per hour.  They are to prevent unauthorized entry into 
the venue, obtain accurate ticket counts by hand or using mechanical or electronic 
counting devices, and perform visual check of patrons entering the venue for contraband 
items. 
 
3. Security 
Proposers are encouraged to conduct detailed assessments of the Venue and develop 
robust security plans that will maximize the safety of all concert goers and staff.   
 
Security personnel are responsible for, but not limited to: crowd management; directional 
assistance; enforcement of rules and regulations; entrance inspection checkpoint; 
screening for and confiscation of contraband items; and securing backstage areas, 
VIP/hospitality and other areas as needed, from unauthorized entry. Security will also be 
responsible for outside areas including but not limited to parking lots, front entry plaza, and 
the surrounding neighborhood.  It is important that patrons lawfully enter and exit the 
venue through designated paths of ingress and egress.  Security personnel shall be 
strategically placed and roaming the immediate neighborhood to ensure collaboration with 
and respect for surrounding areas.    
 
The Security Company used shall have requisite security experience and skills managing, 
and developing security plans for this type of venue.  All security companies operating in 
the State of California are required to have a Private Patrol Operators License issued by 
the State of California Department of Consumer Affairs.   The current management 
company contracts with off-duty Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) officers to run 
security which is the preferred model by RAP. 
 
Security plans shall involve the ability to react to both anticipated and unanticipated 
issues.  As a result, the ratio of security personnel may increase or decrease depending 
on size, music genre, and time of day of the event. 
 
4. Parking Attendants 
Attendants will be responsible for managing the safe entry and exit to all parking lots 
serving the venue as well as collecting and remitting all parking fees levied by RAP. They 
will be directly responsible for coordinating with DOT and LAPD.  The venue Operations 
Manager will coordinate with a parking supervisor to ensure accurate account of vehicles 
parked and loading/unloading of patrons utilizing the shuttle services.  They shall be 
responsible for any cash handling along with audited parking counts that shall be turned 
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over and secured by the management team.  All funds collected shall be remitted to RAP 
within twenty-four hours after conclusion of the event.    

 
5. Box Office 
At a minimum, the Box Office will be open on show days two hours before the show and 
will be open for six hours each Saturday during concert season.  Promoters will select the 
ticketing agent.  There is no exclusive ticketing agent at the Venue.  Box Office staff must 
be able to process sales on multiple systems. 
 
6. Concert/Event Cleaning 
Custodial services are to be provided to ensure the facility is clean prior to, during and 
following a concert or event.  This applies to all public and private areas of the venue 
including but not limited to, seating areas, restrooms, stage, backstage, dressing rooms, 
parking areas, VIP areas, bars, handrails, and hospitality areas.  All trash shall be 
collected and taken to an onsite collection area immediately following the concert or event, 
with trash pickup scheduled and maintained by the Operator.  Trash pickup shall also 
include all parking areas and shall occur directly following the concert or event.  
Restrooms shall be kept in a clean and sanitary condition at all times requiring intermittent 
cleaning during the concert or event.  
 
Note: Operator shall be responsible for all custodial services for office space on a year 
round basis and shall be included in the mark-up as described in Section V.A. 
 
7. Neighborhood Event Staff 
Neighborhood event staff (AKA “Yellow Jackets”) shall be provided pre and post-concert to 
collect trash and educate concert goers to respect the rights of the surrounding 
neighborhood.  They shall be positioned within and assigned areas of the neighborhood 
for a minimum one and a half hours prior and one and a half hours following a concert or 
event and be in constant communication with the management team to report problems 
and issues that require attention.  They shall collect or make arrangements for all trash to 
be collected and report any unlawful activity.   
 
8. Shuttles and Ride Sharing 
Traffic mitigation measures and minimizing stacked parking are an essential part of the 
operation.  Shuttle services need to be provided from RAP-owned parking lots located 
within Griffith Park and surrounding parks.   Proposer’s plan should include shuttle 
ridership incentive ideas to maximize the use of the shuttles. 
 
Proposers should also include a plan to manage rideshare services such as Uber and Lyft 
which will minimize traffic coming to the Venue.  
 
9.  Merchandise 
Coordinate with artists and/or promoters as needed to facilitate artist merchandise booths. 
 
Proposer will also fabricate, produce, stock, and sell, subject to RAP approval, Greek 
Theatre merchandise. RAP shall retain full ownership of the Greek Theatre logo and 
design.  Proposers should include in their proposal the percentage of net sales of all 
Greek Theatre merchandise sold that they will retain and what share will go to RAP and 
indicate proposed percentage in Financial Offer Form (Exhibit I).   

 
Sample Event Services Staffing Plan 
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Submit a sample Event Services staffing plan for a typical sold out concert event.  The Plan 
shall include a map of the venue and surrounding neighborhood showing the stationed locations 
of all staff. Proposer shall include estimated hourly rates inclusive of all associated overhead 
costs for the 2019 season. The staffing rates for each season shall be mutually agreed upon 
prior to the start of each season and shall be consistent with industry standards of concert 
venues found in Los Angeles. 
 
C. Sponsorship, Premium Seating, Filming and Special Events 
 
The Operator will manage the sale of sponsorships, premium seating, VIP areas, Filming, and 
Special Events.  Proposers must include in their proposal a marketing strategy and sales plan 
for all of these potential revenue streams.  RAP expects that the Operator will pursue 
aggressive Marketing of the Venue for special events during the off-concert season. 
 
RAP reserves the right to seek and obtain sponsorship opportunities from potential sponsors, 
and the Operator will not be compensated for sponsorship opportunities and sales which 
originate within or directly obtained by RAP.  RAP reserves the absolute right, in its sole 
discretion, to refuse any sponsorship presented by the Operator and RAP shall not be liable for 
any fee in the event of such refusal.   
 
The Operator shall pay to RAP a minimum of seventy-five percent (75%) of all monies received 
from each category listed above, less fulfillment costs. 
 
Proposers must indicate the percentage offered for all categories in the Financial Offer Form  
(Exhibit I). 

 
D. Capital Improvement Plan 
 
Capital Improvements are an important aspect of achieving the objective of this RFP. This 
investment, coupled with an ongoing schedule tied to an effective preventive maintenance plan, 
will ensure that the Venue is maintained at levels equal to or better than the other first class, 
high-quality venues in the market.  
 
Proposers must submit the following: 
 

1. A concession improvement plan that takes into account fundamental needs as well as 
supports the overall objectives of RAP. This includes a specific plan related to Food 
and Beverage operations at the Greek Theatre and Roosevelt Cafe. Proposers should 
consider how they might improve access to the various decks as well as create a 
cohesive experience amongst the numerous points of sale. All improvements must be 
in compliance with current applicable code requirements at the Federal, State, County 
and Municipal levels. 

  
2. A preventive maintenance plan that will insure the Venue is in compliance with all 

current applicable code requirements at the Federal, State, County and Municipal 
levels; is safe; and delivers a first class, high-quality experience for attendees. 
 

3. A sustainability plan which complies with the Los Angeles Green Building Code. 
Details can be found at https://ladbs.org/services/green-building-sustainability.  

 
4. Renderings of proposed improvements at the Venue and Roosevelt Café, along with 

https://ladbs.org/services/green-building-sustainability
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guaranteed investment amount and schedule of investments and improvements.  
(Note: only capital investments proposed in the first 10 years will be considered when 
scoring the RFP). All improvements must be completed in the off-season.  There 
should never be any work proposed to take place during the concert season, unless 
pre-approved by RAP.  Very clear planning of improvements must be made well in 
advance of any capital construction.  All proposed improvements shall be approved by 
RAP prior to the required permitting process, including but not limited to Los Angeles 
Department of Building and Safety (LADBS), LAFD, Department on Disability, 
Department of City Planning, and the Cultural Heritage Commission. 

 
5. See Exhibit J for a list of required Capital improvements.  Each Proposer shall include 

these along with any other proposed capital improvement.   
 
6. Any additional information that the proposers find relevant. 

 
Griffith Park, including the Venue, is designated as Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) No. LA-
942 in accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, and is 
listed in the California Register of Historic Resources as eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places. Therefore, the Venue is considered historically significant for California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) purposes. 
 
The Operator must obtain the written approval of the Cultural Heritage Commission for any 
substantial alterations to the affected area in accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the Los 
Angeles Administrative Code:  
 

A. The substantial alteration, including additional buildings on a site containing multiple 
buildings with a unified use, complies with the Standards for Rehabilitation approved 
by the United States Secretary of the Interior; and 

 
B. Whether the substantial alteration protects and preserves the historic and architectural 

qualities and the physical characteristics that make the site, building, or structure a 
designated Monument; and 

 
C. Compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code 

Section 21000 et seq. 
 
Any infractions, large or small, will be treated as a material breach of the Agreement and will be 
subject to all of the applicable laws, fines and penalties imposed by LABS, as well as the Office 
of Historic Resources. 
 
Additional remedies may include the termination of the Agreement, including loss of all financial 
investment at the time of the breach. 

 
E. Food and Beverage Concession Plan 
 
The Operator will be the exclusive provider of food and beverage service to the general public at 
the Venue and the Roosevelt Café, offering one seamless food experience to concert attendees 
during the concert season and enhanced food and beverage services to golf and park patrons 
throughout the year.  During the concert season, the Venue food and beverage services will 
open at least one and a half hours before the concert and close no later than thirty minutes after 
the concert.   
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Proposers must specify key personnel dedicated to the food and beverage operations and must 
assign at least one on-site manager for the Venue food and beverage and one on-site manager 
for Roosevelt Café operations.  The on‐site managers must have a minimum of ten years’ 
experience in food and beverage management.  Proposals must include descriptions of key 
personnel, assigned responsibilities, and required licenses and certifications.   
 
At a minimum, the food and beverage concession plan should describe how the Operator will: 
 

• Provide Food and Beverage service for approximately seventy concerts and additional 
special events at the Venue between April and October.   

• Provide service to golf patrons at Roosevelt Café 365 days a year and must open at 
least thirty minutes prior to the first tee time until thirty minutes after sunset. 

• Provide service to meet the needs and expectations of the City, concert attendees, park 
patrons and the neighboring community. 

• Propose courtyard and other seating areas as necessary to meet the needs of the 
public. 

• Minimize wait times. 
• Maximize patron experience through high-quality and uniquely featured menu items, 

quality of service, and an attractive ambiance. 
• Provide professional service at reasonable, market prices. 
• Assess, install and provide on-going maintenance and equipment, such as all necessary 

furnishings and equipment, to create an attractive and inviting Concession. 
• Provide food and beverage which incorporates the demographics and needs of the 

community and patrons. 
• Establish and increase a strong customer base at the Concession through the use of 

marketing and advertising tools and outreach to the community. 
• Coordinate with RAP to develop menu items/concessions for the Venue show season as 

well as non-concert events i.e., corporate events, community, and special events. 
• Develop a menu for Roosevelt Café which offers options for value priced express items 

for golfers as well as a full sit-down menu. 
• Implement, maintain and enforce all safety rules and regulations related to this 

Concession. 
• Ensure transfer of all permits related to serving alcoholic beverages at the Venue and at 

Roosevelt Café. 
 
The Concession premises are located within the Venue and Roosevelt Cafe.  The 
Concessionaire will have rights to use the following areas (described herein in Exhibit A):  
 

• North and South Concession Stands 
• Backstage Catering Area 
• Front Plaza Area 
• Upper and Lower decks 
• Roosevelt Cafe 

 
Office and storage space will be provided in the basement of the Venue and at the Roosevelt 
Cafe. 
 
During concerts and other licensed events, the Hospitality Room, adjacent Redwood Deck and 
upper deck may be used for VIP areas and used to fulfill sponsorship agreements.  Food and 
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beverage served in these areas where there is no charge to VIP’s shall be included in 
sponsorship agreements as fulfillment costs. These areas may also be rented out before and 
after shows to private artist, agent and promoters.   The City shall receive 100% of rent charged 
for use of these spaces.   
 
Unless contracted by the show promoter, the Operator is excluded from providing food and 
beverage concession service backstage.  However, the backstage catering area is part of the 
Operator’s premise and Operator will be responsible for overseeing any maintenance and/or 
equipment repairs in this area.  Operator will pay to City twenty percent (20%) of gross sales 
received from any backstage catering service provided by Operator. 
 
RAP will retain all rights to sponsorships, including non-alcoholic pouring rights, at the Venue 
and at Roosevelt Cafe.  The Operator shall collaborate with RAP to secure and receive financial 
benefits from sponsorship opportunities throughout the venue. 
 
Proposals must include quality food and beverage items, with proposed pricing, including but 
not limited to, high quality “grab and go” local cuisine, craft beers, wine and non-alcoholic 
beverages that reflect the cultural diversity of the events and that are in compliance with the Los 
Angeles Food Policy Council’s Good Food Purchasing Guidelines (Exhibit M).   
 
Décor, concepts and illustrations for the North and South Concession stands and the 
temporary/mobile food and beverage areas around the theatre must enhance the Venue’s 
ambience and create an attractive environment for concert attendees and park patrons.  Any 
proposed improvements must be pre-approved by RAP. 
 
Proposers must provide all equipment and furniture necessary to operate the concessions, 
including but not limited to kitchen equipment, dining area furniture, outdoor dining furniture, 
bars, mobile food and beverage carts, point of sale systems, credit/debit card machines, and 
must maintain all equipment in good working condition throughout the term of the Agreement.  A 
list of the major equipment must be included in the proposal. 
 
All permits and licenses for operating the concession, including but not limited to Health Permits 
and Alcoholic Beverage Control License, must be maintained throughout the term of the 
Agreement.  The Alcoholic Beverage Control License must be transferrable at fair market value, 
if applicable. 
 
The following should be described as part of the Food and Beverage Concession portion of the 
proposal: 
 

1. Additional Services and/or Amenities 
 
Proposers are encouraged to consider and propose additional food and beverage 
business activities and/or amenities (including additional points of sale), provided they 
are appropriate, compatible with other RAP activities, and approved by RAP.  

 
2.  Financial Projections and Planning   

 
Proposers are to complete and submit a Pro forma Financial Statement (Pro Forma) for 
the Food and Beverage portion of the operation.  A copy of the blank Pro forma is 
provided as a reference in Exhibit H.  An electronic version of the Pro forma is available 
online at: http://www.laparks.org/proposal.htm.  Click on the link to “Greek Theatre 

http://www.laparks.org/proposal.htm
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Venue and Concessions Management RFP”; look for the Pro forma link.  Proposers 
should open and check the file, and report any problems immediately to the RAP contact 
listed on the cover of this RFP. 
 
To complete the Pro forma, follow the instructions on the first tab of the spreadsheet.  
Proposers must submit with their proposal both a hardcopy and one new CD-R of the 
completed Pro forma.  
 
The Pro Forma covers anticipated operations over the maximum fifteen year term of the 
Agreement.  Projections should demonstrate sound financial planning, be realistic and 
achievable, and support all elements of the proposal.   
 
The Pro forma requires the proposer to enter the following information: 
 
• Pro Forma Profit and Loss: Projections for a maximum fifteen  year term, 

including projected revenues for each category of sales; variable costs (e.g. cost of 
goods sold); fixed costs (e.g. salaries, advertising and marketing, revenue-sharing, 
depreciation, utilities, insurance, etc.); interest and taxes, debt rate, net profit, etc.; 
proposers will be able to enter any additional information pertinent to your financial 
planning. 

 
• Break-Even Analysis:  The proposer’s return on investment is reflected here. 

Proposers should provide narrative explanations of their projected financial planning,  
indicating any assumptions made in financial planning;  
for example, expected interest rates, inflation rates, and anticipated increases or 
decreases in staffing levels; anticipated revenue and/or attendance increases; and if 
so, by how much.  Indicate any research you have undertaken to support your 
assumptions.  

 
  3. Proposed Operational Plan for Front Plaza Area 

 
a. Operational Plan for Front Plaza Area during the Concert Season 

A layout plan of temporary and or mobile food and beverage areas in and around 
the front entry plaza with descriptions of quality food and beverage items 
including but not limited to high quality “grab and go” local cuisine, craft beers, 
wine and non-alcoholic beverages during the concert season between April and 
October. 
 

 b. Operational Plan for Front Plaza Area during the Non-Concert Season 
During the non-concert season, the front plaza will be open for park patrons. 
Proposals may include operation of a food and beverage concession in the front 
plaza area that would serve park visitors year-round.  If the food and beverage 
offerings are different during the non-concert period, include the proposed menu 
items, along with proposed pricing. 

 
4.   Concession Fee for Food and Beverage Operations 
 
The concession fee for the food and beverage concession is the greater of a Minimum 
Annual Guarantee (MAG) or a percentage of gross receipts as proposed by the 
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Concessionaire.  Proposers are to complete the Financial Offer Form (Exhibit I) and 
specify the MAG and percentage of gross receipts offered.   

 
Greek Theatre Concessions 
 
The Minimum Acceptable MAG for the food and beverage concession at the Venue for 
year one is two million dollars ($2,000.000).  The MAG for subsequent years is the 
greater of the previous year’s MAG or 90% of the actual concession fee paid to RAP for 
the previous contract year.  For example if the MAG for year one is $2,000,000, the 
MAG for year two would be the greater of $2,000,000 or 90% of the actual concession 
fee paid to RAP based on the percentage of gross sales the Operator proposed. In no 
event will the MAG for subsequent years be less than the MAG for year one. 
 
The Minimum Acceptable percentage of gross receipts payable to RAP is forty percent 
(40%) for all food and beverage sold annually.  If the MAG is not met by December 31st 
of each calendar year, the difference between the actual payment received by RAP and 
the MAG will be payable to RAP by January 15th for the preceding year, pro-rated as 
necessary for the first year of operation or fractional part thereof, and pro-rated as 
necessary for the final year of operation or fractional part thereof.   
 

 
Roosevelt Café 
 
The Minimum Acceptable MAG for the food and beverage concession at the Roosevelt 
Cafe for year one is $25,000.  The MAG for subsequent years is the greater of the 
previous year’s MAG or 90% of the actual concession fee paid to RAP for the previous 
contract year.  In no event will the MAG for subsequent years be less than the MAG for 
year one. 
 
The Minimum Acceptable percentage of gross receipts payable to RAP is six percent 
(6%) for all food and beverage sold annually.  If the MAG is not met by December 31st of 
each calendar year, the difference between the actual payment received by RAP and the 
MAG will be payable to RAP by January 15th for the preceding year, pro-rated as 
necessary for the first year of operation or fractional part thereof, and pro-rated as 
necessary for the final year of operation or fractional part thereof.   
 
o Monthly payment must be stated as a Percentage of Gross Receipts.  Refer to 

Exhibit E, Section 10.C, for the definition of Gross Receipts. 
 
o Payment terms must also be indicated in the Pro Forma. 
 
o Proposer must provide justification, based on their financial projections, planning, 

and relevant market research, that the proposed Concession Fee for food and 
beverage is competitive as well as sustainable and realistic. 

 
VI. EVALUATION AND AWARD 
 
A. Evaluation Process and Criteria 
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RAP reserves the right to request additional information to clarify a submitted proposal.  The 
evaluation of proposals will consist of two levels.  Each proposer must pass Level I in order 
to advance to Level II.   

 
Interviews of the proposers by an evaluation panel consisting of City and/or non-City staff, may 
be scheduled at a later date for the purpose of clarifying matters in the proposals or responding 
to questions by the evaluation panel.   
 

Level I – Compliance with RFP Submission Requirements: (Exhibits B, C and D) 
RAP will conduct a preliminary evaluation of all proposals submitted by the deadline to 
determine compliance with proposal requirements and mandatory document 
submissions.  Proposers must meet requirements, provide requested information and 
satisfactorily pass background and reference checks to advance to level II. 

 
1. Cover Letter (Exhibit B) 
2. Proposal Deposit - $25,000.00 (Exhibit B) 
3. Compliance Documents.  Refer to Exhibit D. 
4. Background and experience shall include the following information, including but not 

limited to: 
a. All information requested in Exhibit C. 
b. List of venue owner contacts and references for every venue under Proposer’s 

managerial control. List venue name, address, type, seating capacity, contact 
information (phone and e-mail), length of time services have been provided, 
description of services and annual gross revenues. Denote which venues you are 
using to qualify under conditions set in Exhibit C, Section 2. 

c. List of all community organization contacts that represent neighborhoods that are 
located in close proximity to a venue similar in nature to the Greek Theatre. 

5. Financial Capacity.  Refer to Exhibit C. 
 

Level II – Evaluation and Scoring Criteria of Proposal Items:  
 
For purposes of the Level II evaluation, responsive proposals will be evaluated, ranked, 
and scored based on the criteria below: 
 

GREEK THEATRE VENUE AND  
CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT 

 EVALUATION CRITERIA 

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT 

COMPENSATION PLAN  20% 

OPERATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT PLAN 25% 

SPONSORSHIP AND PREMIUM SEATING 
SALES PLAN 

15% 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 20% 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONCESSION PLAN 20% 

TOTAL EVALUATION WEIGHT 100% 
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B. Evaluation and Recommendation   
 

Proposers must provide documentation/narrative demonstrating compliance with the listed 
requirements and will be evaluated on their ability to satisfactorily meet or exceed the 
requirements stated in this RFP. 
 
City reserves the right to conduct such investigations as the City considers appropriate with 
respect to the qualifications of each Proposer and any information contained in its proposal.  
All proposals will be evaluated solely on the basis of the stated requirements in this RFP and 
the ranking by an evaluation panel whose determination will serve as a basis to formulate the 
General Manager’s recommendation, setting forth the reasons for recommendation in a Board 
Report. The Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners (Board) will consider the General 
Manager’s recommendation during a public Board meeting and may accept or reject the 
recommendation in making its decision as to the selection, if any, stating publicly the reasons 
for their action.  
 
C. Award 

 
RAP shall notify all proposers in writing of the General Manager’s recommendation.  
 
Agreements are deemed to be effective upon the date of signature, or as otherwise stipulated 
under the Terms section of the Agreement. 
 
The awarded Concessionaire will complete and submit the additional documents as required by 
this RFP, City Attorney, City Ordinance, State and/or Federal laws within thirty (30) calendar 
days from the date the contract award is approved by City Council.  
 
D. Protest 
 
Should a proposer object on any grounds to any provision or legal requirement set forth 
in the RFP, or any addendum to the RFP, the proposer must, not more than ten calendar 
days after the addendum is issued, provide written notice to RAP setting forth with specificity the 
grounds for the objection. The failure of a proposer to object in the manner set forth in this 
paragraph shall constitute a complete and irrevocable waiver of any such objection. 
 
IMPORTANT:  
Charter Section 371(e)(10)  
In approving this RFP, the Board, in its capacity as the contract awarding authority for 
RAP, finds, pursuant to Charter Section 371(e)(10), that the use of competitive bidding 
would be undesirable, impractical or otherwise excused by the common law and the 
Charter because, unlike the purchase of a specified product, there is no single criterion, 
such as price comparison, that will determine which proposer can best provide the 
services required by RAP for the improvement, operation and maintenance of RAP’s 
concession. To select the best proposer for this concession, the Board finds it is 
necessary to utilize a standard request for proposals process and to evaluate proposals 
received based upon the criteria included in this RFP. The Board specifically finds that 
the narrower and more specialized competitive sealed proposal process authorized but 
not required by Charter Section 371, subsection (b), would not meet the RAP’s needs and 
therefore opts to utilize the standard request for proposals process. 
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City’s Right to Reject Proposals and to Waive Informalities 
 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this RFP, the City reserves the right to withdraw 
this RFP at any time without prior notice.  The City also reserves the right to reject any and all 
proposals submitted or to waive any minor administrative irregularities contained in 
any proposal, when to do so would be in the best interest of the City and pursuant to Los 
Angeles City Charter Section 371 (c): “The City shall reserve the right to reject any and all bids 
or proposal and to waive any informality in the bid or proposal when to do so would be to the 
advantage of the City.”  
 

 
 

VII. EXHIBITS 
 
A. Premises and Parking Lot Maps 
B. Instructions to Proposers 
C. Level I Requirements 
D. Compliance Documents 
E. Sample Venue Management Agreement 
F. Insurance Requirements 
G. Greek Theatre Venue Data 
H. Pro-Forma 
I.  Financial Offer Form 
J. Capital Improvement and Maintenance Requirements 
K.  Terms and Conditions Acceptance Form 
L. Open Venue Model Policies 
M. Good Food Purchasing Program Guidelines  
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS 
 
A. Submitting a Written Proposal 
 
To be considered for award of this Agreement, proposing entities must submit a sealed, written 
proposal in response to the Proposal Items indicated herein. Proposals provide information 
about background, current business practices, applicable experience, and plans for servicing 
this Contract. Proposals are evaluated based on several evaluation criteria as indicated in this 
RFP. 
 
Proposers may wish to consider the following guidelines in preparing their proposals: 
 
• Ensure proposal is easy to read and well-organized in its response to RAP objectives. 
 
• Verify that proposal is complete and thoroughly responds to all Proposal Items and 

Compliance Documents described in the RFP. 
 
• Formulate responses precisely and with detail; avoid vague, meaningless, or open-ended 

responses. Explain how your response furthers the stated objectives. 
 
• Make sure proposal demonstrates that your financial projections and cost estimates are 

realistic and sustainable. 
 
• If there are significant risks in your business strategy, include plans to mitigate those risks, 

addressing any contingencies that may arise. 
 
Your written submittal in this RFP process will be the primary basis on which the City will 
consider its award for the Agreement; therefore, proposers should be as thorough and as 
detailed as possible when responding to each Proposal Item and assembling a proposal. 
Proposers will not be able to add to or modify their proposals after the proposal due date. RAP 
may deem a proposer non-responsive if the proposer fails to provide all required documentation 
and copies. 
 
B. Submitted Proposals 
 
Proposals accepted by RAP in writing constitute a legally binding contract offer. It is requested 
that proposals be prepared simply and economically, avoiding the use of unnecessary 
promotional material. Submitted Proposals - Proposals must contain ALL of the following: 
 
1. Cover Letter 
Proposers are to include a cover letter indicating the contact information for the entity proposing. 
Include at a minimum: 
 
• Proposing company’s legal name (to be used on all documentation associated with this RFP 

and the resultant Agreement). 
 

• Type of business (corporation, partnership, or sole proprietorship). 
 
• Key names, including title and position. 
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• Name of main point of contact; said point of contact will be the only recipient of all information 
related to this RFP and will function as the equivalent to the Department’s Contract 
Coordinator. 

 
• Complete mailing addresses. 
 
• Telephone and fax numbers (including office and cell numbers as appropriate). 
 
• E-mail addresses, and any other information needed by City staff to contact proposers. 
 
• A statement that the proposing entity confirms its acknowledgement and acceptance of the 
terms and conditions set forth herein, without exceptions. 
 

2.  Proposal Deposit 
All proposals must include a Twenty-Five Thousand Dollar ($25,000.00) Proposal Deposit in the 
form of a cashier’s check only, payable to the City of Los Angeles. This amount shall be 
payable as a guarantee that the selected proposer will enter into an Agreement with RAP. The 
selected proposer shall have fourteen (14) calendar days from the date the Agreement is 
executed to review, sign and return it to RAP. In the event the selected proposer fails to return 
the signed Agreement and all other required documents within the allotted time frame, a penalty 
of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per calendar day shall be applied and deducted from the 
Proposal Deposit. If, after ninety (90) calendar days from the date the Agreement is awarded, 
the Agreement is not signed and returned, the City maintains the right to move on to the 
proposer with the next highest selection ranking. 
 
The Proposal Deposit of the successful proposer will be released upon receipt of the required 
Performance Deposit, evidence of insurance and execution of the Agreement. In the event that 
an award is made and the successful proposer fails to execute the Agreement and to provide 
the required Performance Deposit and insurance policies, the Proposal Deposit of that proposer 
will be forfeited and retained by the Department. 
 
The Proposal Deposits of unsuccessful proposers will be returned upon execution of an 
Agreement with the proposer awarded the contract. Proposal Deposits are maintained for all 
proposers in the event the successful proposer fails to execute the Agreement and another 
proposer is considered for award. 
 
C.  Proposal Submittal Information 
 
Deadline for Submission 
To be considered, proposals must be received on or before January 4, 2018 at 1:00 p.m. 
 
Where to Submit your Proposal 
The complete proposal package shall be placed in a sealed envelope(s) or box(es) labeled 
“Greek Theatre Venue and Concessions Management RFP” Said envelope or box shall have 
the name and address of the Proposer on the outside and be delivered to: 
 

Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks 
Office of the Board of Commissioners 

Attention: Board Secretary 
221 N. Figueroa Street, Suite 300 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 
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Number of Copies 
Please provide one original, one non-bound reproducible copy, four copies, and one electronic 
copy on CD, DVD, USB or Flash Drive. Plainly identify the respective documents. An original is 
one in which a form requiring a signature must be signed in wet ink. A reproducible copy is one 
which can readily be reproduced through a photocopier. If the proposal contains confidential 
information, a redacted, non-bound reproducible hard copy and an electronic copy of the 
redacted, non-bound proposal must be submitted in addition to all submitted materials. 
 
Important Notices 
Candidates who mail their proposals should allow adequate mail delivery time to ensure timely 
receipt of the proposals. Late proposals will not be considered for review. The City reserves the 
right to determine the timeliness of all proposals submitted. At the day and time appointed, all 
timely submitted proposals will be opened and the name of the proposer(s) announced. No 
other information about the proposals will be made public until such time as a recommendation 
concerning proposals is made to the Board of Recreation and Park Commissioners (Board). 
 
RAP reserves the right to extend the deadline for submission should such action be in the best 
interest of the City. In the event the deadline is extended, proposers will have the right to revise 
their proposal. Proposals may be withdrawn, by written request, prior to the scheduled closing 
time for receipt of proposals.  Faxed withdrawals will be accepted by the Board Office at (213) 
202-2610, Attn: Board Secretary.  After withdrawing a previously submitted proposal, the 
proposer may submit another proposal at any time up to the specified due date and time. 
 
A proposal will be returned only if the above-described withdrawal request explicitly requests 
that it be returned.  It will be returned either to a representative of the proposer who personally 
presents the withdrawal request with original signature to the Board Office or by USPS mail 
after the original signed request is received. The proposal will be sent by means of some other 
service only if the proposer pays for that service. 
 
Submission of a proposal pursuant to this RFP shall constitute acknowledgement and 
acceptance of the terms and conditions set forth herein.  All or portions of this RFP and the 
contents of the proposal submitted by the successful proposer may become contractual 
obligations if an Agreement is awarded.  Failure of the successful proposer to accept these 
obligations may result in cancellation of the award and forfeiture of the Proposal Deposit.  The 
City reserves the right to withdraw this RFP at any time without prior notice and return proposals 
and deposits. 
 
All proposals submitted in response to this RFP become the property of the City of Los Angeles, 
Department of Recreation and Parks. 
 
Mandatory Pre-Proposal Conference and Site Walk 
 
Pre-Proposal Conference (Conference): 
 

Date:  November 30, 2017 
Time:  10:00 AM 
Location:  The Greek Theatre 
  2700 N. Vermont Ave. 
  Los Angeles, CA 90027 
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Site Walk (The Greek Theatre): 
 

Date:  November 30, 2017 
Time:  Immediately following Pre-Proposal Conference 
Location:  The Greek Theatre 
  2700 N. Vermont Ave. 
  Los Angeles, CA 90027 

 
Site Walk (The Roosevelt Cafe): 
 

Date:  November 30, 2017 
Time:  12:00 PM 
Location:  Roosevelt Cafe 
  2650 N. Vermont Ave. 
  Los Angeles, CA 90027 

 
 
The purpose of the Conference is to clarify the contents of this RFP and to discuss the needs of 
The Greek Theatre and The Roosevelt Cafe. Attendance is mandatory.  It is highly 
recommended that prospective proposers read the complete RFP prior to the Conference 
and begin preparation of their proposal in order to maximize the benefits of the 
Conference. 
 
Contact with City Personnel 
Please direct all comments and questions to the Contract Coordinator. All contact regarding this 
RFP or any matter relating thereto must be in writing and may be e-mailed, mailed, or faxed as 
follows: 
 

 Email:  Latricia.Jones@lacity.org 
 Mail:   P.O. Box 86328 
   Los Angeles, CA 90086-0610 
 Fax:   (213) 202-2614 

 
To maximize the effectiveness of the Conference, to the extent possible, proposers should 
provide questions in writing prior to the Conference. This will enable the Contract Coordinator to 
prepare responses in advance.  
 
Additional questions may be accepted, in writing, at the Conference. However, responses may 
be deferred and provided as addenda to the RFP at a later date. All questions must be in 
writing. Responses to questions will be posted to RAP’s website and to www.labavn.org. 
It is recommended that questions be submitted as soon as possible in order to provide 
sufficient time to post written responses prior to the deadline to submit a proposal. 
Questions will be deemed late and may not be answered after December 8, 2017 at 5:00 
PM. 
 
All questions, without identifying the submitting company, will be compiled with the appropriate 
answers and issued as an addendum to the RFP. 
 
When submitting questions, please specify the RFP section number, paragraph number, and 
page number, and quote the passage that prompted the question. This will ensure that the 
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passage can be quickly found in the RFP. RAP reserves the right to group similar questions 
when providing answers. 
 
If City requirements or the specifications prevent proposers from submitting a proposal that 
would be beneficial to the City, please address the concern to the Contract Coordinator. 
 
Questions may address concerns that the application of minimum requirements, evaluation 
criteria and/or business requirements would unfairly disadvantage proposers or, due to unclear 
instructions, may result in RAP not receiving the best possible responses from proposers. 
 
D.  Document Check 
 
Please check the contents of the RFP package carefully to ensure that you have all the 
necessary documents as referenced within the RFP, including any addenda. If you are missing 
any items, you should make a written request to the Contract Coordinator identified above. 
 
The complete RFP package and all forms and information are also available 
at www.laparks.org/proposal.htm. Should you find a discrepancy in or omissions from said 
documents, or have questions as to their meaning, notify the Contract Coordinator at the above 
address in writing or fax no later than the deadline date for receiving proposals. The City of Los 
Angeles will not be bound by any oral statements or representations. 
 
E. Contractual Arrangements 
 
The proposer selected to perform the services outlined in this RFP will enter into an Agreement, 
substantially in the form of the Sample Agreement attached to the RFP as Exhibit E, approved 
as to form by the City Attorney, directly with the City of Los Angeles.  The Agreement will 
include the Standard Provisions for City Contracts (Rev 10/17) which are attached as Exhibit A 
to the Sample Agreement. 
 
F. Verification of Information 
 
RAP reserves the right to verify the information received in the proposal. If a proposer knowingly 
and willfully submits false information or data, RAP reserves the right to reject that proposal. If it 
is determined that an Agreement was awarded as a result of false statements or other data 
submitted in response to this RFP, RAP reserves the right to terminate the Agreement. 
 
G. Cost of Preparation 
 
All costs of proposal preparation shall be borne by the proposer. The City shall not, in any 
event, be liable for any expenses incurred by the proposer in the preparation and/or submission 
of the proposal. All proposers who respond to solicitations do so solely at their own expense. 

http://www.laparks.org/proposal.htm
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LEVEL I REQUIREMENTS 
 
1. Compliance Documents 
 
As part of the RFP process, all proposers are to review, complete, and submit the following 
compliance documents.  Information, related forms, and instructions are located in  
Exhibit D of the RFP (“Compliance Documents”). 
 
Previous compliance document submittals and/or waivers do not apply.  New forms must be 
completed and processed.   

  
Additional information regarding some compliance documents may be available at the  
Pre-Proposal Conference, on a City website, and/or by phone with the administering  
City Department of a given ordinance or compliance document.  Exemptions from certain 
ordinances may also apply.  RAP reserves the right to request additional information and/or 
clarification regarding submitted compliance documents during the evaluation process. 

 
The following compliance documents MUST be included with your proposal: 

 
a. Proposer’s Signature Declaration and Affidavit (Section I.A of Exhibit D) 
 The document must be signed and notarized.  Legal name(s) on all proposal documents 

and the resultant Contract must be consistent.  Only the original notarized form is 
acceptable. 

 
b. Disposition of Proposals (Section I.B of Exhibit D) 
 The document must be signed by an individual authorized to bind the proposer. 
 
c. Nondiscrimination, Equal Employment Practices and Affirmative Action (Section I.C of 

Exhibit D). Please read instructions in Exhibit D. 
 
d. Contractor Responsibility Ordinance Statement (Section I.D of Exhibit D) 

Pages 1 through 6 of the document must be completed and submitted with the proposal.  
Pages 1 and 6 must be signed by an individual authorized to bind the proposer. 

 
e. Equal Benefits Ordinance Statement/First Source Hiring Ordinance (FSHO) (Section I.E of 

Exhibit D). Please read the instructions in Exhibit D. 
 
f. Living Wage Ordinance (LWO)/Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance (SCWRO) – 

only if applying for an exemption (Section I.F of Exhibit D).  Submittal of documents only 
required if the proposer is applying for an exemption to the ordinance requirements. 

 
g. Business Inclusion Program (BIP) Requirements (Section I.G of Exhibit D) 

It is the policy of the City to provide Minority Business Enterprise (MBE), Women Business 
Enterprise (WBE), Small Business Enterprise (SBE), Emerging Business Enterprise (EBE), 
Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE), and all Other Business Enterprise (OBE) 
concerns an equal opportunity to participate in the performance of all City contracts. 

      Proposers will assist the City in implementing this policy by taking all reasonable steps to 
ensure that all available business enterprises, including MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, 
and OBEs, have an equal opportunity to compete for, and participate in, City contracts.  
Equal opportunity will be determined by the proposer’s BIP outreach documentation, as 
described in Business Inclusion Program (BIP) Requirements (Section I.G of Exhibit D), of 
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this RFP.  Participation by MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs may be in the 
form of subcontracting.  Proposers must refer to Business Inclusion Program (BIP) 
Requirements (Section I.G of Exhibit D) of this RFP for additional information and 
instructions.  BIP outreach must be performed using the Business Assistance Virtual 
Network (www.labavn.org).  A proposer's failure to utilize and complete their BIP Outreach 
as described in Business Inclusion Program (BIP) Requirements (Section I.G of Exhibit D) 
may result in their proposal being deemed non-responsive. 

      
The anticipated participation levels are as follows: 

 
MBE Participation: 18% 

WBE Participation: 4% 
SBE Participation: 25% 
EBE Participation:   8% 
DVBE Participation:   3% 

 
h. Municipal Lobbying Ordinance / Bidder Certification – City Ethics Commission (CEC) Form 

50 (Section I.H of Exhibit D)  
Please read the instructions in Exhibit D. 

 
i. Compliance with Los Angeles City Charter Section 470(c)(12) (Measure H)  
 Please read the instructions in Exhibit F.  
 
j. Federal Tax ID Number and Form W-9 
 Please submit your Federal Tax ID Number with the proposal.  The name on either 

document must match the proposer’s legal business name, as listed on the Proposer’s 
Signature Declaration and Affidavit.  

 
 Complete and submit an original Form W-9 with your proposal (Section I.I of Exhibit D).  The 

name on the W-9 must match the proposer’s legal business name, as listed on the 
Proposer’s Signature Declaration and Affidavit. 

 
k.    Iran Contracting Act of 2010 Compliance Affidavit 

Please complete, sign, and submit the form with the proposal (Exhibit H). 
 
Only the proposer selected for award of this agreement shall submit the following additional 
required items prior to execution of the Agreement (within forty-five [45] calendar days from the 
date the agreement is awarded by the Board to the selected proposer): 

 

http://www.labavn.org/
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l. Americans with Disabilities Act Certification 
m. Business Tax Registration Certificate 
n. Certification of Compliance with Child Support Obligations 
o. Contractor Responsibility Ordinance – Pledge of Compliance 
p.   City-approved Proof of Insurance 
q.   City-approved Performance Deposit 
r.   Los Angeles Residence Information (location of selected concessionaire’s  

headquarters and percentage of workforce residing in Los Angeles) 
s.   LWO/SCWRO – additional related forms from item 4.f. above 
t.    Slavery Disclosure Affidavit 
 

 
Failure of the selected proposer to submit all the required documents (specified as items “e” 
through “t” above) and submit a signed Agreement within forty-five (45) calendar days from the 
date the contract is awarded by the Board shall cause the proposal to be deemed non-
responsive, and a penalty of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per calendar day shall be applied 
and deducted from the Proposal Deposit.  If, after ninety (90) calendar days from the date the 
contract is awarded by the Board, the contract is not signed and compliance documents not 
submitted and received by the Board Office, the City maintains the right to move on to the 
proposer with the next highest selection ranking. 
 
2.  Minimum Qualifications 
 
Describe your business entity’s background and experience in providing services similar to this 
opportunity.  Proposers must have a minimum qualifying experience of providing venue 
management services for a minimum of twenty-five (25) different concert/theatre venues 
with a minimum seating capacity of four-thousand (4,000) per venue and have been in 
business for a minimum of twenty (20) years.  Proposer must also have a minimum 
qualifying experience of providing food and beverage services for a minimum of ten (10) 
different concert/theater venues with a minimum seating capacity of five-thousand 
(5,000) per venue and have been in business for a minimum of fifteen (15) years. A 
qualifying venue could be a theater, stadium or amphitheater.If this is a new company, 
partnership, or joint venture formed for the operation of this concession, describe the 
background and qualifications of each of the partners or principals.  
  
Note: This section pertains to your business entity’s PAST experience and CURRENT 
operations, not your PROPOSED operation for this Concession. 
 

• Ownership Description 
Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below: 
2..1 ___ Address 
2..2 ___ Length in business (in years and months) 
2..3 ___Type: Sole Proprietorship, Partnership, Joint Venture, Corporation or a  

Limited Liability Company (LLC), etc. 
2..4 ___ Size of company (includes total number of employees and annual gross 

revenue) 
2..5 ___ Organizational chart 
2..6 ___ Names of persons responsible for operations  
2..7 ___ Any pending mergers (if none, so state in response to this section) 
2..8 ___ Ownership information for all proposed subcontractors 
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•  Description of proposing entity’s experience in and knowledge managing similiar 

venues.   
This section pertains to your business entity’s PAST experience and CURRENT 
operations, not your PROPOSED operation for this RFP.  

 
Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below (if none, so state 
in response to each item below): 
2..1 ___  Description of similar current and past operations; 
2..2 ___   Revenues of past or current comparable operations under the proposer’s 

management, broken down by category (promoter rent, parking, 
sponsorships, etc.), for the previous five years (if applicable). 

2..3 ___  Proposer’s years of above experience 
2..4 ___  Extent of any related experience 
2..5 ___  Additional information that demonstrates your qualifications 

 
• Contracts History (include contact information for all contracts listed): 

Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below (if none, so state 
in response to each item below): 
2..1 ___ List of all contracts commenced and terminated, for whatever reasons, 

during most recent twelve (12) months, along with an explanation of the 
reasons for the termination. 

2..2 ___ List of all contracts which terminated during 2016, along with an explanation 
of the reasons for the termination. 

 
• Current Operations 

Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below (if none, so state 
in response to each item below): 
2..1 ___ Employee hiring, training, motivation, and promotion policies. 
2..2 ___ Methods and controls for accounting. 
 

• References 
Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below: 
2..1 ___ Business References: Provide a minimum of three (3) references with   

whom you have conducted business to verify relevant past performance.  
Include names, addresses, telephone numbers, and the scope of the 
business relationship. 

2.5.2   ___ Financial References: Provide a minimum of three (3) references from banks   
or other financial institutions; include names, addresses, telephone 
numbers, and the type of relationship (for example, checking/savings 
accounts, commercial loans, landlord, lessor, etc.) 

 
3.   Financial Capacity 
 
Each proposer must demonstrate the financial means and resources to finance, operate, and 
sustain the operation as proposed, including start-up and pre-deployment costs, inventory and 
sufficient working capital, and access to additional capital, if needed.  To this end, each 
proposer must provide, with the submitted proposal, the following items.  All items submitted are 
subject to verification by RAP. 
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3.1 Good Standing  
No qualified opinion in the audited financial statements, including “going concern” 
issues. 
 

3.2 Amount of Investment Required 
State the amount of investment you will require to provide services as proposed.  This 
amount must include Start-Up Costs (Proposers must include a response to each 
proposal item listed below): 
 
3.2.1 Amount of Investment to begin operations as proposed (to include): 

___Performance Deposit 
___Inventory 
___Equipment 
___Operating Supplies 
___Training  
___Others (list) 

   
   

3.3 Source(s) of Funding  
Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below: 
  
3.3.1___ Indicate whether the proposed source of funding the above amount is cash 

reserves, financing from a commercial lender, other sources, or a combination 
thereof. 

3.3.2 ___ Of the total amount required, indicate the amount that is to be funded through 
each source.  

 
3.4 Financial Documentation 

Each proposer must provide, with the proposal, the following written verification of its 
ability and commitment to provide adequate funding in the amount indicated above.   

 
(If a partnership or joint venture, the following must be provided for each of the entities 
comprising the partnership or joint venture.) 

 
Proposers must include a response to each proposal item listed below: 

 
3.4.1 If cash reserves are to be used to fund the operation, provide the following (If no 

cash is to be used, so state in your response to this section): 
 ___ Bank statements for the proposing entity for the twelve (12) months 

preceding the release date of this RFP. 
 ___   If proposing entity is a public corporation, include a letter signed by an 

officer of the company that represents that company’s finance committee 
or other entity (executive committee, board of directors, etc.) that has the 
authority to approve the expenditures. 

 
NOTE: Such letter must be an original and must be notarized. 
 
___ Copies of current credit reports/ratings of the proposing entity.  If private 

capital is to be used, provide copies of current credit reports/ratings of the 
person(s) whose funds are to be used (“Current” shall mean current as of 
September 2017 or later). 
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3.4.2 If loans are to be used to fund the operation, provide the following (if no loans are 

to be used, so state in your response to this section): 
___   A copy of an unconditional, formal letter of commitment from the lender(s); 
___  Copies of current credit reports/ratings of the proposing entity.  (“Current” 

shall mean current as of September 2017 or later) 
 

3.4.3 Provide detailed documentation for any additional sources of funding.  If no other 
sources of funding are to be used other than those already indicated, so state in 
your response to this section. 
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Partnership and Revenue Branch 
Concessions Unit 
221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 180 
Mail Stop 625-26 
Los Angeles, CA 90012   
Telephone: (213) 202-3280 
Fax:  (213) 202-2678 
Web:  www.laparks.org/proposal.htm      August 2016 

http://www.laparks.org/proposal.htm
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COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTS – REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL  
 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
 
SECTION I – Compliance Documents to be submitted by Proposers with Proposal  

 
A. Proposer’s Signature Declaration and Affidavit  
 
B. Disposition of Proposals  
 
C. Nondiscrimination, Equal Employment Practices, and Affirmative Action Program 
 
D. Contractor Responsibility Ordinance Statement  

 
      E.       Equal Benefits Ordinance Affidavit / First Source Hiring Ordinance (FSHO) 

 
F. Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) / Service Contractor Worker Retention 

Ordinance (SCWRO)  
 
G. Business Inclusion Program 
 
H. Municipal Lobbying Ordinance / Bidder Certification – CEC Form 50 

 
I.       Prohibited Contributors – CEC Form 55 (Measure H) 
 
J.   Form W-9, Request for Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) and 

Certification 
 

K.       Iran Contracting Act of 2010 Compliance Affidavit 
 
SECTION II – Compliance Documents to be submitted by Selected Proposer  

 
L. Americans with Disabilities Act Certification  
 
M. Business Tax Registration Certificate  
 
N. Certification of Compliance with Child Support Obligations  
 
O. Contractor Responsibility Ordinance – Pledge of Compliance  
 
P. City-Approved Proof of Insurance (See separate exhibit attached to RFP) 
 
Q. City-Approved Performance Deposit (See RFP for acceptable forms of deposit) 
 
R. Los Angeles Residence Information  
 
S. Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) / Service Contractor Worker Retention 

Ordinance (SCWRO) – Additional Forms  
 

T. Slavery Disclosure Affidavit 
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SECTION I 

 
Compliance Documents to be Submitted with Proposals 
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SECTION A 
 

PROPOSER’S SIGNATURE DECLARATION AND AFFIDAVIT 
 

 
With each proposal, a statement shall be submitted and signed by the respondent under penalty 
of perjury that: The response is genuine, not a sham or collusive, the response is not made in 
the interest or on behalf of any person not named therein; the respondent has not directly or 
indirectly induced or solicited any person to submit a false or sham response or to refrain from 
responding; and, the respondent has not in any manner sought by collusion to secure an 
advantage over any other respondent. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. Sign and Notarize the Document 
b. Submit with the Bid/Proposal 

 
Signatures: 
 
Individual: (e.g., Individual dba [Name or Company], etc) – Individual must sign affidavit. 
 
Partnership: At least ONE General Partner must sign the affidavit. 
 
Corporation: It is preferred that the PRESIDENT and SECRETARY of the corporation sign the 

affidavit on behalf of the corporation, but a VICE-PRESIDENT may sign in the 
absence of the President and an Assistant Secretary or Treasurer may sign in 
the absence of the Secretary. 

 
Note: An Authorized Agent may sign for a Corporation, provided the City is 
furnished a certified copy of the Board of Directors Resolution authorizing such 
person to execute the document on behalf of the corporation. An 
acknowledgement at the base of the Resolution must state that it is unchanged, 
in force, and must be signed by the Corporate Secretary with the current date. 
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AFFIDAVIT TO ACCOMPANY PROPOSALS 

 
I/We, _____________________________________________________________________________  
 
being first duly sworn, deposes and states: That the undersigned  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________  

(Insert “Sole Owner”, “General Partner”, “President”, “Secretary”, or other proper title)  
 
is of ______________________________________________________________________________ 

(Name of firm / business entity) 
 
Who submits herewith to City of Los Angeles the attached proposal: 
 
Affiant deposes and states: That said proposal is genuine; that the same is not sham or collusive; that all 
statements of fact therein are true; that such proposal was not made in the interest or behalf of any 
person, partnership, company, association, organization or corporation not therein named or disclosed. 
 
Affiant deposes and states: That the proposer has not directly or indirectly by agreement, communication 
or conference with anyone attempted to induce action prejudicial to the interests of the public body which 
is to award the contract, or of any other proposer, or anyone else interested in the proposed contract: that 
the proposer has not in any manner sought by collusion to secure for itself an advantage over any other 
proposer. 
 
Affiant further deposes and states that prior to the public opening and reading of proposals the said 
proposer: 
 

(a) Did not, directly or indirectly, induce or solicit anyone else to submit a false or sham proposal; 
 
(b) Did not, directly or indirectly, collude, conspire, connive or agree with anyone else that said 

proposer or anyone else or fix the proposal price of said proposer or of anyone else, or to 
raise or fix any overhead, profit or cost element of its price or of that of anyone else; 

 
(c) Did not, directly or indirectly, submit its proposal price or any breakdown thereof, or the 

contents thereof, or divulge information or data relative thereto, to any corporation, 
partnership, company, association, organization, proposal depository, or to any member or 
agent thereof, or to any individual or group of individuals, except to the awarding authority or 
to any person or persons who have a partnership or other financial interest with said proposer 
in its business. 

 
I understand and agree that any falsification in the affidavit will be grounds for rejection of this proposal or 
cancellation of any concession contract awarded pursuant to this proposal. 
 
I hereby certify or declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF __________________________ 
 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ___________ day of ________________________________ 
        (Signature) 
 
________________________________________________ ________________________________ 
(Month / Year)        (Title) 
 
________________________________________________ ________________________________ 
(Notary Public)       (Date) 
 

PROPOSALS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED UNLESS THE AFFIDAVIT HEREON IS FULLY 
EXECUTED, INCLUDING THE CERTIFICATE OF THE NOTARY AND THE NOTARIAL SEAL 
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SECTION B 

 
DISPOSITION OF PROPOSALS 

 

 
All proposals submitted in response to the RFP shall become the property of the                    
City of Los Angeles and a matter of public record.  Proposers must identify all copyrighted 
material, trade secrets, or other propriertary information that they claim are exempt from 
disclosure under the Public Records Act, and indemnify and defend the City of Los Angeles for 
its refusal to disclose such material from person making a request therefore. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. Sign the Document 
b. Submit with the Bid/Proposal 

 
Signatures: 
 
The person signing must be authorized to bind the proposer. 
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Disposition of Proposals 

 
 
All proposals submitted in response to the RFP shall become the property of the                    
City of Los Angeles (City) and a matter of public record.  Proposers must identify all copyrighted 
materials, trade secrets, or other proprietary information that they claim are exempt from 
disclosure under the Public Records Act (California Code, Section 6250 et seq.)   
 
In the event such an exemption is claimed, the proposer must state in the proposal that the 
proposer will defend any action brought against the City for its refusal to disclose such material, 
trade secret, or other proprietary information to any party making such a request.  The proposer 
is required to state in the proposal that: 
 

“The proposer will indemnify the City or Agency and hold it harmless from any 
claim or liability and defend any action brought against the City of Los Angeles 
for its refusal to disclose copyrighted material, trade secrets, or other proprietary 
information to any persons making a request therefore.” 

 
Proposer’s obligations herein include, but are not limited to, all attorney’s fees (both in house 
and outside counsel), costs of litigation incurred by the City or its attorneys (including all actual 
costs incurred by the City, not merely those costs recoverable by a prevailing party, and 
specifically including costs of experts and consultants) as well as all damages or liability or any 
nature whatsoever arising out of any such suits, claims, and causes of action brought against 
the City, through and including any appellate proceedings.  Proposer’s obligations to the City 
under this indemnification provision shall be due and payable on a monthly, on-going basis 
within thirty (30) days after each submission to Proposer of the City’s invoices for all fees and 
costs incurred by the City, as well as all damages or liability of any nature. 
 

__________ 
 
“I have read and understand the Disposition of Proposals and agree that the City of Los Angeles 
may release any materials and information contained in the proposal submitted by the 
undersigned’s firm in the event that the required hold harmless statement is not included in the 
Proposal.” 
 
 
________________________________________   ______________________ 
Signature of person authorized to bind proposer   Date 
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Proposers are advised that any contract awarded pursuant to this procurement process shall be 
subject to the applicable provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.8.2.,      
Non-discrimination Clause. 
 
All contracts for which the consideration is One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) or more shall 
comply with the provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Sections 10.8.3.,                 
Equal Employment Practices Provisions. By affixing its signature on a contract that is subject to 
the Equal Employment Practices Provisions, the Contractor shall agree to adhere to the 
provisions in the Equal Employment Practices Provisions for the duration of the contract. 
 
All contracts for which the consideration is Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) or more 
shall comply with the provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Sections 10.8.4., 
Affirmative Action Program Provisions. By affixing its signature on a contract that is subject to 
the Affirmative Action Program Provisions, the Contractor shall agree to adhere to the 
provisions in the Affirmative Action Program Provisions for the duration of the contract. 
 
Furthermore, contractors shall include similar provisions in all subcontracts awarded for work to 
be performed under the contract with the City and shall impose the same obligations. The 
contract with the subcontractor that contains similar language shall be made available to the 
Office of Contract Compliance upon request. 
 
The City no longer requires separate affidavits to confirm compliance with any of these 
programs. Contractors agree to adhere to the abovementioned programs by affixing its 
signature on a contract resulting from this RFP process. 
 
Proposers seeking additional information regarding the requirements of the City’s                 
Non-Discrimination Clause, Equal Employment Practices and Affirmative Action Program may 
visit the Bureau of Contract Administration’s web site at http://bca.lacity.org. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a.  No action required. By affixing a signature to a contract that results from this RFP 
process, the contractor agrees to adhere to these programs.  

SECTION C 
 

NONDISCRIMINATION, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES, AND AFFIRMATIVE 
ACTION PROGRAM 

http://bca.lacity.org/
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SECTION D 

 
CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY ORDINANCE STATEMENT 

 

 
The Contractor Responsibility Ordinance (CRO) requires a determination, via the CRO 
questionnaire, that prospective contractors are responsible and capable of fully performing the 
work before a contract is awarded by the City of Los Angeles.  Additional information may be 
found at the following website: bca.lacity.org 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. The questionnaire must be completed, appropriately signed, and submitted with the 
proposal (Pages 1 through 9).  

 

http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm?nxt=soo&nxt_body=content_cro.cfm


 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBIILITY ORDINANCE 

(Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.40 et seq.) 
 
1.  What is the Contractor Responsibility Ordinance? 
 
The Contractor Responsibility Ordinance (CRO) requires that each department make a 
determination as to whether prospective contractors are responsible and capable of fully 
performing the work before being awarding a City contract. The Ordinance also requires 
prospective contractors to complete a Responsibility Questionnaire that will be posted on the 
internet for 14 calendar days for public review.  
 
2.  When was the Ordinance adopted? 
 
The City Council adopted the CRO on November 21, 2000.  Regulations implementing the 
Ordinance were adopted on June 19, 2001.  
 
3.  Who is responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Ordinance? 
 
Three departments were named as administrative agencies responsible for the administration 
of the CRO.  Each Designated Administrative Agency (DAA) administers the Ordinance for a 
specific type of agreement.  The three DAA’s, the type of agreement each DAA is responsible 
for, and contact information for each DAA is provided in the table below.   
 
Administrative Agency Agreement Type Contact Information 

Public Works, BCA  Service  Russ Strazella  
(213) 580-5012 

Public Works, BCA Construction Russ Struzella   
(213) 580-5012 

General Services Procurement Raymond Richards 
(213) 485-4591 

 
4.  Are all service, procurement, and construction agreements subject to the CRO? 
 
Generally, an agreement, including one processed as an Authorization for Expenditure (AFE) 
with a Letter of Agreement, is covered by the CRO if it meets one of the definitions below.   
 
Service agreements: Agreements covered under the general category of a “service 
agreement” include:  
• An agreement for $25,000.00 or more and for at least three months in which a contractor 

will provide services to or for the City. 
• An agreement for a lease or license of City property if the service to be performed on the 

property is something that City employees could perform. 
• An agreement for the lease or license of City property that is in a location where a 

substantial number of the general public might visit. 
• An agreement for the grant of City financial assistance for $100,000 or more if the 

agreement is for the purpose of economic development or job growth. City financial 
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assistance may also include loans if certain conditions are met. (Refer to Sec. 10.40.0(b) 
of the CRO.) 

 
Purchase agreements: Purchase agreements are covered if they are for $100,000 or more. 
Agreements to purchase garments are covered if they are for $25,000 or more.  
 
Construction agreements: All construction agreements are covered, regardless of amount or 
term.   
 
5. When did the Ordinance become applicable? 
 
The Ordinance is being applied to Invitations for Bids (IFB) (including Requests for 
Proposals, Requests for Qualifications, “sole-sourced” contracts, and any other procurement 
process) released to the public on or after September 4, 2001. An agreement entered into 
as a result of an IFB released prior to that date is not subject to the CRO unless it is 
amended after September 4, 2001, and the amended agreement meets the definitions stated 
in the answer to Question #4 above.  
 
6. If an IFB is subject to the CRO, what must a department do? 
 
The department must inform prospective bidders/proposers that the CRO is applicable to the 
IFB. The department must also include the appropriate Responsibility Questionnaire for 
bidders/proposers to fill out. Depending on the type of contract to be awarded, one of three 
Questionnaires may be included in the IFB: Service; Procurement; and Construction. 
 
7. What is a Responsibility Questionnaire? 
 
The Responsibility Questionnaire asks for information about the bidder/proposer: business 
organization or structure; financial resources and responsibility; performance history; prior 
disputes; and history in complying with laws. Before a department awards a contract, the 
department will consider information contained in the Questionnaire as part of the review of a 
bidder/proposer’s responsibility, as well as any information contained in the Office of Contract 
Compliance’s Contractor Evaluation database [http://caodocs.ci.la.ca.us/ContEval/] regarding 
the proposer’s prior performance on City contracts. 
 
8. What must a bidder/proposer do when responding to an IFB? 
 
If the IFB is subject to the CRO, the bidder/proposer must complete the Responsibility 
Questionnaire and return it to the City department with the bid/proposal. If a bidder/proposer 
does not submit a completed Questionnaire with the bid/proposal, the City department may 
consider the bidder/proposer to be non-responsive to the IFB and may disqualify the 
bidder/proposer from the rest of the IFB process.   
 
9.  Is a separate Questionnaire required for each IFB? 
 
Unless the IFB is exempt, a separate Questionnaire must be submitted for each IFB to which 
a bidder/proposer responds.  
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10.   What will the City do with the Questionnaire? 
 
The department responsible for awarding the agreement will review the information contained 
in the submitted questionnaires, and if necessary, follow up with the bidder/proposer to clarify 
any information contained in the Questionnaire. The awarding authority will send the 
completed Questionnaires to the appropriate DAA.  The DAA will post the Questionnaires on 
the City’s Bidder/Contractor Responsibility website: www.lacity.org/bidresp. This posting also 
applies to “sole-sourced” contracts, so the completed Questionnaire from a proposed “sole-
sourced” contractor must be forwarded to the appropriate DAA for posting.  
 
11.   How long will the Questionnaires be posted? 
 
The Questionnaires will be posted on the internet for 14 calendar days. Unless an exemption 
applies, a department cannot award an agreement until the posting requirement has been 
met.  
 
12.   What happens during the 14 calendar-day posting period?   
 
The general public will be able to review the Questionnaires posted. If, during the 14 
calendar-day posting period, the DAA receives information that calls into question a 
bidder/proposer’s responsibility, the DAA will investigate the matter. In that case, no 
agreement may be awarded until the DAA finishes its investigation. Information obtained 
during the investigation will be provided to the department to consider in its determination of a 
bidder/proposer’s responsibility. 
 
13.   How does a department know that the posting requirement has been met? 
 
The awarding department should complete the top portion of the Posting Verification Form 
and forward it to the DAA along with the Questionnaires. The DAA will complete the bottom 
portion of the Posting Verification Form and return it to the department when the posting 
requirement has been met.   
 
14.   Are contract amendments subject to the CRO? 
 
If an agreement is amended after September 4, 2001, and the amended agreement meets 
the definitions stated in the answer to Question #4 above, it is subject to the CRO. 
Contractors do not have to submit a Questionnaire; however, the CRO Contract Language 
must be incorporated into the amended agreement.   
 
15.   After the agreement is awarded, or the agreement is amended, what does the CRO 
require the contractor to do?  
 
The CRO requires a contractor to:  
• Comply with all federal, state, and local laws in the performance of the contract, including 

but not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and 
hours, and licensing laws, which affect employees. 
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• Notify the awarding authority within 30 calendar days after receiving notice that any 
governmental agency has started an investigation into violations of, or has found that the 
contractor has violated, any federal, state, or local law in the performance of the contract..  

• When applicable, provide the awarding authority, within 30 calendar days, updated 
responses to the Questionnaire if a change occurs that would affect the contractor’s 
responsibility and ability to continue the agreement. 

• Ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement comply with all federal, state, 
and local laws in the performance of the agreement. 

• Ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement submit a Pledge of 
Compliance to comply with the CRO.  

 
16.   What happens if a contractor is found to be in violation of the Ordinance? 
 
The DAA will notify the contractor that a violation has been found and give the contractor 10 
calendar days to correct the violation.  If the contractor fails to do so, the City may terminate 
the agreement and pursue all available contractual remedies. The City may also hold a non-
responsibility hearing and debar the contractor from doing business with the City for five (5) 
years. 
 
17.   What about subcontractors? 
 
Subcontractors are subject to the CRO, and the contractor must ensure that each of its 
subcontractors complies with the CRO. Subcontractors do not need to complete a 
Questionnaire, but they must submit to the awarding department a Pledge of Compliance 
with the Ordinance before they can start work on a City agreement.  
 
18.  What if a subcontractor is found to be in violation of the Ordinance? 
 
Because the prime contractor is responsible for ensuring that all its subcontractors comply 
with the CRO, the sanctions listed in the answer to Question #16 may be applied to the prime 
contractor if the subcontractor does not correct the violation(s).  
 
19.  Are there any exemptions under the Ordinance? 
 
Generally, two categories of exemptions exist under the CRO:  
 
(1) Agreements exempt from all the CRO requirements: 
• Contracts with a governmental entity such as the United States of America, the State of 

California, a county, city or public agency of such entities, or a public or quasi-public 
corporation located therein and declared by law to have such status. 

• Contracts for the investment of trust moneys or agreements relating to the management 
of trust assets. 

• Banking contracts entered into by the Treasurer pursuant to California Government Code 
Section 53630 et seq.  

 
(2) Agreements that are only exempt from the requirement that a bidder/proposer submit a 
Questionnaire. The contractor must still comply with all other CRO provisions.  
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• Agreements awarded on the basis of emergency circumstances when the awarding 
authority finds that the City would suffer a financial loss or that City operations would be 
adversely impacted. This exemption is subject to approval by the DAA.   

• Agreements for goods or services that are proprietary or available from only one source. 
This exemption is subject to approval by the DAA.   

• Agreements awarded under the authority of Charter Sections 371(e)(5), (6), (7) or (8).  
The awarding authority must certify in writing that the contract is entered into in 
compliance with the requirements of those Charter sections. 

 
20.  Where can I obtain a copy of the Contractor Responsibility Ordinance and the 
Rules and Regulations? 
 
All CRO-related information and documents can be found on the CRO website: 
http://www.lacity.org/bidresp. 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THIS FORM. 
In responding to the Questionnaire, neither the City form, nor any of the questions contained therein, 
may be retyped, recreated, modified, altered, or changed in any way, in whole or in part. Bidders or 
Proposers that submit responses on a form that has been retyped, recreated, modified, altered, or 
changed in any way shall be deemed non-responsive. 

 
The signatory of this Questionnaire guarantees the truth and accuracy of all statements and answers to the 
questions herein.  Failure to complete and return this questionnaire, any false statements, or failure to answer 
(a) question(s) when required, may render the bid/proposal non-responsive.  All responses must be typewritten 
or printed in ink.  Where an explanation is required or where additional space is needed to explain an answer, 
use the Responsibility Questionnaire Attachments.  Submit the completed form and all attachments to the 
awarding authority.  Retain a copy of this completed form for future reference. Contractors must submit 
updated information to the awarding authority if changes have occurred that would render any of the responses 
inaccurate in any way.  Updates must be submitted to the awarding authority within 30 days of the change(s). 
 
A. CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
CITY DEPARTMENT INFORMATION 
 
City Department/Division Awarding Contract                                                           City Contact Person                       Phone 

 
City Bid or Contract Number (if applicable) and Project Title  

 
BIDDER/CONTRACTOR INFORMATION 
 
Bidder/Proposer Business Name 

 
Street Address                                                                                             City                                          State               Zip  

 
Contact Person, Title                                                                                                               Phone                                  Fax 

 
TYPE OF SUBMISSION:  
 
The Questionnaire being submitted is:  

□ An initial submission of a completed Questionnaire. 
□ An update of a prior Questionnaire dated ______/______/______. 
□ No change. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that there has been no 
     change to any of the responses since the last Responsibility Questionnaire dated   ______/______/______ 
     was submitted by the firm.   Attach a copy of that Questionnaire and sign below.    
  
      
      Print Name, Title                                      Signature                                                   Date 
 
 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES SUBMITTED, INCLUDING ALL ATTACHMENTS: ___________ 
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B.  BUSINESS ORGANIZATION/STRUCTURE 
Indicate the organizational structure of your firm. “Firm” includes a sole proprietorship, corporation, joint 
venture, consortium, association, or any combination thereof.   
 

□ Corporation: Date incorporated: _____/_____/_____   State of incorporation: ____________ 
 List the corporation’s current officers. 
  President: 

  Vice President: 

  Secretary: 

  Treasurer: 
 □ Check the box only if your firm is a publicly traded corporation. 
 List those who own 5% or more of the corporation’s stocks. Use Attachment A if more space is needed. 

Publicly traded corporations need not list the owners of 5% or more of the corporation’s stocks.  
    
    
 
 

□ Limited Liability Company: Date of formation: _____/_____/_____   State of formation: ____________ 
 List members who own 5% or more of the company.  Use Attachment A if more space is needed.  
    
    
 
 

□ Partnership: Date formed: _____/_____/_____   State of formation: ____________ 
 List all partners in your firm. Use Attachment A if more space is needed. 
    
    
 
 

□ Sole Proprietorship:   Date started: _____/_____/_____                 
 List any firm(s) that you have been associated with as an owner, partner, or officer for the last five years. 

Use Attachment A if more space is needed. Do not include ownership of stock in a publicly traded 
company in your response to this question. 

    
    
 
 

□ Joint Venture:   Date formed: _____/_____/_____   
 List: (1) each firm that is a member of the joint venture and (2) the percentage of ownership the firm will 

have in the joint venture. Use Attachment A if more space is needed.  Each member of the Joint 
Venture must complete a separate Questionnaire for the Joint Venture’s submission to be 
considered as responsive to the invitation.   
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C.  OWNERSHIP AND NAME CHANGES 
 
1. Is your firm a subsidiary, parent, holding company, or affiliate of another firm?  

□ Yes □ No    
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment A the relationship between your firm and the associated firms.  Include 
information about an affiliated firm only if one firm owns 50% or more of another firm, or if an owner, 
partner or officer of your firm holds a similar position in another firm. 

 
2. Has any of the firm’s owners, partners, or officers operated a similar business in the past five years?  

□ Yes □ No    
 
If Yes, list on Attachment A the names and addresses of all such businesses, and the person who 
operated the business.  Include information about a similar business only if an owner, partner or officer of 
your firm holds a similar position in another firm. 

 
3. Has the firm changed names in the past five years?  

□ Yes □ No    
 
If Yes, list on Attachment A all prior names, addresses, and the dates they were used.  Explain the reason 
for each name change in the last five years. 

 
4. Are any of your firm’s licenses held in the name of a corporation or partnership?  

□ Yes □ No    
 
 If Yes, list on Attachment A the name of the corporation or partnership that actually holds the license. 
 
 
 
Bidders/Contractors must continue on to Section D and answer all remaining questions 
contained in this Questionnaire. 
 
The responses in this Questionnaire will not be made available to the public for review. This is not a 
public document. [ CPCC §20101(a) ] 
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D.  FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND RESPONSIBILITY 
 
5. Is your firm now, or has it ever been at any time in the last five years, the debtor in a bankruptcy case?   

□ Yes □ No 
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
 

6. Is your company in the process of, or in negotiations toward, being sold?  

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain the circumstances on Attachment B. 
 
 

E. PERFORMANCE HISTORY  
 
7. How many years has your firm been in business?     _________ Years. 
 
8. Has your firm ever held any contracts with the City of Los Angeles or any of its departments? 

□ Yes □ No 
 
If, Yes, list on an Attachment B all contracts your firm has had with the City of Los Angeles for the last 10 
years. For each contract listed in response to this question, include: (a) entity name; (b) purpose of 
contract; (c) total cost; (d) starting date; and (e) ending date. 
 

9. List on Attachment B all contracts your firm has had with any private or governmental entity (other than the 
City of Los Angeles) over the last five years that are similar to the work to be performed on the contract for 
which you are bidding or proposing. For each contract listed in response to this question, include: (a) entity 
name; (b) purpose of contract; (c) total cost; (d) starting date; and (e) ending date.  

□ Check the box if you have not had any similar contracts in the last five years 
 
10. In the past five years, has a governmental or private entity or individual terminated your firm’s contract prior 

to completion of the contract?  

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
 
11. In the past five years, has your firm used any subcontractor to perform work on a government contract 

when you knew that the subcontractor had been debarred by a governmental entity?  

□ Yes □ No  
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
 

12. In the past five years, has your firm been debarred or determined to be a non-responsible bidder or 
contractor?  

□ Yes □ No 
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
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F.  DISPUTES 
 
13. In the past five years, has your firm been the defendant in court on a matter related to any of the following 

issues? For parts (a) and (b) below, check Yes even if the matter proceeded to arbitration without court 
litigation. For part (c), check Yes only if the matter proceeded to court litigation. If you answer Yes to any of 
the questions below, explain the circumstances surrounding each instance on Attachment B. You must 
include the following in your response: the name of the plaintiffs in each court case, the specific causes of 
action in each case; the date each case was filed; and the disposition/current status of each case. 

 
(a) Payment to subcontractors?   

□ Yes □ No    
 
(b) Work performance on a contract?   

□ Yes □ No   
 
(c) Employment-related litigation brought by an employee?  

□ Yes □ No 
 

14. Does your firm have any outstanding judgements pending against it?  

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
 
15. In the past five years, has your firm been assessed liquidated damages on a contract?  

□ Yes □ No 
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance and identify all such 
projects, the amount assessed and paid, and the name and address of the project owner. 

 
G.  COMPLIANCE 
 
16. In the past five years, has your firm or any of its owners, partners or officers, ever been investigated, cited, 

assessed any penalties, or been found to have violated any laws, rules, or regulations enforced or 
administered, by any of the governmental entities listed on Attachment C (Page 9)? For this question, the 
term “owner” does not include owners of stock in your firm if your firm is a publicly traded corporation.  

□ Yes □ No 
 
If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance, including the entity that was 
involved, the dates of such instances, and the outcome. 
 

17. If a license is required to perform any services provided by your firm, in the past five years, has your firm, 
or any person employed by your firm, been investigated, cited, assessed any penalties, subject to any 
disciplinary action by a licensing agency, or found to have violated any licensing laws?  

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance in the last five years. 
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18. In the past five years, has your firm, any of its owners, partners, or officers, ever been penalized or given a 
letter of warning by the City of Los Angeles for failing to obtain authorization from the City for the 
substitution of a Minority-owned (MBE), Women-owned (WBE), or Other (OBE) business enterprise? 

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance in the last five years. 
 
H.  BUSINESS INTEGRITY 
 
19. For questions (a), (b), and (c) below, check Yes if the situation applies to your firm. For these questions, 

the term “firm” includes any owners, partners, or officers in the firm. The term “owner” does not include 
owners of stock in your firm if the firm is a publicly traded corporation. If you check Yes to any of the  
questions below, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 

 
(a) Is a governmental entity or public utility currently investigating your firm for making (a) false claim(s) or 

material misrepresentation(s)?   

□ Yes     □ No       
 
(b) In the past five years, has a governmental entity or public utility alleged or determined that your firm 

made (a) false claim(s) or material misrepresentation(s)?       

□ Yes     □ No  
 

(c) In the past five years, has your firm been convicted or found liable in a civil suit for, making (a) false 
claim(s) or material misrepresentation(s) to any governmental entity or public utility?      

□ Yes     □ No  
 

20. In the past five years, has your firm or any of its owners or officers been convicted of a crime involving the 
bidding of a government contract, the awarding of a government contract, the performance of a 
government contract, or the crime of fraud, theft, embezzlement, perjury, bribery? For this question, the 
term “owner” does not include those who own stock in a publicly traded corporation.  

□ Yes □ No 
 

If Yes, explain on Attachment B the circumstances surrounding each instance. 
 
 
 
 
 

CERTIFICATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 
 
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that I have read and understand the 
questions contained in this questionnaire and the responses contained on all Attachments.  I further certify that 
I have provided full and complete answers to each question, and that all information provided in response to 
this Questionnaire is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 
 
Print Name, Title Signature Date 
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ATTACHMENT A FOR SECTIONS A THROUGH C 
 
Where additional information or an explanation is required, use the space below to provide the information or 
explanation. Information submitted on this sheet must be typewritten or printed in ink. Include the number of 
the question for which you are submitting additional information. Make copies of this Attachment if additional 
pages are needed.              
Page _____ 
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ATTACHMENT B FOR SECTIONS D THROUGH H 
 
Where additional information or an explanation is required, use the space below to provide the information or 
explanation. Information submitted on this sheet must be typewritten or printed in ink. Include the number of 
the question for which you are submitting additional information. Make copies of this Attachment if additional 
pages are needed.             
Page _____ 
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ATTACHMENT C: GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES FOR QUESTION NO. 16 
 
Check Yes in response to Question No. 16 if your firm or any of its owners, partners or officers, have ever 
been investigated, cited, assessed any penalties, or found to have violated any laws, rules, or regulations 
enforced or administered, by any of the governmental entities listed below (or any of its subdivisions), including 
but not limited to those examples specified below. The term “owner” does not include owners of stock in your 
firm if your firm is a publicly traded corporation.  If you answered Yes, provide an explanation on Attachment B 
of the circumstances surrounding each instance, including the entity involved, the dates of such instances, and 
the outcome.   
 
FEDERAL ENTITIES 
 
Federal Department of Labor  
• American with Disabilities Act 
• Immigration Reform and Control Act 
• Family Medical Leave Act 
• Fair Labor Standards Act 
• Davis-Bacon and laws covering wage requirements 

for federal government contract workers  
• Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Workers 

Protection Act 
• Immigration and Naturalization Act  
• Occupational Safety and Health Act 
• anti-discrimination provisions applicable to 

government contractors and subcontractors 
• whistleblower protection laws 
 
Federal Department of Justice  
• Civil Rights Act 
• American with Disabilities Act 
• Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986  
• bankruptcy fraud and abuse  
 
Federal Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD)  
• anti-discrimination provisions in federally 

subsidized/assisted/sponsored housing programs 
• prevailing wage requirements applicable to HUD 

related programs 
 
Federal Environmental Protection Agency  
• Environmental Protection Act  

 
National Labor Relations Board  
• National Labor Relations Act 
 
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission  
• Civil Rights Act 
• Equal Pay Act 
• Age Discrimination in Employment Act 
• Rehabilitation Act  
• Americans with Disabilities Act 

 STATE ENTITIES 
 
California’s Department of Industrial Relations  
• wage and labor standards, and licensing and 

registration 
• occupational safety and health standards  
• workers’ compensation self insurance plans 
• Workers’ Compensation Act 
• wage, hour, and working standards for apprentices 
• any provision of the California Labor Code 
 
California’s Department of Fair Employment and 
Housing  
• California Fair Employment and Housing Act 
• Unruh Civil Rights Act 
• Ralph Civil Rights Act 

 
California Department of Consumer Affairs  
• licensing, registration, and certification 

requirements 
• occupational licensing requirements administered 

and/or enforced by any of the Department’s 
boards, including the Contractors’ State Licensing 
Board  
 

California’s Department of Justice 
 
LOCAL ENTITIES 
 
City of Los Angeles or any of its subdivisions for 
violations of any law, ordinance, code, rule, or 
regulation administered and/or enforced by the City, 
including any letters of warning or sanctions issued by 
the City of Los Angeles for an unauthorized substitution 
of subcontractors, or unauthorized reductions in dollar 
amounts subcontracted. 
 
OTHERS 
 
Any other federal, state, local governmental entity 
for violation of any other federal, state, or local law or 
regulation relating to wages, labor, or other terms and 
conditions of employment. 
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Any contract awarded pursuant to this procurement process shall be subject to the applicable 
provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.8.2.1, Equal Benefits Ordinance 
(EBO). 
 
All Proposers shall complete and submit the Equal Benefits Ordinance Compliance Affidavit, 
available on the City of Los Angeles’ Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN) residing at 
www.labavn.org, prior to award of a City contract that exceeds Twenty Five Thousand Dollars 
($25,000.00). The affidavit shall be valid for a period of three (3) years from the date it is first 
uploaded onto the City’s BAVN. Proposers do not need to submit supporting documentation 
with their bids or proposals. However, the City may request supporting documentation to verify 
that the benefits are provided equally as specified on the EBO Affidavit. 
 
Proposers seeking additional information regarding the requirements of the Equal Benefits 
Ordinance may visit the Bureau of Contract Administration’s web site at http://bca.lacity.org. 
 
Unless approved for an exemption, contractors under contracts primarily for the furnishing of 
services to or for the City, the value of which exceeds Twenty Five Thousand Dollars 
($25,000.00) with a term of at least three (3) months, and certain recipients of City Loans or 
Grants, shall comply with the provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code Sections 10.44 et 
seq., First Source Hiring Ordinance (FSHO). 
 
All Proposers shall complete and electronically sign the FSHO Compliance Affidavit available on 
the City of Los Angeles’ Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN) residing at 
www.labavn.org prior to award of a City contract. The affidavit shall be valid for a period of three 
(3) years from the date it is first uploaded on the City’s BAVN. 
 
Proposers seeking additional information regarding the requirements of the First Source Hiring 
Ordinance may visit the Bureau of Contract Administration’s web site at http://bca.lacity.org. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All proposers shall complete and electronically sign the EBO/FSHO Compliance Affidavit 
web application form located on the City of Los Angeles’ Business Assistance Virtual 
Network (BAVN) residing at www.labavn.org.  

SECTION E 
 

EQUAL BENEFITS ORDINANCE AFFIDAVIT  
AND  

FIRST SOURCE HIRING ORDINANCE (FSHO) 

http://bca.lacity.org/
http://bca.lacity.org/
http://www.labavn.org/
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Unless approved for an exemption, contractors under contracts primarily for the furnishing of 
services to or for the City and that involve an expenditure in excess of Twenty Five Thousand 
Dollars ($25,000.00) and a contract term of at least three (3) months, lessees and licensees of 
City property, and certain recipients of City financial assistance, shall comply with the provisions 
of Los Angeles Administrative Code Sections 10.37 et seq., Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) and 
10.36 et seq., Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance (SCWRO). Additional information 
may be found at http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Proposers who believe that they meet the qualifications for one of the exemptions described in 
the LWO List of Statutory Exemptions shall apply for exemption from the LWO by submitting with 
their proposal the Bidder/Contractor Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption (Form OCC/LW-
10), the Non-Profit/One-Person Contractor Certification of Exemption (Form OCC/LW-13), or the 
Small Business Exemption Application (Form OCC/LW-26A). These exemption forms are 
available on the Bureau of Contract Administration website at http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm.  

If no exemption is claimed, do not submit the abovementioned forms with the proposal. 

SECTION F 

LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE 
AND 

SERVICE CONTRACT WORKER RETENTION ORDINANCE 

http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm
http://bca.lacity.org/index.cfm
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Living Wage Ordinance Summary (Rev. 08/12) 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES  
LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE  

(Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.37 et seq.) 

1. What is the Living Wage Ordinance?

The Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) requires employers who have agreements with the City to pay their 
employees at least a minimum “living wage” and to provide certain benefits. If the agreement is subject 
to the LWO, the employer must do the following:  

• Pay employees working on the subject agreement a wage rate that is at least equal to the “living
wage” rate. The “living wage” is adjusted annually and becomes effective July 1 of each year.
Employers can obtain information about the living wage rate currently in effect by going to
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance
(OCC) website at www.lacity.org/bca/OCCmain.html.

• Provide employees with at least 12 paid days off per year for sick leave, vacation, or personal
necessity; and at least 10 unpaid sick days off per year.

• Tell employees who make less than $12.00 per hour that they may qualify for the federal
Earned Income Tax Credit and provide them with the forms required to apply for the credit.

• Cooperate with the City by providing access to the work site and to payroll and related
documents so that the City can determine if the employer is complying with the LWO.

• Pledge to comply with federal laws prohibiting an employer from retaliating against employees
for union organizing.

• Not retaliate against any employee who makes claims about non-compliance with the LWO.

2. When was the Ordinance adopted?

The LWO was adopted in May, 1997 and amended in January, 1999. 

3. What types of agreements are subject to the Ordinance?

Generally, the LWO covers the following types of agreements: 

• An agreement in an amount over $25,000.00 and for at least three months in which an employer
will provide services to or for the City.

• An agreement for the lease or license of City property if the service being performed on the
property is something that City employees would otherwise do.

• An agreement for the lease or license of City property that is in a location where a substantial
number of the general public might visit.

• An agreement in which the City gives financial assistance for the purpose of promoting
economic development or job growth.

• An agreement in which the City determines that applying the LWO would be in the best interest
of the City.

4. Is an agreement subject to the LWO if it was entered into before May, 1997?

Agreements executed after May, 1997 are subject to the LWO. An agreement entered into before May, 
1997 may become subject to LWO if it is later amended or modified in order to add time or money to 
the original agreement.  

http://www.lacity.org/bca/OCCmain.html
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5. Are there any requirements that would apply to an employer who does not have an
agreement with City that is subject to the LWO?

All employers are required to comply with the LWO’s prohibition against retaliation, even if the employer 
does not have an agreement with the City that is subject to the Ordinance.  

6. Are all employees covered by the Ordinance?

Intentionally left blank 8/18/06 

7. Are an employer’s subcontractors subject to the requirements of the Ordinance?

A subcontractor may be covered by the Ordinance if the subcontractor performs work on the subject 
agreement. If so, the subcontractor must also comply with the requirements of the LWO, including all 
reporting requirements. The prime contractor is responsible for the making sure that the subcontractor 
complies with the LWO.  

8. What happens if an employer is found to be in violation of the Ordinance?

Payments due may be withheld. Also, the employer may be deemed to be in material breach of the 
agreement. When that happens, the City may take the following steps:  

• Terminate the agreement and pursue all available contractual remedies.
• Debar the employer from doing business with the City for three (3) years or until all penalties

and restitution have been fully paid, whichever occurs last.
• Bring a lawsuit against the employer for all unpaid wages and health benefit premiums and/or

seek a fine of up to one hundred dollars ($100.00) for each day the violation remains
uncorrected.

9. What if a subcontractor is found to be in violation of the Ordinance?

Because the prime contractor is responsible for making sure that all its subcontractors comply with the 
LWO, the sanctions listed in answer #8 may be applied to the prime contractor if the subcontractor 
does not correct the violation(s).  

10. What can an employee do if an employer is in violation of the Ordinance?

The employee can submit a complaint to the Office Contract Compliance which will investigate the 
complaint. Also, the employee can bring his or her own lawsuit against the employer for:  

• Back pay for failing to pay the correct wages or correct health benefit premiums.
• Reinstatement and back pay for retaliation.
• Triple the amount of the back pay that is owed if the violation was found by the court to be

willful.

11. Are there any exemptions available under the Ordinance?

An employer may apply for an exemption based on the following categories: 

• Service agreements that are less than 3 months or $25,000 or less.
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• Agreements for the purchase of goods, property, or the leasing of property (with City as the
lessee).

• Construction contracts that do not meet the definition of a service agreement.
• Employees who are required to have an occupational license in order to provide services to or

for the City are exempt.
• Employers who are party to a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) that has language stating

that the CBA shall supersede the LWO.
• Financial assistance recipients who meet the requirements stated in Section 10.37.1(c) of the

LWO.
• Employers (contractors, subcontractors, financial assistance recipients) organized under IRS

Code, Section 501(c)(3) whose chief executive officer’s hourly wage rate is less than eight times
the hourly wage rate of the lowest paid worker are be exempt. However, this exemption does
not apply to child care workers.

• Lessees or licensees who have no more than a total of seven employees and who have annual
gross revenue of less than $471,870 (effective July 1, 2012). The qualifying annual gross
revenue is adjusted every July.

• One-person contractors, lessees, licensees or financial assistance recipients who employ no
workers.

• Agreements that involve other governmental entities.

12. Who is responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Ordinance?

The Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance, 
located at 1149 S. Broadway, Suite 300, and Los Angeles, CA 90015. For additional information, 
please call (213) 847-2625, send an e-mail inquiry to bca.eeoe@lacity.org, or go to the Office of 
Contract Compliance website at http://bca.lacity.org. 

mailto:bca.eeoe@lacity.org
http://bca.lacity.org/
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LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS  

Living Wage Ordinance (LWO) statutory exemptions are now divided into the following three 
categories:  
1. Exemptions that do not require approval from the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract

Administration, Office of Contract Compliance (OCC). 
2. Exemptions that do not require OCC approval but require a Contractor Certification of Exemption.
3. Exemptions that require submission of an Application for Exemption and OCC approval of the

Application.

1. The following exemptions do not require OCC approval or any Contractor
Certification: Departments only need to indicate the exemption in the appropriate category on the
LWO Departmental Determination of Coverage Form.

a. Less than three months OR less than $25,000 (LAAC 10.37.1(j)). Service contracts or
Authority for Expenditures that do not meet these thresholds are not covered by the LWO.

b. Other governmental entities (LAAC 10.37.1(g)). Agreements with other governmental entities
such as Los Angeles County, the State of California, or the University of California, are not
covered by the LWO. Subcontractors to these entities are also not covered by the LWO.

c. Purchase of goods, property, or the leasing of property, with the City as lessee (LAAC
10.37.1(j)). Such contracts are categorically exempt from the LWO unless they include a service
component that is more than just incidental (regular and recurring services is required).
Examples of such categorically exempt contracts include contracts to purchase office supplies
or to lease space to be occupied by City departments.

d. Construction contracts, not conforming to the definition of a service contract (LAAC
10.37.1(j)). Such contracts are categorically exempt from the LWO. Examples include
construction of buildings and infrastructure.

e. City financial assistance not meeting thresholds (LAAC 10.37.1(c)). Agreements to provide
a contractor with City financial assistance (which typically mean grants or loans provided at
interest rates that are lower than the Applicable Federal Rate) are categorically exempt from the
LWO if they meet both of the following:
(1) The assistance given in a 12-month period is below $1,000,000 AND less than $100,000 per

year. 
(2) The assistance is not for economic development or job growth.

f. Business Improvement Districts (BID) (LWO Regulation #11). Service agreements are
categorically exempt from the LWO if the services are funded with the BID’s assessment money
collected by the City after the formation of the BID. Service contracts in which City money is
used to hire firms to help in forming the BID remain subject to the LWO unless the contractor
otherwise qualifies for an exemption.

2. The following exemption categories do not require OCC approval, but the contractor must
still submit a Contractor Certification of Exemption from Living Wage (OCC/LW-13). No OCC
approval is required for the exemption to be valid. However, the department must include the
Contractor Certification of Exemption with the contract.
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a. 501(c)(3) Non-profit organizations (LAAC 10.37.1(g)): Employers (contractors,
subcontractors, financial assistance recipients) organized under IRS Code Section 501(c)(3) are
exempt from the LWO if the hourly wage rate of the corporation’s highest paid employee is less
than eight times the hourly wage rate of the corporation’s lowest paid worker. However, the
exemption does not extend to Child Care Workers as defined in the LWO Rules and
Regulations (an employee “whose work on an agreement involves the care or supervision of
children 12 years of age and under.”). A copy of the IRS 501(c)(3) Exemption Letter will be
required.

b. One-person contractors with no employees (LAAC 10.37.1(f)): Contractors, lessees,
licensees or financial assistance recipients who employ no workers are exempt from the LWO.

3. The following exemption categories require submission of an application for exemption and
OCC approval of the application to be valid.

a. Collective bargaining agreements (CBA) that supersede the LWO (LAAC 10.37.12):
Contractors whose employees are covered by a CBA that supersede the requirements of the
LWO are not subject to the LWO. A copy of the CBA with the superseding language or a letter
from the union indicating that the union has agreed to allow the CBA to supersede the LWO will
be required to be submitted. Example: Labor agreement between parking contractor and a labor
union with language that wages and benefits in the CBA shall supersede the LWO. Contractors
must use the LWO Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption form (Form OCC/LW-10) and
submit a copy of the CBA or a letter from the union.

b. Occupational license (LAAC 10.37.1(f)): Employees required to possess an occupational
license in order to provide the services under the City agreement are not subject to the LWO.
However, only the individual employees who are required to possess an occupational license
are exempt. Employees who work on the City contract and are not required to possess an
occupational license remain subject to the LWO. Example: Under California Labor Code
Sections 7375 – 7380, a person must be licensed by the State of California in order to inspect
and certify cranes and derricks used in lifting services. Contractors must use the LWO
Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption form (Form OCC/LW-10) and submit a listing of the
employees who possess occupational licenses and a copy of the licenses.

c. Small business exemptions for Public Lessees/Licensees (LAAC 10.37.1(i)): Small
businesses that lease property from the City may apply for OCC approval for LWO exemption if
the lessee or licensee: (1) employs no more than a total of seven employees; and (2) has
annual gross revenues of less than $471,870 (adjusted July 1, 2012). This applies only to
lessees with lease agreements executed after February 24, 2001, and to amendments executed
after February 24, 2001 that add monies or extend term. Use the Application for “Small
Business” Exemption (Form OCC/LW-26a) and submit the application with the documents
requested on that form.

d. City financial assistance agreements that exceed the LWO monetary thresholds may
apply for one of the exemptions below. Applicants and departments should refer to
Regulation #3(c) for the requirements and the documents that must be submitted with the LWO
Application for Non-Coverage or Exemption (OCC/LWO-10).
(1) The City financial assistance recipient (CFAR) is in its first year of operation (LAAC

10.37.1(c)).  
(2) The CFAR employs fewer than five employees (LAAC 10.37.1(c)). 
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(3) The CFAR would face undue hardship because it employs the long-term unemployed or 
provides trainee positions to prepare employees for permanent positions (LAAC 
10.37.1(c)). REQUIRES COUNCIL APPROVAL.  
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance  
(Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.36 et seq.) 

1. What is the Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance?

The Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance (SCWRO), effective May, 1996, requires a 
successor contractor and its subcontractors to retain for a 90-day period certain employees who 
worked for the terminated contractor or its subcontractors for at least 12 months. (See also Question #7 
regarding which employees are covered.)  

2. What is a successor contractor?

A successor contractor is one who has been awarded an agreement to provide services to or for the 
City that are similar to those that were provided under a recently terminated agreement.  

3. What types of agreements are covered by the Ordinance?

The SCWRO covers the following types of agreements: 
• For services in an amount over $25,000.00 and for at least three months.
• In which the primary purpose is to provide services to or for the City (including leases and

licenses).
• In which the City provides financial assistance for the purpose of promoting economic

development or job growth.

4. What does the Ordinance require a terminated contractor to do?

The SCWRO requires the terminated contractor to provide the awarding authority with the names, 
addresses, dates of hire, hourly wage, and job classes of each employee who worked on the City 
agreement for that terminated contractor or its subcontractor. The awarding authority will provide the 
information to the successor contractor.  

5. What does the Ordinance require a successor contractor to do?

The Ordinance requires the successor contractor to: 

• Offer employment and retain for a 90-day period the employees who worked for at least 12
months for the terminated contractor or its subcontractors.

• Not discharge the employees retained under the SCWRO without cause during the 90-day
period.

• Perform a written performance evaluation of each employee retained under the SCWRO at the
end of the 90-day period.

6. Do the employees retained under the Ordinance receive any additional protection?

Employees retained under the SCWRO are employed under the terms and conditions of the successor 
contractor or as required by law. However, if the agreement the employees are working under is subject 
to Living Wage Ordinance (LWO), the employees must be paid the wage rate and be provided the 
benefits required by LWO.  
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7. Does the successor contractor have to retain all the prior contractor’s employees?

The SCWRO covers only employees who meet all of the following requirements: 

• Earn less than $15.00 per hour.
• Primary job is in the City working on or under the City agreement.
• Worked for the terminated contractor or its subcontractor for the preceding 12 months or longer.
• Not a managerial, supervisory, or confidential employee; or an employee required to possess an

occupational license.

8. What if the successor contractor determines that fewer employees are required to provide
the services than were required by the prior contractor?

The names of the affected employees will be placed in order by seniority within each job classification. 
The successor contractor is required to retain employees based on seniority. The names of employees 
not retained will be placed on a preferential hiring list from which the successor contractor must use for 
subsequent hires.  

9. What happens if an employee is discharged in violation of the Ordinance?

The employee may bring a lawsuit against the successor contractor. The employee can also submit a 
complaint to the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract 
Compliance which will investigate the complaint.  

10. What if a contractor is found to be in violation of the Ordinance?

The City may terminate the agreement or pursue other legal remedies. 

11. Who is responsible for administering and enforcing the Ordinance?

The Department of Public Works, Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance, 
located at 1149 S. Broadway, 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90015. For additional information, please call 
(213) 847-2625, send an e-mail inquiry to bca.eeoe@lacity.org, or go to the Office of Contract 
Compliance website at http://bca.lacity.org. 

mailto:bca.eeoe@lacity.org
http://bca.lacity.org/
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SECTION G 

 
BUSINESS INCLUSION PROGRAM 

 

 
Established by Mayor's Executive Directive No. 14 (Villaraigosa Series), the                   
Business Inclusion Program requires all respondents to Requests for Bid (RFB),            
Requests for Proposal (RFPs), and Requests for Qualification (RFQs) to perform subcontractor 
outreach to all available MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE firms which could perform a portion of 
the scope of work required in the respective RFB, RFP, or RFQ.  As proof of the respondent's 
outreach efforts, the respondent is required to perform the                                                     
Business Inclusion Program Outreach on the Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN), 
www.labavn.org

INSTRUCTIONS:

All proposers must perform and submit the Business Inclusion Program Outreach as 
described in the following instructions. 

http://www.labavn.org/
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 CITY OF LOS ANGELES BUSINESS INCLUSION PROGRAM (BIP) 
 FOR A REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 
 
 
Performance of a BIP outreach to Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), Women Business 
Enterprises (WBE), Small Business Enterprises (SBE), Emerging Business Enterprises (EBE), 
Disabled Veteran Business Enterprises (DVBE), and Other Business Enterprises (OBE) 
subconsultants must be completed on the Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN), 
www.labavn.org. 
 
 
All BIP outreach documentation must be submitted on the BAVN by 4:30 p.m. on the first 
calendar day following the day of the RFP response submittal deadline. 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Recreation and Parks anticipated levels of 

MBE Participation: 18% 
WBE Participation: 4% 
SBE Participation: 25% 
EBE Participation: 8% 
DVBE Participation: 3% 

 
 
NOTE: BIP outreach information and/or assistance may be obtained through the Contract 

Coordinator listed in the RFP. 
 
 

 

http://www.labavn.org/
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES’ POLICY 
BUSINESS INCLUSION PROGRAM (BIP) FOR A REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 

 
SUMMARY 
 

This policy sets forth the City of Los Angeles’ rules and procedures to be followed by 
respondents on advertised personal services contracts in regards to the City’s BIP 
outreach requirements.  In general, this policy provides that respondents for contracts 
must demonstrate compliance with the indicators relating to an active outreach program 
to obtain participation by MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs.  Failure to 
demonstrate an outreach on the BAVN to comply with the indicators will render the bid 
non-responsive.   
 

A. GENERAL 
 

This policy statement explains how the City’s BIP will be administered within the 
Awarding Authority for personal services contracts.  The Awarding Authority is 
committed to ensuring full and equitable participation by minority, women, small, 
emerging, disabled veteran, and other businesses in the provision of all goods and 
services to the Department on a contractual basis.  The BIP is set forth in this policy 
Statement.  Respondents to the Awarding Authority shall be fully informed concerning 
the requirements of this Program.  Failure to comply with the City’s BIP outreach 
requirements will render the response non-responsive and result in its rejection. 

 
B. DEFINITIONS  
 

l. Minority or Women Business Enterprise (MBE or WBE):  For the purpose of this 
program, Minority or Women Business Enterprise shall mean a business 
enterprise that meets both of the following criteria: 

 
a. A business that is at least 51 percent owned by one or more minority 

persons or women, in the case of any business whose stock is publicly 
held, at least 51 percent of the stock is owned by one or more minority 
persons or women; and 

 
b. A business whose management and daily business operations are 

controlled by one or more minority persons or women. 
 

2. Small Business Enterprise (SBE): For the purpose of this program, Small 
Business Enterprise shall mean a business enterprise that meets the following 
criteria: 

 
 a. A business (personal or professional services, manufacturer, supplier, 

vendor) whose three (3) year average annual gross revenues does not 
exceed $7 million. 

 
 b. A business (construction contractors) whose three (3) year average 

annual gross revenues does not exceed $14 million. 
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3. Emerging Business Enterprise (EBE): For the purpose of this program, Emerging 
Business Enterprise shall mean a business enterprise whose three (3) year 
average annual gross revenues does not exceed $3.5 million. 

 
4. Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE): For the purpose of this program, 

Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise shall mean a business enterprise that 
meets the following criteria: 

 
 a. A business that is at least 51 percent owned by one or more disabled 

veterans. 
 

 b. A business whose daily business operations must be managed and 
controlled by one or more disabled veterans. 

 
5. Other Business Enterprise (OBE): For the purpose of this program, Other 

Business Enterprise shall mean any business enterprise which either does not 
otherwise qualify or has not been certified as a Minority, Women, Small, 
Emerging, and/or Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise. 

 
6. Minority person:  For the purpose of this program, the term "Minority person" 

shall mean African Americans; Hispanic Americans; Native Americans (including 
American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, and Native Hawaiians); Asian-Pacific 
Americans (including persons whose origins are from Japan, China, Taiwan, 
Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, the Philippines, Samoa, Guam, the United 
States Trust Territories of the Pacific, Northern Marianas); and Subcontinent 
Asian Americans (including persons whose origins are from India, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh). 

 
7. Disabled Veteran: For the purpose of this program, the term “Disabled Veteran” 

shall mean a veteran of the U.S. military, naval, or air service; the veteran must 
have a service-connected disability of at least 10% or more; and the veteran 
must reside in California. 

 
 8. Certification must be current on the date the Awarding Authority awards a 

contract for the project if credit is to be allowed towards the anticipated levels 
of MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE participation on this contract. 

 
 a. Certification as a Minority or Women Business Enterprise: an MBE/WBE 

must be certified by 1) City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Contract 
Administration; 2) State of California Department of Transportation 
(CalTrans); 3) Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 
(Metro); 4) Southern California Minority Business Development Council 
(SCMBDC) for MBE certifications only; or 5) any certifying agency that is 
a part of the State of California Unified Certification Program (CUCP) so 
long as the certification meets all of the City of Los Angeles’ MBE/WBE 
certification requirements.   

 
Applications for certification and directories of MBE/WBE certified firms 
are available at the following locations: 
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 1)  City of Los Angeles 
 Bureau of Contract Administration, Office of Contract Compliance  
 1149 S. Broadway, Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90015  
 Telephone: (213) 847-2684    FAX: (213) 847-2777 
 Internet address: http://www.lacity.org/BCA  

 
 2)  CalTrans 

Caltrans Division of Procurement and Contracts/Material and 
Distribution Branch/Publication Unit 

 1900 Royal Oaks Drive, Sacramento, CA 95815 
 To order a directory, call (916) 445-3520  
 Internet address: http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/bep/ 

 
 3) Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

 Equal Opportunity Department 
 1 Gateway Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90012  
 Telephone: (213) 922-2600    FAX: (213) 922-7660   
 Internet address:  http://www.mta.net  
 

   4) Southern California Minority Business Development Council, Inc. (for 
a fee) 

    800 W. 6th Street, Suite 850, Los Angeles, CA 90017 
    Telephone: (213) 689-6960 Fax: (213) 689-1707 
    Internet address: http://www.scmbdc.org  
 

b. Certification as a Small or Emerging Business Enterprise: An SBE or EBE 
firm must be certified by either: 1) City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Contract 
Administration; or 2) State of California, Office of Small Business & 
Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise Services so long as the 
certification meets all of the  City of Los Angeles’ SBE or EBE 
certification criteria. Note: The State of California does not offer EBE 
certifications. For the purposes of this program, the State’s Microbusiness 
certification will be considered synonymous with the City’s EBE 
certification. 

 
  c. Certification as a Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise: A DVBE must be 

certified by State of California, Office of Small Business & Disabled 
Veterans Business Enterprise Services. 

 
9. Business Inclusion Program Outreach Documentation: The respondent must take 

affirmative steps prior to submission of their RFP response to ensure that a 
maximum effort is made to recruit subconsultants.  Minority, women, small, 
emerging, disabled veteran owned and controlled businesses must be 
considered along with other business enterprises whenever possible as sources 
of subconsulting services.  Affirmative steps for BIP Outreach Documentation are 
outlined in Paragraph C herein.  The BIP Outreach Documentation must be 
submitted as described in Paragraph C herein.  Failure to submit the BIP 
Outreach Documentation will render the response non-responsive. 

 

http://www.lacity.org/BCA
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/bep/
http://www.mta.net/
http://www.scmbdc.org/
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10. Subcontract: For the purpose of this program, the term “Subcontract” denotes an 
agreement between the prime Consultant and an individual, firm or corporation 
for the performance of a particular portion(s) of the work which the prime 
Consultant has obligated itself. 

 
11. Subconsultant: An individual, firm, or corporation having a direct contract with the 

consultant for the performance of a part of the work which is proposed to be 
constructed or done under the contract or permit, including the furnishing of all 
labor, materials, or equipment.  For the purposes of this Program, a 
subconsultant may also be referred to as a subcontractor. 

 
 12. Vendor and/or supplier: A firm that owns, operates or maintains a store, 

warehouse, or other establishment in which the materials or supplies required for 
the performance of the contract are bought, kept in stock, and regularly sold to 
the public in the usual course of business.  The firm must engage in, as its 
principal business, and its own name, the purchase and sale of the products in 
question.  A vendor and/or supplier of bulk items such as steel, cement, stone 
and petroleum products need not keep such products in stock, if it owns or 
operates distribution equipment. 

 
 13. Manufacturer: A firm that operates or maintains a factory or establishment that 

produces on the premises the materials or supplies obtained by the contractor. 
  
 14. Broker: A firm that charges for providing a bona fide service, such as 

professional, technical, consultant or managerial services and assistance in the 
procurement of essential personnel, facilities, equipment, insurance or bonds, 
materials or supplies required for performance of the contract.  The fee or 
commission is to be reasonable and not excessive as compared with fees 
customarily allowed for similar services. 

 
 15. Participation Recognition: This applies to recognition as an MBE, WBE, SBE, 

EBE, DVBE. 
 

a. All listed MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE firms must be certified as 
defined under Paragraph B, Definitions, Item 4, on the date the Awarding 
Authority awards a contract for the project before credit may be allowed 
toward the respective MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE pledged 
participation level. 

 
b. Work performed by a MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE prime 

consultant will not be a consideration when determining a prime 
consultant’s BIP Outreach.  The prime consultant will be required to make 
a BIP Outreach to obtain reasonable anticipated MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, 
and/or DVBE participation levels through subconsulting or materials and 
supplies acquisition. 

 
c. Recognition for materials and/or supplies is limited to 60 percent of the 

amount to be paid to the vendor for such materials/supplies in computing 
the pledged levels of MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE participation, 
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unless the vendor manufactures or substantially alters the 
materials/supplies. 

 
d. MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE credit for brokers required for 

performance of the contract is limited to the reasonable fee or 
commission charged, as not considered excessive, as compared with 
fees customarily allowed for similar services. 

 
  e. A firm which qualifies as both a MBE and a WBE will be credited as either 

MBE participation or as WBE participation, but will not be credited for 
both. However, a MBE and/or WBE firm may also receive SBE, EBE 
and/or DVBE credit if so qualified. 

 
f. A listed MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE firm must be potentially 

available to perform a commercially useful function, i.e., must be 
potentially responsible for the execution of a distinct element of the work 
and potentially available to carry out its responsibility by performing, 
managing and supervising the work. 

 
g. MBE/WBE credit shall not be given to a Joint Venture partner listed as a 

subconsultant by a Joint Venture respondent. 
 
  h. A SBE, EBE, DVBE prime consultant shall receive pledged participation 

credit for the work performed by its own workforce. 
 
C. BIP OUTREACH DOCUMENTATION 
  

It is the policy of the City of Los Angeles to provide Minority Business Enterprises 
(MBEs), Women Business Enterprises (WBEs), Small Business Enterprises (SBEs), 
Emerging Business Enterprises (EBEs), Disabled Veteran Business Enterprises 
(DVBEs), and all Other Business Enterprises (OBEs) an equal opportunity to participate 
in the performance of City contracts.  In order to maximize this participation while 
minimizing the administrative impact on city staff and RFP respondents alike, the 
Mayor’s Office has developed a Business Inclusion Program (BIP).  The BIP requires 
City departments to set anticipated participation levels based on the opportunities 
presented in their advertised contracts and department’s achievement of its annual 
goals. A respondent’s BIP Outreach to MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs 
shall be determined by their compliance with the following BIP Outreach process which 
will be performed on the City’s Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN).  The BAVN 
can be accessed by going to the City’s Webpage (http://www.lacity.org) and linking onto 
“Bids, RFPs & Grants” or directly at www.labavn.org.  Failure to meet the anticipated 
MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and/or DVBE participation levels will not by itself be the basis for 
disqualification or determination of noncompliance with this policy.  However, failure to 
comply with the BIP Outreach documentation requirements as described in this 
section will render the RFP response non-responsive and will result in its 
rejection.  Compliance with the BIP Outreach requirements is required even if the 
proposer has achieved the anticipated MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and DVBE participation 
levels.  Adequacy of a bidder’s BIP Outreach will be determined by the Awarding 
Authority after consideration of the indicators of BIP Outreach as set forth below.  

http://www.lacity.org/
http://www.labavn.org/
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Any technical difficulties while utilizing the BAVN should be reported immediately using 
the following steps: 
 

1. Email BAVN Support at support@labavn.org. 
2. Email the Contract Coordinator listed in the RFP. 
3. If you are not contacted within 15 minutes during normal City working 

hours (7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday), call the Contract 
Coordinator listed in the RFP. 

 
If the above procedures are not followed as stipulated, incomplete outreach and/or 
incomplete documentation may not be accepted. 

   
Each indicator (2-6) is evaluated on a pass/fail basis.  All indicators (2-6) must be 
passed to be deemed responsive.  Only BIP Outreach documentation submitted 
under the bidders name will be evaluated. Therefore submission by a third party 
will result in the bidder being deemed non-responsive. 

 
1  LEVEL OF ANTICIPATED MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, and DVBE PARTICIPATION 

 
The proposer has performed a BIP Outreach in an attempt to obtain potential 
subconsultant participation by MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs and OBEs which 
could be expected by the Board to produce a reasonable level of participation by 
interested business enterprises, including the MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE and DVBE 
anticipated percentages set forth in the RFP and to have the proposer meet the 
subconsulting expectations for the project. 
 
2 ATTENDED PRE-BID MEETING  

 
The proposer attended the pre-proposal meeting scheduled by the Project Manager to 
inform all proposers of the requirements for the project for which the contract will be 
awarded. This requirement may be waived if the proposer certifies it is informed as to 
those project requirements and has participated in a City-sponsored or City-approved 
matchmaking event in the prior 12 months. 
 
Required Documentation: An employee of the proposer’s company must attend the 
pre-submittal meeting scheduled for this project.  Credit may not be given if the 
employee arrives late or fails to sign the pre-submittal meeting attendance roster.  This 
requirement will be waived if the proposer both certifies in writing that it is informed as to 
the BIP Outreach requirements for the project and has participated in a City-sponsored 
or City-approved matchmaking event in the prior 12 months as is evidenced by the event 
attendance documents. 
 
Note: If the RFP states that the pre-submittal meeting is mandatory, then attendance at 
the pre-submittal meeting is the only way to pass this indicator. 

 
 
 

mailto:support@labavn.org
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3 SUFFICIENT WORK IDENTIFIED FOR SUBCONSULTANTS  
 

The proposer has identified the minimum number, as determined by the Awarding 
Authority, of specific items of work that will be performed by subconsultants. This will 
ensure an opportunity for subconsultant participation among MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, 
DVBEs, and OBEs.   

 
Required Documentation: Outreach via e-mail in the selected potential work items.  
This outreach must be performed using the BAVN’s BIP Outreach system.  The outreach 
must be to potential MBE, WBE, SBE, EBE, DVBE, and OBE subconsultants who are 
currently registered on the BAVN.  Failure of the proposer to outreach in all of the 
potential work items selected by the City as potential subconsulting work items may 
result in the RFP response being deemed non-responsive. 

 
 Note: City staff will access the BAVN and verify compliance with this indicator after the 

RFP submission deadline. 
 

4 WRITTEN NOTICES TO SUBCONSULTANTS   
 

All notifications must be provided utilizing BAVN, and made not less than fifteen (15) 
calendar days prior to the date the Prime Bid/Proposal is required to be submitted.  In 
all instances, proposers must document that invitations for subcontracting bids were sent 
to available MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs and OBEs for each item of work to be 
performed.  

 
Required Documentation:  E-mail notification in each of the selected potential work 
items to potentially available MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs and OBEs for each 
anticipated work item to be performed.  The notification must be performed using the 
BAVN’s BIP Outreach system.  The notification must be to potential subconsultants 
currently registered on the BAVN.  If the proposer is aware of a potential subconsultant 
that is not currently registered on the BAVN, it is the proposer’s responsibility to 
encourage the potential subconsultant to become registered so that the proposer can 
include them as part of their outreach.  Letters must contain areas of work anticipated to 
be subconsulted, City of Los Angeles project name, name of the proposer, and contact 
person's name, address, and telephone number.  Proposers are required to send 
notifications to a sufficient number of firms comprised of MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, 
DVBEs and OBEs in each potential work item chosen, as determined by the City. What 
is considered sufficient will be determined by the total number of potential 
subconsultants in each specific work item.   
      
The City will determine each work area by the North American Industry Classification 
System (NAICS) code.  The following table shows the sufficient number of MBE, WBE, 
SBE, EBE, DVBE and OBE subcontractors that need to be notified for each work area.   
 

# of Subcontractors in NAICS Code % Prime Must Notify Number Prime Must Notify 
1-10 100% 1-10 

11-20 80% 9-16 
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21-50 60% 13-30 
51-100 40% 21-40 

101-200 25% 26-50 
>200 10% 20+ 

 
A proposer’s failure to utilize this notification function will result in their RFP response 
being deemed non-responsive. 

 
Note: Proposers will not be able to utilize the BAVN’s BIP Outreach notification function 
if there are less than fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the RFP response submittal 
deadline.   In utilizing the BAVN’s notification function, proposers will receive a message 
if they have failed to outreach to a sufficient number of firms when they go to view their 
summary sheet.  Proposers will be given an opportunity to include their own customized 
statements when utilizing the notification function.  However, the City will take into 
consideration the wording and may deem a proposer non-responsive if the wording is 
perceived to seriously limit potential subconsultant responses.  City staff will access the 
BAVN and verify compliance with this indicator after the RFP submission deadline. 
Proposers are encouraged to print their BIP Outreach summary sheet prior to logging 
out as documented proof of their progress. 
 
5 PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS      

 
The proposer provided interested potential subconsultants with information about the 
availability of plans, specifications, and requirements for the selected subconsulting 
work. 
 
Required Documentation:  Include in Indicator 4, information detailing how, where and 
when the proposer will make the required information available to interested potential 
subconsultants.  The notification must be performed using the BAVN’s BIP Outreach 
system.   

 
Note: For purposes of RFPs, making a copy of the RFP available to potential 
subconsultants will meet this requirement. At the time a proposer utilizes the BAVN’s 
BIP Outreach notification function, the required information will automatically be included 
in the notification.  Proposers will not be able to utilize the BAVN’s BIP Outreach 
notification function if there are less than fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the RFP 
response submittal deadline.  City staff will access the BAVN and verify compliance with 
this indicator after the RFP submission deadline. 

 
6 NEGOTIATED IN GOOD FAITH    

 
The proposer has responded to every unsolicited offer sent by a Registered 
Subcontractor using BAVN and has evaluated in good faith bids or proposals submitted 
by interested MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs. Proposers must not 
unjustifiably reject as unsatisfactory a bid or proposal offered by a Registered 
Subcontractor, as determined by the Awarding Authority. The proposer must submit a 
list of all subcontractors for each item of work, including dollar amounts of potential work 
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for MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs, and a copy of any and all bids or 
proposals received. This list must include an explanation of the evaluation that lead to 
the bid or proposal being rejected and the explanation must have been communicated to 
the subcontractor using BAVN. 

 
Required Documentation:   
 
a) Schedule A MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Subconsultants Information Form;  
b) An online Summary Sheet organized by work area, listing the following: 
 1) The responses and/or bids received; 
 2) The name of the subconsultant who submitted the bid/quote; 
 3) A brief reason given for selection/non-selection as a subconsultant; 
c) Copies of all potential MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE bids or quotes received must be 
submitted prior to award of a contract by the City; 
 
The reasons for selection/non-selection should be included in the notes section of the 
online Summary Sheet.  If the proposer elects to perform a listed work area with its own 
forces, they must include a bid/quote for comparison purposes and an explanation must 
be provided and included on the summary sheet.  All bids/quotes received, regardless 
of whether or not the proposer outreached to the subconsultant, must be submitted 
and included on the on-line Summary Sheet.  To that extent, the City expects the 
proposer to submit a bid from each subconsultant listed on the online Summary Sheet, 
including those listed on the proposer’s Schedule A.  All potential subcontractors with 
whom the bidder has had contact outside of the BAVN must be documented on the 
online Summary Sheet.   
 
The summary sheet must be performed using the BAVN’s BIP Outreach system and 
must be submitted by 4:30 p.m. on the first calendar day following the day of the RFP 
response submittal deadline.  If a bid/quote is submitted by a firm that is not registered 
with the BAVN, the proposer is required to add that firm to their summary sheet. A 
proposer’s failure to utilize the BAVN’s summary sheet function will result in their RFP 
response being deemed non-responsive. 

 
Note: Staff will request copies of all of the bids/quotes received as part of the BIP 
Outreach evaluation process.  Proposers must have a bid/quote from each potential 
subconsultant listed on their Schedule A prior to submission of the Schedule A.  The 
submission of the Schedule A is outlined in G herein.  Proposers are encouraged to 
submit all of their bids/quotes with their RFP response submittal.  Proposers will not be 
able to edit their summary sheet on the BAVN’s BIP Outreach summary sheet function 
after 4:30 p.m. on the first calendar day following the day of the RFP response submittal 
deadline.   City staff will access the BAVN and verify compliance with the summary 
sheet provision of this indicator after the RFP submission deadline.  Proposers are 
required to have each of the subconsultants on their Schedule A registered on the BAVN 
prior to being awarded the contract. 
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7 BOND, LINES OF CREDIT, AND INSURANCE ASSISTANCE  
 

Each notification by the proposer shall also include an offer of assistance to interested 
potential MBEs, WBEs, SBEs, EBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs in obtaining bonds, lines of 
credit, and insurance required by the Awarding Authority or proposer. 
 
Required Documentation:  Include in Indicator 4, information about the proposer's 
efforts to assist with bonds, lines of credit and insurance.  The notification must be 
performed using the BAVN’s BIP Outreach system. 

 
Note: At the time a proposer utilizes the BAVN’s BIP Outreach notification function, the 
required information will automatically be included in the notification.  Proposers will not 
be able to utilize the BAVN’s BIP Outreach notification function if there are less than 
fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the RFP response submittal deadline.  Proposers will 
be given an opportunity to include their own customized statements when utilizing the 
notification function.  However, the City will take into consideration the wording and may 
deem a proposer non-responsive if the wording seriously limits potential subconsultant 
responses or is deemed contrary to the intent of this indicator.  City staff will access the 
BAVN and verify compliance with this indicator after the RFP submission deadline. 

 
The proposer shall submit completed BIP Outreach documentation either via the BAVN’s 
BIP Outreach system or prior to award, as specified for each indicator.  The Awarding 
Authority in its review of the BIP Outreach documentation may request additional 
information to validate and/or clarify that the BIP Outreach submission was adequate.  
Any additional information submitted after the response due date and time will be treated 
at a higher level of scrutiny and may require third Party documentation in order to 
substantiate its authenticity.  Such information shall be submitted promptly upon request 
by the Awarding Authority. 

 
D. AWARD OF CONTRACT 
 

The Awarding Authority reserves the right to reject any and all RFP responses.  The 
award of a contract will be to the responsive, responsible proposer whose proposal 
complies with all requirements prescribed herein.  This includes compliance with the 
required Business Inclusion Program Outreach.  A positive and adequate demonstration 
to the satisfaction of the Awarding Authority that a BIP Outreach to include 
MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE subconsultants’ participation was made is a condition 
for eligibility for award of the contract. 
 
In the event that the Awarding Authority considers awarding away from a proposer 
because of the proposer’s failure to supply adequate BIP Outreach documentation, the 
Awarding Authority shall afford the proposer an opportunity to present further evidence 
to the Awarding Authority prior to a public hearing of the proposer’s BIP Outreach 
evaluation. 

 
E. SUBCONSULTANT SUBSTITUTION 
 

In addition to the requirements set forth in the provisions pertaining to the listing of 
subconsultants, the following shall apply for the purpose of this program: 
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1. Substitution During Contract Duration: The contract award requires that the level 

of all subconsultant participation shall be maintained throughout the duration of 
the contract.  To this extent, any unapproved reduction in the listed subcontract 
amount will be considered an unauthorized substitution. 

 
a. The Consultant shall request approval of the Awarding Authority for all 

substitutions of bid-listed (Schedule A) subconsultants. 
 

b. The request shall be in writing and submitted to the designated Project 
Manager for the Awarding Authority.  The request shall give the reason 
for the substitution, the name of the subconsultant and the name of the 
replacement. 

  
2. MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Subconsultant Substitution:  The Awarding 

Authority requires that whenever the Consultant seeks to substitute a bid-listed 
(Schedule A) subconsultant, the Consultant must make a BIP Outreach to 
replace the subconsultant. 

 
a. The Consultant shall contact some of each of the following: certified MBE, 

certified WBE, certified SBE, certified EBE, certified DVBE, and OBE sub-
bid prospects from each trade for which sub-bid/subconsulting work is 
available and document the following for submittal: 

 
1) Name of company contacted; contact person and telephone 

number; date and time of contact. 
  

2) Response for each item of work which was solicited, including 
dollar amounts. 

  
  3) Reason for selection or rejection of sub-bid prospect. 
  

4) In the event that the Consultant is unable to find some certified 
MBE, certified WBE, certified SBE, certified EBE, certified DVBE, 
and OBE sub-bid prospects fore each trade, the Consultant 
should contact the Office of Contract Compliance at (213) 847-
2684 for assistance prior to certifying under penalty of perjury that 
it was unable to fully meet this requirement.  

  
 3. In the event that a subcontract is reduced due to a project change that will not 

be specified in a change order, the Consultant shall request approval for 
reducing the subcontract by documenting the following for submittal: 

   
a. The name of the company for which the subcontract reduction is 

requested and the dollar amount of the reduction. 
b. The reason for the reduction.  Specific details should be given in order 

for the Consultant’s request to be processed promptly.  
c. The Consultant shall submit all documentation to the Awarding 

Authority’s Project Manager. 
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F. SUB-AGREEMENT FALSIFICATION 
 

Falsification or misrepresentation of a sub-agreement as to company name, contract 
amount and/or actual work to be done by the sub-bidder/subconsultant will result in 
sanctions set forth in provisions pertaining to listing of subconsultants. 

G. SUBMITTAL DOCUMENTS 
 

 1.   MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Subcontractors Information Form (Schedule 
A) 

 
Proposers shall submit with their proposal the 
MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Subcontractors Information Form, provided 
here in as Schedule A.  The proposer shall list itself and the names and 
addresses of all firms to be used with a complete description of work or 
supplies to be provided by each, and the description of work to be performed. 

 
 2. MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Utilization Profile (Schedule B) 
 

During the term of the contract, the consultant must submit the 
MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Utilization Profile (Schedule B) when 
submitting the Monthly Remittance Advice to the City. 

 
 3. Final Subcontracting Report (Schedule C) 
 

Upon completion of the project, a summary of these records shall be prepared 
on the "Final Subcontracting Report" form (Schedule C) and certified correct 
by the consultant or its authorized representative.  The completed form shall 
be furnished to the Awarding Authority within 15 working days after completion 
of the contract. 

 
H. RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING 
 

The Awarding Authority which acts as the City’s Project Manager for the resulting 
contract will be the responsible entity for proper implementation and monitoring of the 
policy. 

 
I.              AWARD OF CONTRACT 
 

Nothing herein restricts the discretion of the Awarding Authority to reject all proposals 
in accordance with Charter Section 371.  
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SCHEDULE A 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE SUBCONTRACTORS INFORMATION FORM 
 

(NOTE: COPY THIS PAGE AND ADD ADDITIONAL SHEETS AS NECESSARY, SIGN ALL SHEETS) 
 

Project Title 

  

 

Proposer 

 

 

Address 

Contact Person 

 
Phone/Fax 

 

 

LIST OF ALL SUBCONSULTANTS (SERVICE PROVIDERS/SUPPLIERS/ETC.) 

NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NO.  OF 

SUBCONSULTANT 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK OR 

SUPPLY 
MBE/WBE/ 

SBE/EBE/ 

DVBE/OBE 

CALTRANS/ 

CITY/MTA 

CERT.  NO. 

DOLLAR VALUE 

OF SUBCONTRACT 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

PERCENTAGE OF MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE 

PARTICIPATION 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

Signature of Person Completing this Form 

 

 

 

 

          ________________________________________________________________ 

                                   Printed Name of Person Completing this Form 

 

 

 

______________________________________________________ 

Title                                                  Date 

 DOLLARS PERCENT 

TOTAL MBE AMOUNT $               %  

TOTAL WBE AMOUNT $               % 

TOTAL SBE AMOUNT $               % 

TOTAL EBE AMOUNT $               % 

TOTAL DVBE AMOUNT $               % 

TOTAL OBE AMOUNT $               % 

BASE BID AMOUNT  $ 

 

 

MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH PROPOSAL 
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SCHEDULE B 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE UTILIZATION PROFILE 

 

Project Title 

 
Contract No.  

    

Consultant 

 
Address 

Contact Person Phone/Fax 

 

CONTRACT AMOUNT 

(INCLUDING AMENDMENTS) 
THIS INVOICE AMOUNT INVOICED TO DATE AMOUNT  

(INCLUDE THIS INVOICE) 

   
 

MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE SUBCONTRACTORS (LIST ALL SUBS) 

NAME OF 

SUBCONTRACTOR 

MBE/WBE/ 

SBE/EBE/ 

DVBE/OBE 

ORIGINAL 

SUBCONTRACT 

AMOUNT 

THIS INVOICE 

(AMOUNT NOW 

DUE) 

INVOICED TO DATE 

(INCLUDE THIS 

INVOICE) 

SCHEDULED 

PARTICIPATION 

TO DATE 

      

      

      

      

      

      

       

CURRENT PERCENTAGE OF MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE 

PARTICIPATION TO DATE 
Signature of Person Completing this Form: 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Printed Name of Person Completing this Form: 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Title:                                                                                           Date: 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 DOLLARS PERCENT 

TOTAL MBE PARTICIPATION  $ % 

TOTAL WBE PARTICIPATION  $ % 

TOTAL SBE PARTICIPATION $ % 

TOTAL EBE PARTICIPATON $ % 

TOTAL DVBE PARTICIPATION $ % 

TOTAL OBE PARTICIPATION $ % 
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SCHEDULE C 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

FINAL SUBCONTRACTING REPORT 
 

Project Title Contract No.  

 

Company Name 

 
Address 

Contact Person Phone 

      

Name, Address, Telephone No. of all 

Subconsultants Listed on Schedule B 

Description of Work or 

Supply 

MBE/WBE/

SBE/EBE/ 

DVBE/OBE 

Original Dollar 

Value of 

Subcontract 

Actual Dollar 

Value of 

Subcontract* 

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

 

 

    

     

 

* If the actual dollar value differs from the original dollar value, explain the differences and give details. 
        

 Total Dollars Achieved 

Levels  

Pledged 

Levels  

 Total Dollars Achieved 

Levels 

Pledged 

Levels 

MBE Participation   
 

 
WBE Participation    

SBE Participation    EBE Participation    

DVBE Participation    OBE Participation    

               

 

 

________________________________________ _______________________________ _______________________________ ____________ 

Signature of Person Completing this Form Printed Name   Title    Date 
 

SUBMIT WITHIN 15 DAYS OF PROJECT COMPLETION 
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SECTION H 

 
MUNICIPAL LOBBYING ORDINANCE (MLO) 

 

 
The City’s Municipal Lobbying Ordinance (Ord No. 169916) requires certain individuals and 
entities to register with the City Ethics Commission and requires public disclosure of certain 
lobbying activities, including money received and spent.  Additionally, for all construction 
contracts, public leases, or licenses of any value and duration; goods or service contracts with a 
value greater than Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) and a term of at least three (3) 
months, each bidder/proposer must submit with its bid a certification, on a form (CEC Form 50) 
prescribed by the City Ethics Commission, that the bidder acknowledges and agrees to comply 
with the disclosure requirements and prohibitions established in the                                         
Los Angeles Municipal Lobbying Ordinance, if the bidder qualifies as a lobbying entity.  A copy 
of the ordinance can be found at: http://ethics.lacity.org/pdf/laws/law_mlo.pdf 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All proposers must complete the enclosed Bidder Certification form (CEC Form 50) 
and submit with the proposal. 

http://ethics.lacity.org/pdf/laws/law_mlo.pdf
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SECTION I 

 
PROHIBITED CONTRIBUTORS – CEC FORM 55 

 

 
The Los Angeles City Charter section 470(c)(12) prohibits proposers of contracts projected to 
be worth One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) or more and that require City Council 
approval, from making campaign contributions to any elected City official, candidate for elected 
City office, or City committee controlled by an elected City official or candidate. Contributions 
are prohibited throughout the bidding process and the resulting contract. 
 
Proposers and their principals must register with the City Ethics Commission.  To do so, each 
proposer must submit with its bid a certification, on a form (CEC Form 55) prescribed by the  
City Ethics Commission. By doing so, the proposer acknowledges and agrees to comply with 
the requirements and prohibitions established in the Los Angeles City Charter.  
 
In addition, any subcontractors who are projected to perform One Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($100,000.00) worth of work or more on the contract are required to adhere to the same 
requirements. Said subcontractors and their principles must be notified of the City Charter 
requirements and prohibitions and must be included on CEC Form 55 (Schedule B). A copy of 
the charter section can be found at https://www.lacity.org/your-government/government-
information/city-charter-rules-and-codes.  
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All proposers must complete the enclosed Prohibited Contributors form (CEC Form 55) 
and submit with the proposal. 

b.  All of the proposer’s subcontractors who are projected to perform One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) worth of work or more must be included on            
CEC Form 55 (Schedule B). 
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SECTION J 
 

FORM W-9 
REQUEST FOR TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION 

 NUMBER (TIN) AND CERTIFICATION  
  

 
RAP requires Form W-9, “Request for Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) and Certification” 
from all entities (vendors, operators, concessionaires, etc.) doing business with RAP in order for 
RAP to conduct financial transactions with said entities, such as returning proposal deposits or 
processing payments. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All proposers must submit Form W-9 with the proposal. The name listed on Form W-9 
must match the proposer’s legal business name as listed on the                       
Proposer’s Signature Declaration and Affidavit. The most recent Form W-9, along with 
instructions for completing the form, can be found at http://www.irs.gov/Forms-&-Pubs. 

 

http://www.irs.gov/Forms-&-Pubs
http://www.irs.gov/Forms-&-Pubs
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SECTION K 
 

IRAN CONTRACTING ACT OF 2010 COMPLIANCE AFFIDAVIT 
  

 
In accordance with California Public Contract Code Sections 2200-2208, all proposers 
submitting proposals for, entering into, or renewing contracts with the City of Los Angeles for 
goods and services estimated at One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) or more are required to 
complete, sign, and submit the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 Compliance Affidavit. 
 
For more information, proposers can visit the State of California,                                 
Department of General Services, Office of Policies, Procedures, and Legislation (OPPL) website 
at www.dgs.ca.gov/pd/Resources/PDLegislation.aspx.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All proposers to contracts that apply to the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 must sign and 
submit the affidavit with their proposal.  

b. If the proposed contract is not estimated to be worth One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) 
or more, proposers are not required to submit this form.  

 

http://www.dgs.ca.gov/pd/Resources/PDLegislation.aspx


IRAN CONTRACTING ACT OF 2010 COMPLIANCE AFFIDAVIT 
(California Public Contract Code Sections 2200-2208) 

 
The California Legislature adopted the Iran Contracting Act of 2010 to respond to policies of Iran in a uniform fashion (PCC § 
2201(q)).  The Iran Contracting Act prohibits bidders engaged in investment activities in Iran from bidding on, submitting 
proposals for, or entering into or renewing contracts with public entities for goods and services of one million dollars 
($1,000,000) or more (PCC § 2203(a)). A bidder who “engages in investment activities in Iran” is defined as either: 

1. A bidder providing goods or services of twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) or more in the energy sector of Iran, 
including provision of oil or liquefied natural gas tankers, or products used to construct or maintain pipelines used to 
transport oil or liquefied natural gas, for the energy sector of Iran; or 

2. A bidder that is a financial institution (as that term is defined in 50 U.S.C. § 1701) that extends twenty million dollars 
($20,000,000) or more in credit to another person, for 45 days or more, if that person will use the credit to provide goods 
or services in the energy sector in Iran and is identified on a list created by the California Department of General 
Services (DGS) pursuant to PCC § 2203(b) as a person engaging in the investment activities in Iran.    

The bidder shall certify that at the time of submitting a bid for new contract or renewal of an existing contract, the bidder is not 
identified on the DGS list of ineligible businesses or persons and that the bidder is not engaged in investment activities in Iran 
in violation of the Iran Contracting Act of 2010.  

California law establishes penalties for providing false certifications, including civil penalties equal 

to the greater of $250,000 or twice the amount of the contract for which the false certification 
was made; contract termination; and three-year ineligibility to bid on contracts (PCC § 2205). 

To comply with the Iran Contracting Act of 2010, the bidder shall provide its vendor or financial institution name, and City 
Business Tax Registration Certificate (BRTC) if available, in completing ONE of the options shown below. 

OPTION #1: CERTIFICATION 
I, the official named below, certify that I am duly authorized to execute this certification on behalf of the bidder or financial 
institution identified below, and that the bidder or financial institution identified below is not on the current DGS list of persons 
engaged in investment activities in Iran and is not a financial institution extending twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) or more 
in credit to another person or vendor, for 45 days or more, if that other person or vendor will use the credit to provide goods or 
services in the energy sector in Iran and is identified on the current DSG list of persons engaged in investment activities in 
Iran. 
 

Vendor Name/Financial Institution (printed)                                      BTRC (or n/a) 
 

By (Authorized Signature) 
 
Print Name and Title of Person Signing 
 
Date Executed                                                                  City Approval (Signature)                                      (Print Name) 

 
 
OPTION #2: EXEMPTION 
Pursuant to PCC § 2203(c) and (d), a public entity may permit a bidder or financial institution engaged in investment activities 
in Iran, on a case-by-case basis, to be eligible for, or to bid on, submit a proposal for, or enter into, or renew, a contract for 
goods and services. If the bidder or financial institution identified below has obtained an exemption from the certification 
requirement under the Iran Contracting Act of 2010, the bidder or financial institution shall complete and sign below and attach 
documentation demonstrating the exemption approval. 
 

Vendor Name/Financial Institution (printed)                                      BTRC (or n/a) 
 

By (Authorized Signature) 
 
Print Name and Title of Person Signing 
 
Date Executed                                                                  City Approval (Signature)                                      (Print Name) 
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CERTIFICATION REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH THE 
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

 
The undersigned certifies, that to the best of his/her knowledge and belief, that: 
 
1. The Contractor/Borrower/Agency (hereafter Contractor) is in compliance 

with and will continue to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act 42 
U.S.C. 12101 et. seq. and its implementing regulations. 

 
2. The Contractor will provide for reasonable accommodations to allow 

qualified individuals with disabilities to have access and participate in its 
programs, services and activities in accordance with the provisions of the 
Americans With Disabilities Act. 

 
3. The Contractor will not discriminate against persons with disabilities nor 

against persons due to their relationship or association with a person with 
a disability. 

 
4. The Contractor will require that the language of this certification be 

included in the award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including 
subcontracts, subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans and 
cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall certify and 
disclose accordingly. 

 
5. This Certification is a material representation of fact upon which the City 

relied when entering into this agreement.   
 
 
AGREEMENT NUMBER:       _________________________________________ 
 
 
CONTRACTOR:       ________________________________________________                                                        
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
                NAME AND TITLE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
 
 
_____________________________________               ____________________ 
                     SIGNATURE                          DATE 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES  
PLEDGE OF COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBILITY ORDINANCE  

 
Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) Section 10.40 et seq. (Contractor Responsibility Ordinance) 
provides that, unless specifically exempt, City contractors working under service contracts of at least 
$25,000 and three months, contracts for services and for purchasing goods and products that involve a 
value in excess of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) and a term in excess of three months are 
covered by this Article; and construction contracts of any amount; public lessees; public licensees; and 
certain recipients of City financial assistance or City grant funds, shall comply with all applicable 
provisions of the Ordinance. Upon award of a City contract, public lease, public license, financial 
assistance or grant, the contractor, public lessee, public licensee, City financial assistance recipient, or 
grant recipient, and any its subcontractor(s), shall submit this Pledge of Compliance to the awarding 
authority. 
  
The contractor agrees to comply with the Contractor Responsibility Ordinance and the following 
provisions:  
 
(a) To comply with all federal, state, and local laws in the performance of the contract, including but not 

limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and hours, and licensing 
laws, which affect employees.  

(b) To notify the awarding authority within 30 calendar days after receiving notification that any 
governmental agency has initiated an investigation which may result in a finding that the contractor 
did not comply with any federal, state, or local law in the performance of the contract, including but 
not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and employment, wage and hours, and licensing 
laws, which affect employees.  

(c) To notify the awarding authority within 30 calendar days of all findings by a governmental agency or 
court of competent jurisdiction that the contractor has violated any federal, state, or local law in the 
performance of the contract, including but not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and 
employment, wage and hours, and licensing laws which affect employees.  

(d) If applicable, to provide the awarding authority, within 30 calendar days, updated responses to the 
Responsibility Questionnaire if any change occurs which would change any response contained 
within the Responsibility Questionnaire and such change would affect the contractor’s fitness and 
ability to continue the contract.  

(e) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors 
of a public lessee, licensee, sublessee, or sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services 
on the leased or licensed premises) shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws in the 
performance of the contract, including but not limited to laws regarding health and safety, labor and 
employment, wage and hours, and licensing laws, which affect employees.  

(f) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors 
of a public lessee, licensee, sublessee, sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services on 
the leased or licensed premises) submit a Pledge of Compliance.  

(g) To ensure that subcontractors working on the City agreement (including contractors or subcontractors 
of a public lessee, licensee, sublessee, or sublicensee that perform or assist in performing services 
on the leased or licensed premises) shall comply with paragraphs (b) and (c).  

 
Failure to complete and submit this form to the Awarding Authority may result in withholding of 
payments by the City Controller, or contract termination. 
 
 
Company Name, Address and Phone Number  
 
 
Signature of Officer or Authorized Representative                                                  Date  
 
 
Print Name and Title of Officer or Authorized Representative  
 
 
Awarding City Department                                                                                       Contract Number  
 
SRIS/CRO-3, Pledge of Compliance (Rev. 5/07/2014) 
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SECTION R 

 
SLAVERY DISCLOSURE AFFIDAVIT 

 

 
Unless otherwise exempt, in accordance with the provisions of the                                    
Slavery Disclosure Ordinance (Ordinance No. 175346), any contract awarded pursuant to this 
RFP will be subject to the Slavery Disclosure Ordinance, Section 10.41 of the                         
Los Angeles Administrative Code.  
 
Proposers seeking additional information regarding the requirements of the                      
Slavery Disclosure Ordinance may visit the Bureau of Contract Administration’s web site at 
www.bca.lacity.org.  
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

a. All Proposers shall complete and electronically sign the                                          
Slavery Disclosure Ordinance Affidavit available on the City of Los Angeles’       
Business Assistance Virtual Network (BAVN) residing at www.labavn.org prior to award 
of a City contract. 

 

http://www.labavn.org/
http://www.bca.lacity.org/
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SAMPLE AGREEMENT  

 GREEK THEATRE VENUE AND CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT 

 

THIS  AGREEMENT is  made  and  entered  in  this_______day  of __________,20__,  by  and   
between   the   CITY   OF   LOS   ANGELES,  a   municipal  corporation (hereinafter referred  to 
as CITY),  acting  by and through  the Department of Recreation and Parks ("RAP"), and 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] (“OPERATOR"). 

WHEREAS, RAP seeks to hire a company to oversee management of the Greek Theatre Venue, 
Greek Theatre Concessions, and the Roosevelt Café; and 

WHEREAS, RAP, finds,  in accordance with Charter  Section  1022, that it is necessary, feasible  
and  economical to  secure  these  services  by  contract  as  it  lacks sufficient  and   necessary  
personnel  to   undertake   these   specialized  professional services; and 

WHEREAS, RAP finds,  pursuant to Charter  Section  371 (e) (10),  and  Los Angeles  
Administrative Code  Section  10.15(a)(10), that  the use of competitive bidding would  be  
undesirable, impractical or otherwise excused by  the  common  law  and  the Charter  because, 
unlike the purchase of a specified  product,  there is no single criterion, such  as  price  
comparison, that  will  determine which  proposer   can  best  provide  the services  required  by 
RAP; and 

WHEREAS,  RAP finds it  is  necessary  to  utilize  a  standard   request   for proposal process  
and to evaluate proposals received  based  upon the criteria included in a Request  for Proposal 
(RFP); and 

WHEREAS, RAP advertised for proposals for Greek Theatre Venue and Concessions 
Management; and 

WHEREAS, RAP received and evaluated xx proposals from venue management companies; 
and 

WHEREAS, OPERATOR scored the highest-ranking among xx proposers, and was selected to 
manage the Greek Theatre Venue and Concessions in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of this AGREEMENT; and 

WHEREAS, OPERATOR desires to enter into such AGREEMENT to assist RAP in providing the 
public with premium, high-quality patron and community experience and services at the Greek 
Theatre and Roosevelt Café. 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms, covenants and conditions hereinafter to be 
kept and performed by the respective parties, it is agreed as follows: 
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SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS 

For the purpose of this AGREEMENT, the following words and phrases are defined and shall be 
construed as hereinafter set forth: 

ADDITIONAL PARKING SITES: Parking areas as shown on the map attached 
as Exhibit C. 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS: OPERATOR'S  general and administrative 
costs for operating the FACILITY, which are 
further  described on Exhibit L, 
 

AGREEMENT:  This AGREEMENT consisting of forty-two 
(42) pages and Exhibits (A thru R) attached 
thereto. 
 

ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE: The annual compensation OPERATOR will 
receive for their services as specified in 
Section 6. 
 

BOARD: Board of Recreation and Park 
Commissioners. 
 

CITY: The City of Los Angeles 
 

CITY FF&E COSTS: CITY's  cost  to  equip  the  FACILITY  with  
furnishings, fixtures  and equipment  
sufficient  to allow operation of the FACILITY 
for its intended  purposes as provided  in 
Section 5U, except for the OPERATOR'S 
equipment and furnishings covered in 
OPERATOR'S ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. 
 

CITY’S OPERATING  
EXPENSES: 

Shall consist of: (i) UTILITY, MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR COSTS, (ii) REIMBURSABLE 
EXPENSES, (iii) EVENT SERVICES AND 
STAFFING COSTS, (iv) TRANSITION 
EXPENSES, (v) CITY’S FF&E COSTS and 
(vi) the ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE. 
CITY’S OPERATING EXPENSES shall be 
calculated in compliance with this 
AGREEMENT, Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP), City 
Controller’s policies and procedures, the City 
Charter and the LAAC. 
 

CONCESSION: Greek Theatre and Roosevelt Café 
concessions, the permitted operation granted 
by this Agreement. 

CONCERT SEASON: Mid-April through October 31 
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OPERATOR OFFICE COSTS: OPERATOR’s costs to satisfy OPERATOR’s 
obligation to provide OPERATOR’S OFFICE 
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT pursuant to 
Section 5U hereof. 
 

RAP: The Department of Recreation and Parks, 
acting through the Board of Recreation and 
Park Commissioners. 
 

EFFECTIVE DATE: The date first written above. 
 

EVENT SERVICES AND 
STAFFING COSTS: 
 
 
 
 

Any and all expenses incurred, or payments 
made by OPERATOR, in connection with the 
staffing, operation and production of events 
at the PREMISES, except for expenses 
included in OPERATOR'S ANNUAL 
MANAGEMENT FEE. 
 

FACILITY: 
 
 
 

GREEK THEATRE, located at 2700 N. 
Vermont Avenue, Griffith Park, Los Angeles, 
California 90027 and the Roosevelt Café, 
located at 2650 N. Vermont Avenue, Griffith 
Park, Los Angeles, California 90027.  
 

GENERAL MANAGER: 
 
 
 

The OPERATOR employee designated as 
the Greek Theatre Manager to oversee, 
operate and manage the venue. 

LAAC: 
 

Los Angeles Administrative Code 

LAMC: 
  

Los Angeles Municipal Code 

MANAGEMENT STAFFING 
COSTS:  
 
 

All costs related to providing personnel for 
the following positions:  OPERATOR’S 
approved positions. 

OPEN VENUE MODEL: 
 
 
 

The  FACILITY operating  model, as defined  
by the BOARD's approved policies and 
procedures attached as Exhibits E, F and G 

PREMISES: 
 
 
 

The geographical area, as defined in 
SECTION 3 of this AGREEMENT, including 
the FACILITY  

PREMIUM SEATING REVENUE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All gross revenue from the sale of all 
premium seating programs including, but not 
limited to: 1) Box Seats, 2) Personal Seat 
Licenses, and 3) VIP seats, or other similar 
programs where license fees are charged in 
connection with seating programs created by 
the OPERATOR at the FACILITY. 
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REIMBURSABLE EXPENSE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A purchase, lease or operating expense paid 
by OPERATOR on behalf of RAP, including 
but not limited to website hosting and 
maintenance costs, parking management,  
sound  system  and  video  equipment and 
other related expenses, lighting system  and 
any other equipment other than equipment 
procured as a part  of  OPERATOR'S  
OFFICE  FURNITURE  AND EQUIPMENT 
 

TERM: 
 

[INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE AND 
CONTRACT EXPIRATION DATE] 

TRANSITION EXPENSE: 
 
 
 
 

An expense incurred by OPERATOR prior to 
the commencement TERM in connection with 
OPERATOR'S preparation to transition and 
perform the services hereunder. 

UTILITY MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR COSTS: 
 
 
 
 
 

The CITY's costs for utilities (excluding 
telephone and internet hosting charges, 
which will be paid by OPERATOR) and   for   
maintenance   and   repair as   provided   in 
Section 5Y, but excluding OPERATOR'S 
OFFICE COSTS. 

 

SECTION 2.  RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The CITY hereby grants to OPERATOR, subject to all of the terms and conditions of this 
AGREEMENT, the right to provide operational oversight and coordinated management of the 
Greek Theatre Venue, Greek Theatre Concessions, and the Roosevelt Café; and to act as 
RAP’S agent working with and under the direction of RAP staff with respect to the day to day 
operations of the FACILITY. 

OPERATOR  shall manage  and  operate  the FACILITY  on a year-round  basis  per  applicable 
CITY  and  RAP codes,  rules,  regulations,  ordinances, and  laws  regarding levels of noise 
and public/private access. 

OPERATOR shall provide food and beverage services at the Greek Theatre during all concerts 
and events as required by RAP. 

OPERATOR shall provide food and beverage services at the Roosevelt Café 365 days a year in 
coordination with the Roosevelt Golf Course. 

OPERATOR shall serve as the booking agent and fulfill riders for approximately ten concerts at 
various locations throughout the City, except the Greek Theatre. 

OPERATOR shall be required to submit copies of all sponsorship AGREEMENTS that relate to 
and/or affect the Greek Theatre, including in-kind, barter and cash sponsorships, throughout the 
term of the AGREEMENT  (see SECTION 9 "Sponsorships,  Box Seats and Premium Seating 
Sales," for details). 
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OPERATOR,  in  conjunction  with RAP , shall  participate and organize at RAP’S request  
certain  community oriented   operations   and  FACILITY   related services such  as traffic and 
parking control, security and crowd control measures, and post-event, surrounding 
neighborhood clean-ups, community meetings and other duties described below. 

OPERATOR shall collect all fees for FACILITY services, maintain RAP-approved accounting 
records for the FACILITY, pay for and obtain all licenses, permits and insurance (Insurance 
Requirements and Instructions, Exhibit B) (excluding insurance for CITY'S personal property 
and/or business interruption) necessary for the operations granted, and perform or supervise 
OPERATOR and subcontractor employees in the performance of all other tasks related to the 
operations granted. 

CITY reserves the right to develop or improve the PREMISES as needed, without interference 
or hindrance; however the CITY shall consider and request OPERATOR’s views and 
operational perspectives. 

SECTION 3. PREMISES 

The PREMISES (hereinafter referred to as PREMISES) to be authorized for use by 
OPERATOR shall only include: 

• Theatre building and the surrounding hillside including the fencing: 
o Theatre building shall include the main theatre structure; all areas, structures, 

and facilities in the North Wing, South Wing, North Concourse, South Concourse, 
and Front Concourse; Box Office; concession areas, seating areas; light booth; 
immediate exterior walls, fencing and public access areas fronting North Vermont 
Avenue. 

• VIP parking lot and the adjacent valley west of theatre. 
• Roosevelt Café located at 2650 N. Vermont Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90027 

OPERATOR shall not use or permit the FACILITY to be used, in whole or in part, for any other 
purpose other than as set forth in this AGREEMENT except with prior, written consent of RAP, 
nor allow any use in violation of any present or future laws, ordinances, rules and regulations 
relating to sanitation or the public health, safety or welfare of operations at and use of the 
FACILITY.    OPERATOR  hereby expressly agrees at all times during the term of this 
AGREEMENT, to maintain, use and operate the FACILITY in a safe, clean, wholesome and 
sanitary condition, and in compliance with any and all present and future laws, ordinances and 
rules and regulations relating to public health, safety or welfare and RAP standards. 

In addition to the PREMISES, CITY shall provide OPERATOR with ADDITIONAL PARKING 
SITES as shown on the map attached as Exhibit D, i.e. Boy Scout Road, and such other parking 
areas as may be designated by the parties for use only during show days, or  other Facility use 
days. These additional areas may not be used for purposes other than to park vehicles of show 
patrons, employees of OPERATOR and subcontractor employees and licensees at the 
FACILITY, unless otherwise approved in advance by RAP . The CITY shall retain responsibility 
for the maintenance of these parking areas. 

CITY undertakes and agrees to deliver to OPERATOR the PREMISES described in Exhibit C 
for use by OPERATOR in accordance with this AGREEMENT.  
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SECTION 4. TERM OF AGREEMENT 

The term of the AGREEMENT shall be ten years plus one five-year extension option, 
commencing on XXXXXXXXXX. 

Neither City, nor any BOARD member, officer, or employee thereof shall be liable to 
OPERATOR in excess of the then-applicable ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE and CITY'S 
OPERATING EXPENSES because of any action taken to revoke, decline to exercise an option 
or disapprove a renewal of the AGREEMENT.    

SECTION 5. SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED AND OPERATING RESPONSIBILITIES 

OPERATOR shall, at all times, provide the following services and comply with the following 
conditions: 

A. Implementation and enforcement of RAP's Open Venue Model in compliance with 
all RAP policies and procedures: 
 
1. OPERATOR will provide operational oversight management at the Greek Theatre. 

 
2. OPERATOR will be responsible for coordinating and collaborating with promoters, 

agents, and interested parties to facilitate approximately 70 concerts and additional 
community events during the CONCERT SEASON.  

 
3. OPERATOR agrees to use its Venue Management Software, at no additional cost to 

RAP, to manage, book and coordinate the execution of all events. OPERATOR 
further agrees to manage the Challenge Process within the Venue Management   
Software.   OPERATOR   will   provide RAP access   to all information and 
databases related to the FACILITY, including access and log-in information and 
passwords related to the highest available internet connections. All data captured 
within the Venue Management Software belongs to RAP and shall be provided to 
RAP upon request. 

 
4. OPERATOR will manage and provide all as-needed event services staffing 

required for each event or concert including, but not limited to, ushers, ticket-
takers, security, event cleaning, parking attendants, shuttles, neighborhood event 
staffing and box office staff. OPERATOR may use its own staff or subcontract for 
the event services staffing. 

 
5. Event Management Staffing Plans: OPERATOR must submit Event Services Staffing 

Plans to RAP for written approval ninety (90) days prior to the start of the CONCERT 
SEASON.   The Event  Services  Staffing  Plans must  include  appropriate  staffing 
levels for all portions of the PREMISES and the surrounding neighborhood, 
including: 

 
a. A traffic control plan to manage traffic that includes input from the community, 

RAP and City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (DOT). 
b. A security plan must be submitted and shall address security screening, 

crowd control outside the PREMISES, including excessive noise, illegal 
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merchandise vending, ticket scalping, alcohol/drug use, and littering on 
residential properties in the surrounding area. The security plan, at minimum, 
shall: 

• Provide sufficient off-duty uniformed police officers and neighborhood 
event staff at key locations at the FACILITY and outside Griffith Park 
during all shows. This includes non-police neighborhood walking 
patrols. 
 

• Provide consistent post-show clean up in the neighborhood area 
impacted by the FACILITY after all events. 

 
• Provide   other   related   services    directly    related   to   traffic   

control, neighborhood security, and clean up in areas immediately 
impacted by FACILITY. 

 
6. Parking and Shuttles 

OPERATOR will manage all parking operations including a shuttle program to 
transport customers from off-site RAP parking lots, transportation hubs or other 
leased parking areas. OPERATOR shall obtain RAP’s prior written approval before 
commencing contract negotiations or executing such contracts for any leased 
parking areas.  Lease payments for approved parking areas are a REIMBURSABLE 
EXPENSE. OPERATOR shall staff these operations with OPERATOR's employees 
or may subcontract one or both operations. 
 

7. Box Office Operations 
OPERATOR shall manage and staff the Greek Theatre Box Office.   There will be no 
exclusive  rights  to  a  particular  ticketing  vendor  at  the  Greek  Theatre.    A 
promoter, agent or other FACILITY user shall have the option to designate and 
select the ticketing vendor for their respective event, provided that such ticketing 
vendor meets all of the minimum requirements of RAP. 
 

8. OPERATOR shall coordinate with the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD), Los 
Angeles Police Department (LAPD), and RAP Park Rangers on all scheduled events 
regarding Fire, EMS and security services required for public protection. 
   

9. OPERATOR shall perform annual Fire/Life Testing of the venue through a licensed 
vendor in conformance with LAFD Regulation 4.  Failure to perform annual test will 
result in a penalty of five hundred dollars ($500.00) per incident plus reimbursement 
to RAP for any costs incurred should RAP perform required testing. 
 

10. OPERATOR will at all times be responsible for maintaining public and concert staff 
ingress and egress to the FACILITY. 
 

11. OPERATOR will manage the VIP areas within the FACILITY and the VIP Parking. 
 

12. OPERATOR will be responsible for enforcing RAP’s established acceptable sound 
level requirements in the User Agreement (Exhibit E).  
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B. Fiscal Responsibilities 

OPERATOR shall act as RAP’s fiscal agent for the OPEN VENUE MODEL. OPERATOR 
will collect all fees associated with FACILITY operations, and will ensure proper 
accounting for all monies collected and any interest earned. 
 
1. OPERATOR shall ensure promoters and agents submit the required advance 

deposits, and any other fees for their events by the timelines established in the 
Booking Policy (Exhibit F) and the User Agreement. 

2. OPERATOR shall accept challenge request checks and process the challenge in 
compliance with RAP’s User Agreement. 

3. OPERATOR shall complete end of show settlement at the end of each show and will 
ensure monies for the show are properly distributed to all parties.  OPERATOR shall 
submit the end of show settlement statement to RAP within two (2) business days of 
settlement. 

4. OPERATOR shall manage and administer RAP’s Promoter's Commercial Incentive 
Program Policy (Exhibit G). 

a. Payment to promoters or agents achieving incentive will be made from the 
Greek Theatre bank account at the end of the season (SECTION 11). 
 

C. Concession Rights and Responsibilities 
 
OPERATOR will have the exclusive right and obligation to sell, food, non-alcoholic and 
alcoholic beverages,  and Greek Theatre merchandise from designated portions of the 
FACILITY and will be permitted to use mobile carts to sell such items at designated 
areas pursuant to RAP’s prior approval, needs and requests.  The address and 
telephone number of the OPERATOR will be shown along with the notation that all 
complaints regarding change, food and beverage, etc., should be referred directly to 
OPERATOR.  

1. Freedom from Tuberculosis 
For employees preparing food, and others as required by statute (reference 
Section 5163 of the California Public Resources Code) or directive of RAP, 
OPERATOR shall provide RAP with certificates on applicable employees 
indicating freedom from communicable tuberculosis. 

 
 2. Alcohol Service Training 

All employees involved in the sale, service, and distribution of alcoholic 
beverages shall be trained in effective alcoholic and awareness, which includes 
training based on any applicable Laws of California.  This training shall include 
the State of California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) 
sanctioned training or the Licensee Education on Alcohol and Drugs Alcohol 
Seller/Server Training Program (LEAD) and may include, without limitation, 
policies and procedures developed by OPERATOR dealing with alcohol 
management and a nationally-recognized program such as “Techniques For 
Effective Alcohol Management” (or “TEAM”) or “Techniques For Intervention 
Procedures By Servers of Alcohol” (or “T.I.P.S.”).  OPERATOR shall provide 
RAP with certificates on applicable training for all employees involved in the sale, 
service and distribution of alcoholic beverages. 
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OPERATOR will not knowingly serve intoxicated persons and will coordinate 
with, and immediately notify venue security of any known or observed safety 
concerns, illegal substances and improper use of alcohol that pose immediate 
threats of safety to patrons and intoxicated individuals. 

 
 

3. Concession Manager 
OPERATOR shall appoint, subject to written approval by  
RAP, two Concession Managers of concession operations at the FACILITY: one 
at the Greek Theatre concessions and one at Roosevelt Café. 

 
Such person must be a qualified and experienced manager or supervisor of 
operations, vested with full power and authority to accept service of all notices 
provided for herein and regarding operation of the CONCESSION, including the 
quality and prices of CONCESSION goods and services, and the appearance, 
conduct, and demeanor of OPERATOR’s agents, servants, and employees.  
The Concession Manager shall be available during regular business hours and, 
at all times during that person's absence, a responsible subordinate shall be in 
charge and available. 
 
The Concession Manager shall devote the greater part of his or her working time 
and attention to the operation of the CONCESSION and shall promote, increase 
and develop the business.  During the days and hours established for the 
operation of the subject CONCESSION, the Concession Manager's personal 
attention shall not be directed toward the operation of any other business activity. 

 
4. Quality, Price Schedules and Merchandising 

 
OPERATOR shall commit to implement and offer varied, high-quality food 
products, specialty items, food and beverage offerings to patrons at the Greek 
Theatre and the Roosevelt Café. OPERATOR agrees to highlight and 
implement, when reasonably feasible, products and beverages from local 
purveyors including but not limited to: specialty regional food, craft beers, 
premium wines, unique and high end spirits and in consultation with the CITY 
develop an operational plan for upcoming seasons and individual events to 
ensure the highest quality products are offered to benefit patrons and provide 
high quality service, satisfaction and first-class food and beverage offerings 
consistent with the overall theme of the venue. 

 
a. CITY agrees that OPERATOR’s merchandise, including its price for 

same, shall be within OPERATOR’s discretion; subject, however, to 
disapproval by RAP if the selection of items offered is inadequate, of inferior 
quality, or if any of said prices are excessively high or low in the sole opinion 
of RAP. Such determination shall not be unreasonable and shall take into 
account the business considerations presented by OPERATOR.  
OPERATOR shall present the menu selections and offerings on a monthly 
basis to RAP for approval.  Menu selections and offerings must take into 
consideration the diversity of the events and the demographics of the event 
patrons. All prices shall be comparable to prices charged in similar 
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establishments in the CITY. 
   

b. All menu items and service, offered for sale and/or sold by OPERATOR in 
said PREMISES, shall be of high quality and must be related to the ordinary 
business of the CONCESSION.  No adulterated, misbranded, or impure 
articles shall be sold or kept for sale by OPERATOR.  All merchandise kept 
for sale by OPERATOR shall be kept subject to the approval or rejection of 
RAP and OPERATOR shall remove from the PREMISES any article which 
may be rejected and shall not again offer it for sale without the written 
approval of RAP.  RAP may order the improvement of the quality of any 
merchandise kept or offered for sale. In addition, no substitutes, fillers, 
dilutants, nor reduction in size of standard manufactured or processed food 
products will be permitted. 

  
c. OPERATOR shall offer for sale to the public a full range of fresh and pre-

packaged food items and beverages (alcoholic and non- alcoholic).  
 

d. OPERATOR shall offer for sale to the public an appropriate selection of food 
and refreshment items, which includes a variety of healthy choice options for 
food and beverages.  This includes the availability of fresh fruits and fresh 
vegetables, bottled water, 100% juice, beverages that contain at least 50% 
fruit juice with no added sweeteners, and providing healthy snacks.  
OPERATOR expressly agrees to comply with CITY’S Good Food 
Purchasing Guidelines for Food Service Institutions.  

 
e. OPERATOR shall not use artificial trans-fat (e.g., industrially created partial 

hydrogenation plant oils) in the preparation of food products.  All prepared 
food items are to be free of artificial trans-fat.  OPERATOR shall attempt to 
use only artificial trans-fat free prepackaged food items.    

 
f. The sale of liquor, beer, and wine is permitted. OPERATOR is solely 

responsible for obtaining all necessary licenses and permits, including but not 
limited Alcoholic Beverage Control License, for the sale of such items.  RAP 
shall provide all cooperation and assistance necessary for OPERATOR to 
secure necessary licenses under this paragraph.  At the termination of 
AGREEMENT, OPERATOR shall transfer all necessary licenses and 
permits to the successor food and beverage concessionaire at fair market 
value, where applicable, within thirty (30) days of termination, unless 
prohibited or prevented by the respective licensing authority. 

 
g. The sale of energy drinks is prohibited. 
 
h. OPERATOR will implement the proposed plan for Food and Beverage 

guidelines outlined in OPERATOR Proposal Pages XXX through XXX 
(Exhibit H).  

 
All merchandise sold or kept for sale by OPERATOR shall be of first class, 
high-quality and acceptable to all industry standards and conform to all 
federal, state, and municipal laws, ordinances, and regulations in every 
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respect. No imitation, adulterated, misbranded, or impure articles shall be 
sold or kept for sale by OPERATOR and all edible merchandise kept on 
hand shall be stored and handled with due regard for sanitation. 

 
i. OPERATOR shall minimize the paper items (straw covers, serving cartons, 

etc.) distributed with take-out CONCESSION products.  OPERATOR shall 
be prohibited from selling merchandise in non-recyclable bottles, and shall 
not dispense take-out food or beverage items in glass or Expanded 
Polystyrene (EPS) / Styrofoam containers.  OPERATOR shall not sell or 
give away or otherwise dispose of any commodity which in the opinion of 
RAP will cause undue litter.   OPERATOR expressly agrees to comply with 
all CITY and RAP recycling programs. 

 
j. OPERATOR shall not sell lottery tickets or similar type merchandise. 

 

5. Receipts 

a. On request, OPERATOR shall offer receipts to customers for every 
transaction. 

 
b. OPERATOR shall at all times have a sign placed within twelve (12) inches 

of any cash register, in clear view to the public, and in minimum one-inch 
lettering, which states: “If a receipt for this transaction is not provided on 
request, please contact Department of Recreation and Parks - Concessions 
Unit at (213) 202-3280.” 

 
6. Annual CONCERT SEASON Opening Event for the Community 

OPERATOR shall provide services at an Annual CONCERT SEASON Opening 
Event for the surrounding community at its own expense. 
 

7. Hours / Days of Operation 
 

a. During Greek Theatre Concerts the CONCESSION will be open in 
accordance with the Venue’s User Agreement and mutually agreed upon 
operating times and hours necessary and consistent with event show plans 
for each performance. 

 
b. Roosevelt Café will be open 365 days a year in coordination with the 

Roosevelt Golf Course.  The Café will open at least thirty minutes prior to the 
first scheduled tee time and close one hour after sunset.  OPERATOR may 
request adjustment of hours subject to approval by RAP.  

 
c. NON-CONCERTS AND EVENTS:  The Front Plaza Area will be open in 

accordance with RAP’s operating plans, hours and needs, and the 
CONCESSION will be open based upon mutually agreed operating times 
necessary and consistent to offer a year-round operation. 

 
D. OPERATOR will keep a separate set of financial records for the Roosevelt Café.  
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E. OPERATOR shall be accessible to the surrounding community to address questions and 
concerns and to collaborate on all aspects of FACILITY operations in conjunction with 
RAP’s designated Community Liaison. 
 

F. Website and Social Media 
OPERATOR will coordinate with RAP's website vendor to maintain current event and 
promotional content on the website, including but not limited to, updating concert  
calendar,  promotional opportunities,  venue information, ticketing,  parking and  shuttle  
services  and  food  and  beverage  selections. OPERATOR will coordinate resolution of 
any potential issues with the website vendor. OPERATOR will coordinate and manage 
all social media apps for the Greek Theatre including, but not limited to Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram or other designated OPERATOR social media outlets. 
OPERATOR shall provide designated City staff with access to the Venue highest 
available Wi-Fi access, including log in information and passwords. 
 

G. Operating Budget 
OPERATOR will prepare and submit the following reports: an annual FACILITY 
operating budget; monthly revenue reports; annual branding campaign; outreach 
program summary; cash outflow projections submitted on or before April 1 each year; 
and pro-forma for the length of the AGREEMENT.  In addition, OPERATOR will submit 
audited financials on an annual basis. RAP may request additional   reports   to   assist   
RAP with   managing the FACILITY. OPERATOR will cooperate with RAP to provide the 
requested reports. The  reports  may  be  changed  from  time  to  time  to  include 
additional information as required by RAP. 
 

H. International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and American Federation of 
Musicians Agreements 
OPERATOR shall use the existing union contracts  to develop and hold an agreement 
with the  International  Alliance  of Theatrical  Stage  Employees  (IATSE)  Local 33 
(Stage Technicians  Union) and 857 (Treasurers  and Ticket Sellers Union) and develop  
and hold contracts with IATSE Local 706 (Make-up  Artists and Hair Stylists Guild), Local 
768  (Theatrical Wardrobe  Union)  and the American  Federation  of Musicians,  Local 
47 (AFM Local47). OPERATOR will coordinate the reasonable use of FACILITY to 
IATSE for job training opportunities at IATSE’s cost. There will be no FACILITY rental 
fee charged to IATSE for this use. 

 
I. Community Cultural Events 

OPERATOR shall use reasonable  efforts to raise funds to offset the FACILITY  rental 
fees and  the  production  costs  of  three  (3) identified annual community  cultural 
events  to  assist  local  organizations to  put  on  performances.   OPERATOR will not 
be responsible for any shortfalls. Should a shortfall occur, OPERATOR shall collect the 
appropriate fees in compliance with RAP policies. 
 

J. Filming 
It is the policy of the CITY to facilitate the use of CITY properties as film locations when 
appropriate.  RAP has established a Park Film Office to coordinate the use of park 
property for film production purposes.   All fees for use of park property  by  film  
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production  companies  shall  be  established  and  collected  in accordance with CITY 
and RAP policies.  OPERATOR shall charge any fees for film production conducted at 
FACILITY as provided in the User Agreement and for filming on the PREMISES on non-
event days, such uses and fees subject to RAP approval. 
 

K. OPERATOR will work with private entities to book the FACILITY for private events 
throughout the year.  RAP must authorize all non-concert season events. 
 

L. Customer Satisfaction Surveys 
OPERATOR shall be responsible to ensure Customer Satisfaction Surveys are 
conducted after  every  event     The  Customer  Satisfaction  Survey  measures  the  
quality  of service   being  delivered  to  patrons,  which   rates  service  in  five  (5)  
separate categories.  OPERATOR will provide summary reports to RAP on June 15, 
September 15 and November 15 for all events held in the previous period.   RAP shall 
be consulted regarding survey questions and reserves the right to  suggest  additional  
questions  as  necessary  to  assist  in  the  evaluation  of community  satisfaction.      
Surveys  may  be  carried  out  in  the  form  of  e-mail messaging  QR codes,  website  
link,  or other methods as may be  determined by OPERATOR. 
 

M. Community Engagement 
 
1. OPERATOR agrees to organize, host, maintain, oversee and arrange a regular 

monthly community meeting to accommodate neighborhood associations and 
community groups at times when convenient for the public to such meetings.   
Should OPERATOR fail to host community meeting for two (2) consecutive months, 
such failure will be considered a material breach and may result in termination of 
AGREEMENT. 
 

2. OPERATOR shall work in conjunction with RAP’s assigned community liaison(s) and 
work collaboratively to address all issues related to community engagement and 
outreach. 
 

3. OPERATOR will establish and maintain a telephone 'hotline' to accommodate public 
feedback and develop a log to monitor response times and respond to calls within 24 
to 48 hours. 

 
N. Greek Theatre Advisory Committee 

OPERATOR agrees to organize, host (provide light refreshments), maintain, oversee 
and arrange RAP’s Greek Theatre Advisory Committee (GTAC), which shall act solely in 
an advisory capacity to RAP in specific matters relating to the operation of the 
FACILITY.   GTAC may make recommendations to RAP regarding programs related to 
theatre operations, maintenance, concessions, merchandising, traffic control, security, 
and community relations, and will work with OPERATOR in establishing community 
involvement and cultural development.   OPERATOR shall staff, host and coordinate a 
monthly meeting with GTAC to keep the community engaged, informed and to resolve 
quality of life issues associated with the VENUE.    However,  operation of the FACILITY  
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is  the  contractual obligation  of  the  OPERATOR  and  GTAC  is  to  remain  an 
advisory arm of RAP representing  community  interests related  to the Greek Theatre. 
 

O. Citywide Outreach 
OPERATOR shall coordinate  and  cooperate with RAP to develop  strategies to 
outreach  to  at  risk  youth  to provide  enrichment opportunities including,  but  not 
limited  to, job  training,  workshops,  tours,  educational concerts  or  attending 
concerts/events. 
 

P. Cleanliness 
OPERATOR shall ensure the FACILITY and PREMISES are always maintained in a 
safe and clean condition and will work in conjunction with RAP to keep the PREMISES, 
including the theatre building, parking lots, surrounding community   and the surrounding 
hillside, including fencing, clean, uncluttered, and sanitary at all times. OPERATOR  
shall work  in  conjunction with  RAP to  keep  the  VIP  Parking   Lot,  the adjacent  
valley  (west  of the  Theatre)  and  the  surrounding area  impacted  by  the FACILITY,  
clean,  uncluttered  and sanitary  after  all events, or other use  by OPERATOR. 
OPERATOR shall work in conjunction with RAP and/or custodial subcontractors to 
provide all necessary janitorial services to maintain PREMISES, restrooms and public 
areas according to CITY standards.   OPERATOR agrees to respond and correct any 
instruction of RAP immediately or to provide a written response within twenty-four (24) 
hours of necessary corrective action. 
 
OPERATOR shall not permit any offensive or refuse matter, nor any substance  
constituting an unnecessary, unreasonable, or unlawful fire hazard, nor any material 
detrimental to the public  health, to remain  thereon,  and OPERATOR shall  prevent  
any such matter  or material from being or accumulating upon said PREMISES. 
 
OPERATOR, at its own expense, shall see that all garbage or refuse is collected from 
the offices, as often as necessary and in no case less than twice a week, and disposed 
of in the main dumpster.  This expense is included in the ANNUAL FIXED FEE. 
OPERATOR  will incur  the  cost  of  all garbage  pick-ups  from  the  main  dumpster  for  
the PREMISES during the term of this AGREEMENT. 
 

Q. Conduct 
OPERATOR and its representatives, agents, servants, and employees shall at all times 
conduct its business in a quiet and orderly manner to the satisfaction of RAP. 
 

R. Disorderly Persons 
OPERATOR shall use its best efforts to permit no intoxicated person or persons, profane 
or indecent language, or boisterous or loud conduct in or about the PREMISES and will 
call upon the aid of peace officers to assist in maintaining peaceful conditions.  
OPERATOR shall  not  knowingly  allow  the  use  or  possession  of  illegal drugs,   
narcotics,  or controlled substances on the PREMISES. 
 

S. Personnel 
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1. OPERATOR shall develop a protocol, subject to RAP approval, for the engagement 
of any employee or subcontractor.   OPERATOR'S protocol shall comply with all 
applicable CITY, STATE, and/or Federal labor laws. 
 

2. Qualified Personnel 
OPERATOR will, in the operation of the FACILITY, employ or permit the employment 
of only such personnel as will assure a high standard of service to the public and 
cooperation with the CITY.  All personnel will be trained in accordance with 
OPERATOR'S submitted training plan prior to starting work at the premises.   All 
such personnel, while on or about the PREMISES, shall be neat in appearance and 
directed  to  be  courteous  at  all  times  and  shall  be  appropriately  attired  in 
conjunction  with agreed upon appearance  standards attached, with badges  or 
other suitable means of identification.   OPERATOR shall prohibit persons employed 
by OPERATOR, while on or about the PREMISES, to be under the influence of 
illegal drugs, narcotics, other controlled substances or alcohol, or use inappropriate 
language, or engage in otherwise inappropriate conduct for a work environment. In 
the event an employee is not satisfactory, RAP may direct OPERATOR to remove 
that person from the PREMISES or from employment at the Greek Theatre. The 
OPERATOR will create an employee handbook that will delineate these 
requirements to be signed by all employees. 

 
3. GENERAL MANAGER of the Greek Theatre:  

OPERATOR shall appoint, subject to written approval by RAP, a GENERAL 
MANAGER of OPERATOR'S operations at the FACILITY. 

 
 The GENERAL MANAGER must be a qualified and experienced manager or 

supervisor of operations, vested with full power and authority to accept service of all 
notices provided for herein and regarding operation of the FACILITY, including the 
quality and prices of goods and services, and the appearance, conduct, and 
demeanor     of OPERATOR'S agents, servants, and employees. The GENERAL 
MANAGER   shall   be   available   during   regular   business   hours, including   
show  times  and,   at  all  times   during  that  person's  absence,   a responsible  
subordinate shall be in charge and available.   The authority of the GENERAL 
MANAGER includes, but is not limited to, the ability to: hire, fire, and schedule 
personnel; order merchandise and materials; oversee inventory control and tracking; 
implement a marketing plan; maintain accounting records; book parties and events; 
oversee operations; train employees (to include such areas as customer service); 
and have ultimate on-site decision-making responsibility, as delegated and under the 
ultimate discretion of RAP. 

  
 The GENERAL MANAGER shall devote the greater part of their working time and 

attention to the operation of the FACILITY and shall promote, increase and develop 
the business.  During the days and hours established for the operation of the subject 
FACILITY, the GENERAL MANAGER'S personal attention shall not be directed 
toward the operation of any other business activity. 

 
4. Approval of Personnel 
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RAP shall have the right to approve or disapprove any employees of OPERATOR or 
hired to work, in any capacity at the Greek Theatre. 
 

T. Diversion of Business 
OPERATOR shall not divert, cause, allow, or permit to be diverted any business from 
the PREMISES and shall take all reasonable measures, to develop, maintain, and 
increase the business conducted by it under the AGREEMENT. 
 

U. Equipment and Furnishings 
 
1. Office Space at the FACILITY (but not office equipment and furniture) will be 

provided to OPERATOR by CITY at no cost to OPERATOR. OPERATOR shall 
provide, maintain and repair office furniture and equipment necessary to operate the 
administrative offices located at the facility ("OPERATOR'S OFFICE FURNITURE 
AND EQUIPMENT"). OPERATOR shall pay all OPERATOR'S OFFICE FURNITURE 
AND EQUIPMENT costs with no reimbursement from the CITY. OPERATOR’S office 
furniture and equipment shall remain the personal property of OPERATOR. RAP 
reserves the right to approve or disapprove any office equipment and/or furnishing 
provided at the Greek Theatre. 

 
2. Except for OPERATOR'S OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT AND 

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS, non-concession related equipment, furnishings, and 
expendables required to operate the PREMISES shall be a CITY obligation to 
provide, obtain or reimburse OPERATOR for the provision of any property (all such 
property being referred to herein as "CITY'S FF&E").  CITY may request 
OPERATOR to purchase and install the same on its behalf and, in such case, the 
expense of doing so shall be a REIMBURSABLE EXPENSE.  OPERATOR shall 
deliver an inventory of all equipment with designation of ownership at the beginning 
of each calendar year and for each year of the term of the AGREEMENT thereafter. 
The inventory report shall include updated equipment lists as well as equipment 
status, length of remaining useful life, and explanations of any reduction in inventory.  
If, upon termination of the AGREEMENT, RAP does not renew said AGREEMENT, 
OPERATOR shall have the right to remove its OFFICE FURNITURE AND 
EQUIPMENT, but not improvements, from the PREMISES and shall be allowed a 
period of three (3) calendar days to complete such removal.  If not removed within 
that period, said equipment, furnishings and expendables shall become the property 
of RAP. 

 
3. Concession Equipment 

All equipment, furnishings, and expendables required for CONCESSION operations 
shall be purchased and installed by OPERATOR at its sole expense and shall 
remain its personal property. 

 
[EQUIPMENT LIST AND EXPENDITURES FROM PROPOSAL TO BE INSERTED 
HERE] 
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V. Maintenance of Equipment 

 
Except as outlined in Exhibit D (Maintenance Responsibilities of Operator), CITY will be 
responsible for maintenance and repair of the PREMISES, the FACILITY, ADDITIONAL 
PARKING SITES and all CITY FF&E, which the CITY shall maintain and repair in a 
manner to support a premium, high-quality operation. CITY may request OPERATOR to 
maintain and repair the PREMISES, FACILITY AND CITY'S FF&E on its behalf and, in 
such case; the expense of doing so shall be a REIMBURSABLE EXPENSE. The CITY 
reserves the right to conduct inspections of the FACILITY and make additional 
requirements to the maintenance of equipment at any time or to approve or disapprove 
the placement of any property located on any location on or within the PREMISES. 
 
OPERATOR shall, at all times and at its expense, keep and maintain OPERATOR'S 
OFFICE FURNITURE AND all EQUIPMENT, in good repair and in a clean, sanitary, and 
orderly condition and appearance.  
 
No equipment provided by CITY shall be removed or replaced by OPERATOR without 
the prior written consent of RAP. 
 

W. Permits and Licenses 
OPERATOR shall obtain at its sole expense any and all permits, approvals, and licenses 
that may be required in connection with the operation of the FACILITY including, but not 
limited to: tax permits, business licenses, health permits, police, fire and Building and 
Safety permits. All permits, approvals and licenses shall be posted in the appropriate 
areas on a year-round basis 
 

X. Signs and Advertisements 
OPERATOR shall not erect, construct, or place any signs, banners, ads, or displays of 
any kind whatsoever upon any portion of CITY property without the prior written approval 
from RAP, who reserves the right and who may require the removal or refurbishment of 
any previously approved sign. 
 
OPERATOR shall not permit vendors to display wares inside or outside the building or 
on said property unless written permission is secured from RAP in advance of 
installation, and such permission shall be subject to revocation at any time but shall not 
be unreasonably withheld, unless signage is part of a concessionaire   or   approved   
artist   merchandise.       The   type   of   sign   or advertisement and the duration of 
display shall be approved in advance and in writing by RAP. 
 
At the FACILITY, a sign may be posted in a non-public place stating that the FACILITY 
is operated under an AGREEMENT issued by CITY through the Department of 
Recreation and Parks. 
 

Y. Utilities  
RAP shall pay for utility charges associated with the PREMISES, FACILITY and 
ADDITIONAL PARKING SITES, with the exception of telephone, internet and trash pick-
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up.   Charges for telephone, internet and trash pick-up shall be paid by OPERATOR and 
are included in OPERATOR'S ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS regardless of whether such 
utility services are furnished by CITY or by other utility service providers. The telephone   
number shall be placed in the FACILITY'S name and shall not be transferable to any 
other location. OPERATOR will comply with all water and energy saving policies and 
produce a monthly report on achieving improvements in water and energy usage. 
 
Except to the extent of CITY's fault, including failure to maintain and repair as provided  
in  this  AGREEMENT, OPERATOR  hereby  expressly  waives  all  claims for 
compensation,  or  for  any  diminution  or  abatement  of  the  revenue-sharing payment 
provided for herein, for any and all loss or damage sustained by reason of any defect, 
deficiency, or impairment of the water, heating, or air conditioning systems, electrical 
apparatus, or wires furnished to the PREMISES which may occur from time to time and 
from any cause or from any loss resulting from water, earthquake, wind, civil commotion, 
or riot; and OPERATOR hereby expressly releases and discharges CITY and its  
officers, employees, and agents from any and all demands, claims, actions, and causes 
of action arising from any of the aforesaid causes. 
 
In all instances of damage to any utility service line, CITY shall be responsible for the 
cost of repairs and any and all damages occasioned thereby, except to the extent that 
such damage is caused by the negligence of OPERATOR or its employees. 
 
OPERATOR shall use best efforts to assure that water and energy are utilized by 
OPERATOR in the most efficient manner possible, and OPERATOR expressly agrees to 
comply with all CITY water and energy conservation programs. 
 
OPERATOR shall reimburse RAP for any telephone, internet or trash pick-up charges 
paid by RAP. 
 

Z. Safety 
OPERATOR will prepare a safety plan with specific training programs for all employees. 
OPERATOR  will  designate  a  safety  officer  to  report  on  safety  statistics  including 
employee and patron injuries on a monthly basis. OPERATOR will review all workers 
compensation claims that arise from premises. 
 
OPERATOR shall correct violations of safety practices immediately and shall cooperate 
fully with CITY in the investigation of accidents occurring on the PREMISES. 
OPERATOR agrees to respond and correct any instruction of RAP immediately or to 
provide a written response within twenty-four (24) hours of necessary corrective action.  
In the event of injury to an employee, staff person, manager, patron or customer, 
OPERATOR shall summon medical attention as soon as reasonably possible thereafter. 
OPERATOR shall keep internal documentation of the incident and shall submit to RAP a 
CITY Form General No. 87 "Non-Employee Accident or Illness Report" (Exhibit I) within 
forty-eight (48) hours of the incident, and two (2) copies of all Accident/incident reports 
shall be sent to address identified in SECTION 23 NOTICES. 
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If OPERATOR fails to correct hazardous conditions which have led or, in the reasonable 
opinion of RAP, could lead to injury, RAP may at its option, and in addition to all other 
remedies (including termination of this  AGREEMENT)  which  may  be  available  to  it, 
take  the necessary action to remedy that condition and recover the cost thereof, 
including administrative overhead, to be paid by OPERATOR to CITY as set forth in 
SEC. 11.E; provided that OPERATOR shall not be responsible for such hazardous 
conditions to the extent caused by CITY or which are otherwise an obligation of the 
CITY. 
 

AA. Security 
OPERATOR shall be responsible for the security of the interior PREMISES.   
OPERATOR will designate a security director to report on security statistics on a 
monthly basis. OPERATOR may install equipment, which will assist in protecting the 
PREMISES from theft, burglary, or vandalism.  Any such equipment must be purchased, 
installed, and maintained by OPERATOR and shall be a REIMBURSABLE EXPENSE.  
OPERATOR shall obtain RAP’s prior written approval for the expenditure.   Security 
personnel shall remain on duty while guests and artists are on the PREMISES.   

 

SECTION 6. ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE 

An ANNUAL MANAGMENT FEE shall be paid by CITY to OPERATOR for the services provided 
by OPERATOR. The ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE shall consist of the following three 
components: 

1. Greek Theatre Management Team and all operations expense, including but not 
limited to payroll taxes, insurance, employee benefits, bonds and any other 
employee related expenses; 
 

2. General and Administrative Expense (Exhibit H, Pages XXXX); and 
 

3. OPERATOR’S Fee. 
The Greek Theatre Management Team shall consist of the following position 
classifications.  Each of the following positions shall at all times be filled and 
maintained to perform the services required in this AGREEMENT: Greek Theatre 
Manager, Operations/Event Manager, Box Office Manager, Finance Manager, 
Executive Assistant/Booking Coordinator, Marketing Manager, Patron Services 
Supervisor, and Receptionist. Failure to maintain these positions will be 
considered a material breach and may result in deductions of the Greek Theatre 
Management Team expense to OPERATOR and/or termination of 
AGREEMENT. 
 
Subject to reasonable modification at discretion of OPERATOR with approval by 
RAP, provided however it shall not create any variance to the MANAGEMENT 
STAFFING REQUIREMENTS and COSTS, the CITY reserves the right to 
approve or disapprove or have removed any employee of OPERATOR or of the 
FACILITY from working at the Greek Theatre and OPERATOR agrees to comply 
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and remove any OPERATOR or contracted employee from employment at the 
FACILITY or its PREMISES if requested by CITY. 
 
The ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE shall consist of the following: 
 
YEAR STAFF 

EXPENSES 
GENERAL 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
EXPENSES 

OPERATOR’S FEE TOTAL 

2019     
2020     
2021     
2022     
2023     
2024     
2025     
2026     
2027     
2028     
 

SECTION 7. REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

OPERATOR will procure services at the FACILITY on behalf of RAP.  OPERATOR will only 
utilize qualified vendors for any equipment or service and will select specific vendors for RAP.   
OPERATOR must obtain RAP’s prior written approval for any expenditure.  OPERATOR will be 
reimbursed for the equipment or service costs by providing RAP the appropriate documentation 
to support the request for reimbursement.   REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES will be included in the 
Monthly Event Closing Statement for reimbursement. 

SECTION 8. EVENT SERVICES STAFFING EXPENSES 

OPERATOR shall ensure each event is staffed in accordance with the approved Event Services 
Staffing Plan.  Each event will include the following position classifications and have the 
following services performed: 

Usher, ticket takers, security, parking attendants, box office  personnel,  neighborhood event 
staffing, administration, hospitality, LAPD officers (off duty or on duty uniformed), DOT  officers, 
LAFD  Emergency Medical Technicians,  Offsite Parking Shuttles, ADA  Shuttles, traffic  control 
and equipment. 

For the 2019 CONCERT SEASON, rates billed for EVENT SERVICES AND STAFFING COSTS 
for the applicable cost category are provided for in Exhibit L.   The EVENT SERVICES AND 
STAFFING COSTS for subsequent CONCERT SEASONS must be submitted to RAP for 
approval no later than March 15th of each year. Any proposed adjustments to said rates at any 
time shall require approval from RAP. 

OPERATOR  shall  submit  the  appropriate  documentation  with  the  Monthly  Event  Closing 
Statement for reimbursement of actual expenditures. 

SECTION 9. SPONSORSHIPS, BOX SEATS AND PREMIUM SEATING SALES 
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OPERATOR shall comply with RAP’s Sponsorship Recognition Policy, Procedures and   
Guidelines for Recognizing Organizations and Individuals who contribute and Support City of 
Los Angeles Parks and Programs (Exhibit J) and Naming Policy, Procedures and Guidelines for 
Parks and Recreation Facilities (Exhibit K).  

OPERATOR shall pay to RAP XX% of all sponsorship revenue, less fulfillment costs and XX% 
of all premium seating revenue.  Should RAP approve barter, OPERATOR would receive the full 
value of the City-approved estimated barter value towards OPERATOR’s minimum performance 
guarantee on a dollar for dollar basis and would be credited XX% of that value as part of their 
revenue share. Any approved barter must reduce the CITY’s OPERATING EXPENSES not 
covered by OPERATOR’s annual fixed fee.  The CITY shall be owner of any and all bartered 
equipment.   

OPERATOR agrees to pay all costs associated with marketing, selling and generating 
SPONSORSHIP AND  PREMIUM  SEATING  REVENUE  out  of its XX%  share  of  such  
revenue  (e.g. salespersons' base  compensation and sales commissions)  and  CITY  shall  
simply  receive  its  XX% share. 

The CITY reserves the right to secure, obtain and provide it owns sponsorship opportunities and 
venue partnerships. Any CITY obtained sponsorships or partnerships shall not be shared on 
any percentage split with OPERATOR.     

SECTION 10.  CONCESSION FEE 

A. As part of the consideration for CITY’S granting the CONCESSION rights set forth in this 
AGREEMENT, OPERATOR shall pay to CITY a Concession Fee of: 

 

The greater of: 

The Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG), as follows: 

 

CATEGORY MAG AMOUNT 
 
Greek Theatre Merchandise 

 
XX 

Food and Beverage XX 
Catering and Special Events XX 
TOTAL MAG $XXX 

 
 or a percentage of gross receipts by category as follows: 
 

CATEGORY PERCENTAGE FEE 
 
Greek Theatre Merchandise 

 
XX% 

Food and Beverage XX% 
Catering and Special Events XX% 

 
Catering and Special Events 
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The Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG) shall be paid to RAP at the beginning of each 
AGREEMENT year with the exception of the first year of the AGREEMENT, when the payment 
shall be paid within three (3) days of AGREEMENT execution.  The first year’s payment will be 
XXXXXX ($XXXXXX.00).  In subsequent AGREEMENT years, the MAG is the greater of the 
previous year’s MAG or 90% of the actual concession fee paid to RAP for the previous contract 
year. 
   

Refer to SECTION 10.C for the definition of “Gross Receipts.”  

Use of the PREMISES for purposes not expressly permitted herein, whether approved in 
writing by RAP or not, may result in additional charges; however, any such use without 
the prior written approval of RAP shall also constitute a material breach of AGREEMENT 
and is prohibited. 

B. Percentage Fee Payment 
 

The percentage fee, if applicable, shall be due and payable (postmarked) by the fifteenth 
(15th) day of each calendar month based on the gross receipts received in each 
previous month. The payment and Monthly Remittance Advice Form shall be addressed 
to: 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 
ATTENTION:   

Revenue Section 
P.O. Box 86328 

Los Angeles, California 90086-0610 
 

C. Gross Receipts Defined  
The term "gross receipts" is defined as the total amount charged for the sale of any 
goods or services (whether or not such services are performed as a part of or in 
connection with the sale of goods) provided in connection with this CONCESSION, but 
not including any of the following: 

 

1. Cash discounts allowed or taken on sales; 
 

2. Any sales taxes, use taxes, or excise taxes required by law to be included in or 
added to the purchase price and collected from the consumer or purchaser and 
paid by OPERATOR; 

 
3. California Redemption Value (CRV); 

 
4. Receipts from the sale of waste or scrap materials resulting from the 

CONCESSION operation; 
 

5. Receipts from the sale of or the trade-in value of any furniture, fixtures, or 
equipment used in connection with the CONCESSION, and owned by [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME]; 
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6. The value of any merchandise, supplies, or equipment exchanged or transferred 
from or to other business locations of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] where such 
exchanges or transfers are not made for the purpose of avoiding a sale by 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] which would otherwise be made from or at the 
PREMISES; 

 

7. Refunds from, or the value of, merchandise, supplies, or equipment returned to 
shippers, suppliers, or manufacturers; 
 

8. Receipts from the sale at cost of uniforms, clothing, or supplies to  OPERATOR’S 
employees where such uniforms, clothing, or supplies are required to be worn or 
used by said employees; 
 

9. Receipts from any sale where the subject of such sale, or some part thereof, is 
thereafter returned by the purchaser to and accepted by  OPERATOR, to the 
extent of any refund actually granted or adjustment actually made, either in the 
form of cash or credit; 
 

10. Fair market trade-in allowance, in the event merchandise is taken in trade; 
 

11. The amount of any cash or quantity discounts received from sellers, suppliers, or 
manufacturers; 
 

12. Discounts or surcharges applied to receipts for services or merchandise, 
including discounts to employees, with the concurrence of both [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] and RAP, on total sale transaction;  

 

13. Credit/debit card fees. 
 

OPERATOR shall not reduce or increase the amount of gross receipts, as herein 
defined, as a result of any of the following: 

14. Any error in cash handling by OPERATOR or OPERATOR’S employees or 
agents; 
 

15. Any losses resulting from bad checks received from the consumers or 
purchasers; or from dishonored credit, charge, or debit card payments; or any 
other dishonored payment to OPERATOR by customer or purchaser;  

 

16. Any arrangement for a rebate, kickback, or hidden credit given or allowed to any 
customer of OPERATOR. 
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17. Any labor fees recovered. 
 

SECTION 11. ACCOUNTING, RECORDS AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

A. Bank Accounts  
FOUR (4) GREEK THEATRE ACCOUNTS: On or before November 2, 2018, the City will 
open four (4) new bank accounts, deposits, box office, operations, and disbursement.   
RAP must be owner of all four (4) bank accounts and will give OPERATOR authority to 
access these bank accounts based on Greek Theatre’s operation needs. 
 

1. DEPOSIT ACCOUNT: 

OPERATOR will receive deposits for incidental charges from promoters and agents 
as required by the User Agreement in the normal course of business.  OPERATOR 
will deposit such funds from promoters and agents into DEPOSIT ACCOUNT.  
OPERATOR shall be responsible for accurately maintaining records for each 
promoter or agent deposit.   At the end of the event or at the end of the concert 
season, OPERATOR will book transfer refundable deposit from deposit account to 
operation account.   The City’s staff will transfer refundable deposit from operation 
account to disbursement account so that OPERATOR will disburse the proper 
refundable monies to promoter or agent.   OPERATOR has no disbursement 
authority on DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. 

2. BOX OFFICE ACCOUNT: 

OPERATOR will receive ticket proceeds for events via the ticketing agents as well as 
through box office operations.  OPERATOR will deposit ticket proceeds and related 
revenues into BOX OFFICE ACCOUNT.   At event settlement, OPERATOR will book 
transfer from box office account to operation account.  The City’s staff will transfer 
funds from operation account to disbursement account.  OPERATOR will distribute 
funds to promoter and venue.  OPERATOR has no disbursement authority on BOX 
OFFICE ACCOUNT. 

3. OPERATION ACCOUNT: 

OPERATOR shall deposit any funds derived from RAP’s Greek Theatre OPEN 
VENUE MODEL operations.   The City’s staff will transfer funds from operation 
account to disbursement account as needed to pay for Greek Theatre operation 
expenses.  OPERATOR has no disbursement authority on OPERATION ACCOUNT. 

4. DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNT: 

The City shall give OPERATOR authorization to disburse funds from 
DISBUSEMENT ACCOUNT to pay for Greek Theatre operation expenses, refund 
promoter and agent’s refundable deposits and distribute event settlement funds to 
promoter and venue.    The City’s staff will transfer cash from operation account to 
disbursement account for Greek Theatre’s operation on as needed basis.   
OPERATOR will provide cash outflow projection to the City on or before April 1, 2019 
for season 2019.  The City shall give OPERATOR authorization to sign checks and 
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perform electronic funds transfer (EFT) to pay for Greek Theatre operation invoices.   
OPERATOR is disallowed to disburse funds to their corporate office from Greek 
Theatre’s disbursement account.   OPERATOR’s ANNUAL MANAGEMENT FEE will 
be disbursed through the City’s Financial Management System. 

 
B. Monthly Event Closing Statement 

OPERATOR shall submit a monthly event closing statement to RAP for review and 
approval within twenty-five (25) calendar days after the end of the month. The monthly 
event closing statement shall be accompanied by a Monthly Revenue  Report  (Exhibit  
M),  clearly   identifying:  (i)   all   revenues recognized  for  that  month  at  the  
FACILITY  including,  without  limitation,  event revenue, sponsorship and premium 
seating revenue and any miscellaneous revenue  generated  from  operations  at  the   
FACILITY  ("monthly   operating revenue") and (ii) all expenses incurred in that month 
including, without limitation, CITY’s  operating  expenses  applicable  to  such  period  
along  with  outstanding amounts of CITY’s operating expenses due for prior periods, 
OPERATOR's share of sponsorship and premium seating revenue and any 
miscellaneous expenses incurred in connection with the operation of the FACILITY 
("monthly operating expenses').  OPERATOR shall include with such statement detail of 
monthly operating revenue and expenses including a line item event profit and loss 
statement for each event presented during the period and supporting documentation for 
CITY's operating expenses in a form acceptable to RAP. 
 

OPERATOR will include a statement for each of the four (4) bank accounts established 
for the Greek Theatre as described in SECTION 11.A above.   

 
1. OPERATOR must pay each eligible promoter the Event Volume Incentive dollar 

amount (with prior approval by RAP) by December 1st after conclusion of the current 
concert season. 

 
C. Late Payment Fees 

Failure of OPERATOR to pay any of the revenue-sharing payments or any other fees, 
charges, or payments within ten days following notice of such failure to pay is a material 
breach of the AGREEMENT for which CITY may terminate same or take such other 
legal action as it deems necessary. 

Without waiving any rights available at law, in equity or under the AGREEMENT, in the 
event of late or delinquent payments by OPERATOR, the latter recognizes that CITY will 
incur certain expenses  as a  result thereof, the amount  of which is difficult to ascertain.  
Therefore, in addition to monies owing, OPERATOR agrees to pay the CITY a late fee 
set forth below to compensate CITY for all expenses and/or damages and loss resulting 
from said late or delinquent payments. 

The charges for late or delinquent payments shall be One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00)  
for each month late plus interest calculated at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per 
annum, assessed monthly, on the balance of the unpaid amount.  Payments shall be 
considered past due if postmarked after the fifteenth (15th) day of the month in which 
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payment is due.  RAP reserves the right to increase any and all administrative fees at 
the time of exercising each option to renew the AGREEMENT. 

The acceptance of late payment by CITY shall not be deemed as a waiver of any other 
breach by OPERATOR of any term or condition of this AGREEMENT  other  than  the  
failure  of  OPERATOR  to  timely  make  the  particular payment so accepted. 

D. Annual Accounting Adjustment 
No later than November 25th of each year, OPERATOR shall prepare and submit to 
CITY a statement showing the total gross receipts for the last AGREEMENT year by 
category and the concession fee paid for the year. If the sums paid by OPERATOR 
during  said  period   total   less  than  the  minimum   annual   guarantee, as noted in 
SECTION 7, OPERATOR shall remit to the CITY the under payment amount with the 
annual statement postmarked no later than November 25th. 
 

E. If CITY pays any sum or incurs any obligations or expense which  OPERATOR has 
agreed to pay or reimburse CITY for, or if CITY is required or elects to pay any sum or to 
incur any obligations or expense by reason of the failure, neglect, or refusal of 
OPERATOR to perform or fulfill any one or more of the conditions, covenants, or  
agreements  contained in  the  AGREEMENT,  or  as  a  result  of  an  act  or omission of 
OPERATOR contrary to said conditions, covenants, and agreements, OPERATOR 
agrees to pay to CITY the sum so paid or the expense so incurred, including all interest, 
costs (including CITY'S 15% administrative overhead cost), damages, and penalties. 
This amount shall be added to the monthly payment thereafter due hereunder, and each 
and every part of the same shall be and become additional payment, recoverable by 
CITY in the same manner and with like remedies as if it were originally a part of the 
basic concession fee payment set forth in SECTION 10 hereof.  RAP reserves the right 
to increase any and all administrative fees at the time of exercising each option to renew 
the AGREEMENT. 
 

F. The charges for any late or delinquent payments shall be One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) for each month late plus interest calculated at the rate of eighteen percent 
(18%) per annum, assessed monthly, on the balance of the unpaid amount. RAP 
reserves the right to increase any and all administrative fees at the time of exercising 
each option to renew the AGREEMENT. 
 

G. For all purposes under this Section, and in any suit, action, or proceeding of any kind 
between the parties hereto, any receipt showing the payment of any sum by CITY for 
any work done or material furnished shall be prima facie evidence against OPERATOR 
that the amount of such payment was necessary and reasonable. Should CITY elect to 
use its own personnel in making any repairs, replacements, and/or alterations 
chargeable to OPERATOR, and charge OPERATOR with the cost of same, receipts and 
timesheets will be used to establish the charges, which shall be presumed to be 
reasonable in absence of contrary proof submitted by OPERATOR. 

SECTION 12. IMPROVEMENTS 
 
The Greek Theatre as part of Griffith Park, which is designated as Historic-Cultural Monument 
(HCM) No. LA-942 in accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1 of the Los Angeles Administrative 
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Code is historically significant.  HCM LA-942 is also listed in the California Register of Historic 
Resources as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.  Therefore, the Greek Theatre 
is considered historically significant for California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) purposes. 
 
OPERATOR shall obtain the written approval of the Cultural Heritage Commission for any 
substantial alterations to the affected area in accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the Los 
Angeles Administrative Code. 
 
Any infractions, large or small, will be treated as a material breach of the AGREEMENT and will 
be subject to all of the applicable laws, fines and penalties imposed by the City’s Department of 
Building and Safety, as well as the Office of Historic Resources. 
 
A. Required improvements must be completed no later than November 1, 2020.  Plans for 

improvements must be submitted within the first six months of the term of the AGREEMENT, 
with a request for any anticipated extension submitted simultaneously.  Any extension of the 
timeframe for completing improvements must be received with the prior written approval of 
RAP’s GENERAL MANAGER.  Subsequent extensions may be granted with a certification 
from a licensed California structural engineer to certify the safety of all structures.  Failure to 
complete the required improvements within the timeframe specified or within any approved 
extension period(s) is subject to a penalty of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) per day for 
each calendar day over the appropriate time limit.  At the conclusion of each improvement, 
OPERATOR shall submit proof of project completion to RAP, which will then inspect the 
improvement to confirm completion.  All improvements shall become the property of the 
CITY. 

 
1. Repair/Replace the North and South Terraces and the Stairs 

 
a. The terraces shall be evaluated by a licensed California structural engineer at the 

commencement of the term of the AGREEMENT, and on an annual basis throughout 
the life of the AGREEMENT, at the sole cost and responsibility of OPERATOR. 
 

b. <SPECIFICS OF MUTUALLY AGREED-UPON IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE 
INSERTED HERE>  

 
(i) In the event the terraces are deemed unsafe at any time during the 

AGREEMENT by a licensed California structural engineer, the CITY will un-
manifest the terrace seating and OPERATOR shall reimburse the CITY for 
any loss of fees incurred during the period the seats are un-manifested. 

 
2. Refurbish/Replace the Roof of the Historic Portion of the Stage Structure  

 
a. <SPECIFICS OF MUTUALLY AGREED-UPON IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE 

INSERTED HERE>  
 

3. Refurbish/Replace Theatre Seating 
 
a. <SPECIFICS OF MUTUALLY AGREED-UPON IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE 

INSERTED HERE> 
 

b. All seating must be replaced within two years of the commencement of the 
AGREEMENT. 
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B. Additional Concession Improvements 

<<SPECIFICS OF MUTUALLY AGREED-UPON CONCESSION IMPROVEMENTS WILL 
BE INSERTED HERE>> 

 
C. CITY shall hold OPERATOR responsible for guaranteeing the completion of all proposed 

improvements, according to approved plans, regardless of cost. OPERATOR shall bear all 
costs for all necessary permits, insurance, and taxes required for compliance of such 
improvements.  Any breach of this condition shall be a material breach of this 
AGREEMENT. 

 
D. CITY reserves the right to further develop or improve the FACILITY and the PREMISES as it 

sees fit, and without interference or hindrance by OPERATOR.  Such development or 
improvement may require the suspension or termination of the AGREEMENT.  CITY shall 
not be liable for loss of business, which results from the construction of any development or 
improvements to the FACILITY or the PREMISES.  CITY will make all reasonable effort to 
ensure any improvements are completed during non-concert season. 

 
1. Compliance with Applicable Rules and Regulations: 

All structural or other improvements, equipment and interior design and decor 
constructed or installed by OPERATOR, including the plans and specifications therefore, 
shall in all respects conform to and comply with the applicable statutes (including the 
California Environmental Quality Act), ordinances, building codes, rules and regulations 
of CITY and such other authorities that may have jurisdiction over the facility areas or 
OPERATOR’s operations therein.  The written approval by RAP’s 
GENERAL MANAGER of any improvements as provided above shall not constitute a 
representation or warranty as to such conformity or compliance, but responsibility 
therefore shall at all times remain with OPERATOR. 
 

2. Procurement of Permits and Approvals: 
OPERATOR shall, at its sole expense, and prior to construction of any Improvements, 
procure all building, fire, safety, aesthetic, environmental, and other permits and 
approvals necessary for the construction of the structural and other improvements, 
installation of the equipment, and the interior design and decor.  Copies of all said 
permits and approvals shall thereafter be submitted to RAP.  No permission to begin 
said improvements shall be granted by RAP’s GENERAL MANAGER prior to 
OPERATOR obtaining said permits and approvals.  
 

3. Subcontractors: 
OPERATOR shall require by any contract that it awards in connection with the structural 
or other improvements, the installation of any and all equipment, and the interior 
designing and decor, that the contractor doing, performing or furnishing the same shall 
comply with all applicable statutes, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, and submit 
to CITY evidence of required insurance coverage. 

SECTION 13. MAINTENANCE OF PREMISES 

A. RAP will be responsible for the maintenance of PREMISES, except maintenance 
services specified in Exhibit D? (insert list of operator responsibilities).  During all periods 
that the PREMISES are used or are under the control of the OPERATOR for the uses, 
purposes, and occupancy aforesaid, OPERATOR shall work in conjunction with RAP to 
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coordinate  all  necessary  damage/maintenance repairs, including  general exterior 
appearance of all equipment  and facilities  and regular graffiti  removal,  to  the  
satisfaction  of RAP and  in keeping  with other first class,  high-quality  venues.   The 
cause of said maintenance, cleaning and repairs may result from normal wear and tear, 
as well as vandalism. 

Building  maintenance which includes  all building  components  including  but  not 
limited to structural,  mechanical and electrical for the FACILITY  will be provided by 
RAP unless OPERATOR is specifically  requested  by RAP to perform  a replacement or 
repair.  Should a request be made and a mutually agreed upon scope and cost be 
reached, said cost will be paid to OPERATOR by CITY as a REIMBURSABLE 
EXPENSE. 

RAP will provide   grounds   maintenance   which   includes   tree trimming, mowing, 
weeding and landscaping. 

B. Property Damage and Theft Reporting 
OPERATOR shall complete and submit  to  RAP a "Special  Occurrence and Loss 
Report," in the event that the PREMISES  and/or CITY-owned property is damaged  or 
destroyed, in whole or in part, from any cause whatsoever,  and in the event  of theft, 
burglary, or other  crime  committed  on the  PREMISES. RAP shall provide blank forms 
for this purpose. 
 

C. Damage or Destruction to Premises 
a. Partial Damage 

If all or a portion of the PREMISES are partially   damaged   by  fire, explosion,  
flooding  inundation,  floods,  the  elements,   public  enemy,  or other casualty, 
but not rendered  uninhabitable, the same will be repaired with due diligence by 
CITY at its own cost and expense, subject to the limitations   as  hereinafter   
provided;  if  said  damage  is  caused   by  the negligent  acts  or omissions  of  
OPERATOR, its  agents,  officers,  or employees, OPERATOR shall be 
responsible for reimbursing  CITY for the cost and expense incurred in making 
such repairs. 
 

b. Extensive Damage 
If the damages  as described above  in "Partial Damage"  are so extensive as to  
render  the PREMISES or a portion  thereof  uninhabitable, but  are capable of 
being repaired within a reasonable time not to exceed sixty (60) days,  the same  
shall be repaired  with due diligence  by CITY  at its own cost  and  expense   
and  a  negotiated   portion  of  the  fees  and  charges payable  hereunder shall 
abate  from the time of such damage  until such time as the PREMISES are fully 
restored  and certified by RAP as again ready for use; provided, however, that if 
such damage is caused by  the  negligent   acts  or  omissions  of  OPERATOR,   
its  agents, officers, or employees, said fees and charges will not abate and 
OPERATOR shall be responsible for the cost and expenses incurred in making 
such repairs. 
 

c. Complete Destruction 
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In the event all or a substantial portion of the PREMISES are completely 
destroyed by  fire, explosion,  the  elements,  public  enemy,  or  other casualty, 
or are so damaged that they are uninhabitable and cannot be replaced except 
after more than sixty (60) days, CITY shall be under no obligation to repair, 
replace or reconstruct said PREMISES, and an appropriate portion of the fees 
and charges payable hereunder shall abate as of the time of such damage or 
destruction and shall henceforth cease until such time as the said PREMISES 
are fully restored.  If within four (4) months after the time of such damage or 
destruction said PREMISES have not been repaired or reconstructed, 
OPERATOR may terminate this AGREEMENT in its entirety as of the date of 
such damage or destruction. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the said 
PREMISES, or a substantial portion thereof, are completely destroyed as a result 
of the negligent acts or omissions of OPERATOR, its agents, officers, or 
employees, said fees and charges shall not abate and CITY may, in its 
discretion, require OPERATOR to repair and reconstruct the same within twelve 
(12) months of such destruction and OPERATOR shall be responsible for 
reimbursing CITY for the cost and expenses incurred in making such repairs. 
 

d. Limits of CITY’S Obligation Defined 
In the application of the foregoing provisions, CITY may, but shall not be 
obligated to, repair or reconstruct the PREMISES. If CITY chooses to do so, 
CITY'S obligation shall also be limited to repair or reconstruction of the 
PREMISES to the same extent and of equal quality as obtained by OPERATOR 
at the commencement of its operations hereunder.  Redecoration and 
replacement of furniture, equipment and supplies included within OPERATOR'S 
office furniture and equipment costs shall be the responsibility of OPERATOR 
and any such redecoration and refurnishing/re-equipping shall be equivalent in 
quality to that originally installed. 
 

D. Pest Control 
OPERATOR shall perform and pay for pest control in all areas of the PREMISES.  
OPERATOR shall take all reasonable measures to reduce the proliferation of pests, 
including maintaining the PREMISES in clean condition. RAP may direct OPERATOR to 
take additional measures to abate pests, which are an immediate threat to public health 
or safety. 

SECTION 14. PROHIBITED ACTS 

OPERATOR shall not: 

1. Use the PREMISES to conduct any other business operations of OPERATOR not 
related to the Greek Theatre and/or the Roosevelt Cafe; 
 

2. Do or allow to be done anything which may interfere with the effectiveness or 
accessibility  of  utility,  heating,  ventilation,  or  air  conditioning  systems   or portions  
thereof on the PREMISES or elsewhere on the FACILITY, nor do or permit to be done 
anything which may interfere with free access and passage in the PREMISES  or the 
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public areas  adjacent thereto, or in the streets or sidewalks adjoining the PREMISES, or 
hinder police, fire fighting or other emergency personnel in the discharge of their duties; 
 

3. Interfere  with the  public's  enjoyment  and use of the FACILITY  or use the PREMISES 
for any purpose which is not essential to the FACILITY operations; 
 

4. Rent, sell, lease or offer any space for storing of any articles whatsoever within or on the 
PREMISES other than specified herein, without the prior written approval of RAP; 
 

5. Overload any floor or roof in the PREMISES; 
 

6. Place any additional lock of any kind upon any window or interior  or exterior door in the 
PREMISES, or make any change in any existing door or window lock or the mechanism  
thereof,  unless a key therefore is maintained on the PREMISES, nor refuse, upon the 
expiration or sooner termination of the AGREEMENT, to surrender to RAP any and all 
keys to the interior or exterior doors on the PREMISES,  whether said keys were 
furnished to or otherwise procured by OPERATOR, and in the event of the loss of any 
keys furnished by RAP, OPERATOR shall pay CITY, on demand, the cost for 
replacement thereof; 
 

7. Do or permit  to be  done  any act or thing  upon the  PREMISES  which  will invalidate,  
suspend  or  increase  (except  in  connection  with   increased  or changed   usage)   
the   rate  of  any   insurance   policy   required   under  the AGREEMENT, or carried by 
CITY, covering the PREMISES, or the buildings in which the same are located or which, 
in the opinion of RAP, may constitute a hazardous condition that will increase the risks 
normally attendant upon   the  operations   contemplated   under   the   AGREEMENT,   
provided, however,  that  nothing  contained  herein shall  preclude  OPERATOR  from 
bringing, keeping  or  using  on  or  about  the  PREMISES  such  materials,  supplies, 
equipment and machinery as are appropriate or customary in carrying on its business, or 
from carrying on said business in all respects as is customary; 
 

8. Use,  create, store or allow any hazardous  materials  as defined  in Title 26, Division 
19.1, Section 19-2510 of the California Code of Regulations, or those which meet the 
criteria of the above Code, as well as any other substance which poses  a hazard  to 
health  and environment,  provided, however, that nothing contained herein shall 
preclude OPERATOR from bringing, keeping or using on or about  the   PREMISES  
such   materials,  supplies,  equipment   and machinery as are appropriate or customary 
in carrying on its business, or from carrying on said business in all respects as is 
customary except that all hazardous  materials must be stored and used in compliance  
with all  City, State and Federal rules, regulations, ordinances and laws; 
 

9. Permit undue loitering on or about the PREMISES; 
 

10. Use the PREMISES in any manner that will constitute waste; 
 

11. Use  or  allow  the  PREMISES  to  be  used  for, any  improper,  immoral,  or unlawful 
purposes 
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12. Install or allow the installation of video games, or vending machines including but not 

limited to Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) without the prior written approval of RAP. 
 

13. Permit  gambling  on  the  PREMISES  or  install  or  operate  or  permit  to  be installed  
or  operated  thereon,  any  device  which  is  illegal;  or  use  the PREMISES or permit it 
to be used for any illegal business or purpose. 
 

14. Permit smoking in the audience seating area and any other interior areas of the theatre 
building or FACILITY PREMISES, with the exception of designated dressing rooms in 
conformance with AB13 California Smoke-Free Workplace Law. Any exceptions to this 
policy will require the prior written approval of RAP. 

SECTION 15. NUMBER OF ORIGINALS 

The number of original texts of this AGREEMENT shall be equal to the number of parties 
hereto, one text being retained by each party. 

SECTION 16. RATIFICATION LANGUAGE 

Due to the need for the OPERATOR’S services to be provided continuously on an ongoing 
basis, the OPERATOR may have provided services prior to the execution of this AGREEMENT. 
To the extent that said services were performed in accordance with the terms and conditions of 
this AGREEMENT, those services are hereby ratified. 

SECTION 17. PERFORMANCE DEPOSIT 

A. OPERATOR shall provide RAP a sum equal to Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($800,000.00) for the term of the AGREEMENT. 
 

B. Form of Deposit 
OPERATOR'S Deposit shall be in the following form: 
1. A cashier's check drawn on any recognized local bank, which cashier's check is 

payable to the order of the City of Los Angeles. 
 

C. Agreement of Deposit and Indemnity 
OPERATOR unconditionally agrees that in the event of any material default of this 
AGREEMENT by OPERATOR and consequent termination by CITY, CITY shall have full 
power and authority to use the deposit in whole or in part to indemnify CITY.  All deposits 
of cash or checks must be immediately so deposited by RAP. 
 

D. Maintenance of Deposit 
CITY shall hold OPERATOR'S deposit in an interest-bearing account during the entire 
term of the AGREEMENT. 
 

E. Return of Deposit to Operator 
Said Deposit, together with accumulated interest, shall be returned to OPERATOR and 
any rights  assigned  to  Deposit  shall  be  surrendered  by  CITY  in writing, after the 
expiration or earlier termination of the AGREEMENT  and the later of (i) any exit audits 
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and inspections performed in conjunction with the AGREEMENT, or (ii) ninety (90) days 
thereafter.  The CITY reserves the right to deduct from the Deposit, any amounts up to 
and including the full amount of the Deposit as stated herein, owed to the  CITY  by  
OPERATOR  as  shown  by  any  exit  audits  performed  by  CITY, or  as compensation 
to CITY for material breach by OPERATOR of this AGREEMENT. OPERATOR shall 
have the right to challenge the accuracy of such audit and/or the propriety of any claim 
by CITY against the funds, and in the event that the parties fail to reach AGREEMENT 
concerning the disposition of the funds, may institute appropriate dispute resolution or 
legal proceedings. 

SECTION 18. TAXES, PERMITS AND LICENSES 

A. OPERATOR shall obtain and maintain any and all approvals, permits, or licenses that 
may be required in connection with the operation of the FACILITY including, but not 
limited to, tax permits, business licenses, health permits, building permits, police and fire 
permits, etc. 
 

B. OPERATOR shall pay all applicable CITY, STATE and Federal taxes associated with 
OPERATOR'S business   activities   in   performance   of   the services required in 
AGREEMENT, including any possessory interests tax pursuant to California Revenue 
and Taxation Code Section 107.6. 
 

C. During the entire term of the AGREEMENT, the OPERATOR must hold a current Los 
Angeles Business Tax Registration Certificate (BTRC) as required by the CITY'S 
Business Tax Ordinance (LAMC Article 1, Chapter 2, Sections 21.00 et. seq.) 

D. Pursuant to Section 21.3.3 of Article 1.3 of the LAMC Commercial Tenants Occupancy 
Tax, OPERATOR must pay to the City of Los Angeles for the privilege of occupancy, a 
tax at the rate of One Dollar and Forty-Eight Cents ($1.48) per calendar quarter or 
fractional part thereof for the first One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) or less of charges 
(revenue-sharing rent) attributable to said calendar quarter, plus One Dollar and Forty-
Eight Cents ($1.48) per calendar quarter for each additional One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) of charges or fractional part thereof in excess of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00).  Said tax shall be paid quarterly to RAP, on or before the fifteenth (15th) of 
April, July, October, January of each calendar year, for the preceding three (3) months.  
Should the rate of the Occupancy Tax rise at any time during the term of the 
AGREEMENT, OPERATOR shall be responsible to pay the updated, higher rate. 

  

E. The charges for late or delinquent Occupancy Tax payments shall be One Hundred Fifty 
Dollars ($150.00) for each month late plus interest calculated at the rate of eighteen 
percent (18%) per annum, assessed monthly, on the balance of the unpaid amount. 

SECTION 19. CITY’S RIGHT TO TERMINATE 

OPERATOR shall not under-let  or sub-let  the  subject PREMISES  or any part thereof  or allow 
the same to be used or occupied by any other person  or for other use than that herein specified, 
nor assign  the AGREEMENT  nor transfer,  assign or in any manner  convey any of the rights or 
privileges  herein granted without the prior written consent  of CITY. Neither   the  AGREEMENT  
nor  the  rights  herein   granted   shall   be  assignable  or transferable by any process or 
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proceedings in any court, or by attachment, execution, proceeding  in insolvency  or bankruptcy  
either voluntary  or involuntary, or receivership proceedings. Any attempted assignment, 
mortgaging, hypothecation, or encumbering of the FACILITY rights or other violation of the 
provisions of this Section shall be void and shall confer no right, title or interest in or to the 
AGREEMENT or right of use of the whole or any portion of the PREMISES upon any such 
purported assignee, mortgagee, encumbrance, pledgee or other lien holder, successor or 
purchaser. 

OPERATOR may not, without prior written permission of the CITY: 

A. Assign or otherwise alienate any of its rights hereunder, including the right to payment, 
except  that the  parties  acknowledge that the foregoing  does  not preclude  the 
assignment  by OPERATOR of its rights to receive fees hereunder to its lender(s) as 
collateral security for OPERATOR's obligations  under any credit facilities provided to it 
by such lender(s), provided that such collateral assignment  shall not  in any  event  cover  
OPERATOR's  rights  to  manage,  promote  or  operate  the Facility hereunder. 
 

B. Delegate, subcontract, or otherwise transfer any of its duties hereunder. 

SECTION 20. BUSINESS RECORDS 

A. OPERATOR  shall maintain  for three  years  after  termination of the AGREEMENT,  all  
of its books, ledgers, journals,  and accounts wherein are kept all entries reflecting the 
gross receipts received or billed by it from the business transacted pursuant to the 
AGREEMENT.   Such books, ledgers,   journals,    accounts,   and   records   shall   be   
available   for   inspection   and examination by RAP, or a duly authorized representative, 
during ordinary business hours at any time during the term of this AGREEMENT and for 
at least three years thereafter. 
 

B. Employee Fidelity Bonds 
At RAP’s discretion, adequate employee fidelity bonds may be required to be maintained 
by OPERATOR covering all its employees who handle money. 
 

C. Cash and Record Handling Requirements 
If requested by RAP, OPERATOR shall prepare a description of its cash handling and 
sales   recording   systems and equipment   to be used for operation of the FACILITY, 
which shall be submitted to RAP for approval. 
 
OPERATOR shall be required to maintain a method of accounting in compliance with 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles of the FACILITY, Which shall correctly and 
accurately reflect the gross receipts and disbursements received or made by 
OPERATOR from the operation of the FACILITY. The method of accounting, including  
bank accounts,  established  for  the  FACILITY  shall  be  separate  from  the  
accounting systems used for any other business operated by OPERATOR or for 
recording OPERATOR'S personal financial affairs. Such method shall include the 
keeping of the following documents: 
 
1. Regular books of accounting such as general ledgers. 
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2. Journals including supporting and underlying documents such as vouchers, checks, 
tickets, bank statements, etc. 

 
3. State and Federal income tax returns and sales tax returns and checks and other 

documents proving payment of sums shown. 
 
4. Receipt vouchers shall be retained in order for daily sales to be identified. 

Reconciliations required per event. 
 
5. Any other accounting records that CITY, in its sole discretion, deems necessary for 

proper reporting of receipts. 
 

D. Method of Recording Gross Receipts 
Gross receipts will be recorded through the Point of Sale system in order to establish the 
daily receipts records and reconciliation per event with the exception of onsite parking 
for which ticket vouchers are retained. 
 

E. Annual Statement of Gross Receipts and Expenses 
OPERATOR shall transmit  certified  financial  statements  for  the  FACILITY  
operations, prepared in a form and by a Certified Public Accounting firm acceptable to 
RAP,  on or before January 15th for the foregoing AGREEMENT  year during the term of 
the AGREEMENT. Notwithstanding the expiration of the AGREEMENT on November 1, 
2028, the certified financial statements provisions shall survive the expiration of the 
AGREEMENT and the final certified financial statements shall be filed on or prior to 
January 15th of the calendar year after the expiration of the AGREEMENT. To the extent 
required by law, the certified financial statements shall set forth an expense account 
entitled "Compensation to Officers" or an account having some similar title.  The amount 
shown opposite this item shall include all salaries or other compensation paid to officers 
of the OPERATOR'S corporation, directors, shareholders, any individual owning stock 
indirectly and other persons employed by OPERATOR to manage the operations or 
supervise OPERATOR'S employees and members of their respective families where 
such payment is for services derived from the FACILITY operations by OPERATOR. 
These salaries or other compensation shall not be indicated in any other expense 
category. 
 
The annual certified financial statements shall include an attachment containing the 
following information for each show of the preceding season:  
 

• All actual revenue, categorized by source (i.e. gate, parking, etc.) 
• Paid attendance and total attendance 

Failure to provide the certified financial statements described above, within the 
prescribed  time  allowed,  shall  be  cause  for  RAP  to  call  for  an immediate audit of 
the FACILITY operations.  OPERATOR shall be charged for the full cost of labor, 
mileage, and materials expended in the investigation and preparation of the audit, plus 
30 percent (30%) of said costs for administrative overhead. 
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All records obtained or created in connection with CITY'S inspections of record or audits,  
will be  or  become  subject  to public  inspection  and production  as public records, 
except to the extent that certain records or information are not required by law to be 
disclosed. 

All documents, books and accounting records shall be open for inspection and 
reinsertion at any reasonable time during the term of the AGREEMENT, and for a 
reasonable period, not to exceed one year, thereafter. In addition, CITY may from time 
to time conduct an audit and re-audit of the books and businesses conducted by 
OPERATOR and observe the operation of the business so that accuracy of the above 
records can be confirmed. If the report of gross sales made by OPERATOR to CITY 
shall be found to be less than the amount of gross sales disclosed by such audit and 
observation, OPERATOR shall pay CITY within 30 days after billing any additional 
rentals disclosed by such audit. If discrepancy exceeds two percent (2%) and no 
reasonable explanation is given for such discrepancy, OPERATOR shall also pay the 
cost of the audit. 

SECTION 21. REGULATIONS, INSPECTION, AND DIRECTIVES 

A. Constitutional and Other Limits on OPERATOR’s Rights to Exclusivity 
 
Notwithstanding exclusivity granted to OPERATOR by the terms of this AGREEMENT, 
the CITY in its discretion may require OPERATOR, without any reduction in rent or other 
valuable consideration to OPERATOR, to accommodate the rights of persons to access 
and engage in expressive activities, as guaranteed by the first amendment to the United 
States constitution, the California constitution, and other laws, as these laws are 
interpreted by the City.  Expressive activities include, but are not limited to, protesting, 
picketing, proselytizing, soliciting, begging, and vending of certain expressive, message-
bearing items. 
 

B. Conformance with Laws: 
 

a. Any and all applicable rules, regulations, orders, and restrictions which are now in 
force or which  may be hereafter  adopted  by CITY with respect to the operation 
of the FACILITY; 

b. Any and  all orders,  directions or conditions  issued, given,  or imposed  by RAP 
with respect to the use of the roadways, driveways, curbs, sidewalks, parking  
areas, or public areas adjacent to the PREMISES; 

c. Any  and  all  applicable laws,  ordinances, statutes,  rules,  regulations or orders, 
including the LAMC, LAAC, the Charter of the City of Los Angeles, and  of  any  
governmental authority,  federal, state  or  municipal, lawfully exercising authority  
over the OPERATOR'S operations;  and, 

d. Any and all applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations relative to the 
design   and   installation   of facilities   to   accommodate disabled persons. 
 

C. Permissions 
Any permission required  by the AGREEMENT shall be secured  in  writing  by 
OPERATOR from  CITY or RAP and any errors  or  omissions therefrom  shall  not 
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relieve OPERATOR of its obligations to faithfully perform  the conditions  therein.   
OPERATOR shall immediately comply with any written request or order submitted to it by 
CITY or RAP. 
 

D. Right of Inspection and Access to Venue 
CITY and RAP, their authorized   representatives, agents   and employees shall possess 
and maintain the right to enter upon the PREMISES at any and all times.   Said access 
and/or inspections may be made at any time by persons identified to OPERATOR as 
CITY employees, or CITY authorized persons. Inspections may be made for the purpose 
set forth below, however, the enumerations below shall not be construed to limit CITY'S 
right of inspection for any purpose incidental to the rights of CITY: 
 

1. To  determine  if  OPERATOR  is  complying  with  the  terms   and  
conditions  of  the AGREEMENT. 

2. To observe transactions between the OPERATOR and patrons in order 
to evaluate the quality  and  quantities  of  services  provided  or  items  
sold  or  dispensed,  the courtesy extended to and method of dealing 
with the public, the performance and caliber of OPERATOR'S 
employees, subcontractor employees and the methods for recording 
receipts. 

The information gathered on these inspections may be used to evaluate OPERATOR to provide 
a basis for an action by CITY for the termination, renewal or denial of extensions to the 
AGREEMENT or for any other appropriate action. 

E. Control of Premises 
CITY  shall  at  all  times  retain  and  possess  absolute  and  full  access  to  the 
PREMISES and all its appurtenances during the term of the AGREEMENT and may 
make such changes and alterations therein, and in the grounds surrounding same, as 
may be determined by said CITY.  Such determination shall not be unreasonable and 
shall take into account the business considerations presented by OPERATOR. 
 

F. Business Inclusion Program 
OPERATOR agrees and obligates itself to utilize the services of Minority, Women, Small, 
Emerging, Disabled Veteran and Other Business Enterprise firms on a level so 
designated in its proposal, Schedule A (Exhibit N). OPERATOR certifies that it has 
complied with Executive Directive No. 14 regarding the Outreach Program.  OPERATOR 
shall not change any of these designated sub consultants and subcontractors, nor shall 
OPERATOR reduce their level of effort, without prior written approval of the CITY, 
provided that such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
 
During the term of the AGREEMENT, OPERATOR must submit the 
MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Utilization Profile, Schedule B (Exhibit O) when 
submitting the Monthly Event Closing Statement.  Upon completion of the project, a 
summary of these records shall be prepared on the "Final Subcontracting Report" form, 
Schedule C (Exhibit P) and certified correct by the OPERATOR or its authorized 
representative.  The completed Schedule C shall be furnished to RAP within fifteen (15) 
working days after completion of the AGREEMENT. 
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G. First Source Hiring Ordinance 

Unless otherwise exempt in accordance with the provisions of this Ordinance, this 
AGREEMENT is subject to the applicable provisions of the First Source Hiring Ordinance 
(FSHO), Section 10.44 et seq. of the LAAC, as amended from time to time. 

1. OPERATOR shall, prior to the execution of the contract, provide to the Designated 
Administrative Agency (DAA) a list of anticipated employment opportunities that 
OPERATOR estimates it will need to fill in order to perform the services under the 
AGREEMENT. The   Department   of   Public   Works,   Bureau   of   Contract 
Administration is the DAA. 

2. OPERATOR further pledges that it will. during the term of the AGREEMENT: 
a. At least seven business days prior to making an announcement of a specific 

employment opportunity, provide    notifications    of    that    employment 
opportunity  to  the Economic  and  Workforce  Development  Department  of 
Los Angeles (EWDD), which will refer individuals for interview;  
 

b. Interview qualified individuals referred by EWDD; and 
 

c. Prior to filling any employment opportunity, the OPERATOR shall inform the 
DAA of the names of the Referral Resources used, the names of the 
individuals they   referred,  the names of  the  referred  individuals who the  
OPERATOR interviewed and the reasons why referred individuals were not 
hired 

 
3. Any Subcontract entered into by the OPERATOR relating to this AGREEMENT, to the 

extent allowed hereunder, shall be subject to the provisions of FSHO, and shall 
incorporate the FSHO. 
 

4. OPERATOR shall comply with all rules, regulations and policies promulgated by the 
designated administrative agency, which may be amended from time to time. 

Where   under  the  provisions   of  Section  10.44.13   of  the  LAAC  the  DAA  has determined  
that  the  OPERATOR  intentionally  violated  or  used  hiring  practices  for  the purpose  of  
avoiding  the  article,  the  determination  must  be  documented  in  the Awarding Authority's 
OPERATOR Evaluation, required  under LAAC Section 10.39 et seq., and must be documented 
in each of the OPERATOR's subsequent OPERATOR Responsibility Questionnaires submitted 
under LAAC Section 10.40 et seq. This measure does not limit the CITY'S authority to act under 
this article. 

Under the provisions of Section 10.44.8 of the LAAC, the Awarding Authority shall, under 
appropriate   circumstances, terminate   this AGREEMENT   and otherwise pursue legal 
remedies that may be available if the DAA determines that the subject OPERATOR has violated 
provisions of the FSHO. 

H. CEC Form 50 
Certain   contractors   agree   to   comply   with   the   disclosure   requirements   and 
prohibitions established in the Los Angeles Municipal Lobbying Ordinance if those 
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contractors qualify as a lobbying entity under Los Angeles Municipal Code 48.02. CEC 
Form 50 attached as Exhibit R.   Responses submitted without a completed CEC Form 
50, by proposers that qualify as a lobbying entity under Los Angeles Municipal Code 
48.02 shall be deemed nonresponsive. 
 
Bidder Contributions -City Charter Sections 470(c) (12) Persons who submit a response 
to this solicitation (bidders) are subject to Charter section 470(c) (12) and related 
ordinances.   As  a result, bidders  may  not make campaign  contributions  to  and  or  
engage  in fundraising for  certain  elected  City officials or candidates for elected City 
office from the time they submit the response until either the contract is approved or, for 
successful bidders, 12 months after the contract is signed. The bidder's principals and 
subcontractors   performing $100,000.00 or more in work on the contract, as well as the 
principals of those subcontractors, are also subject to the same limitations on campaign 
contributions and fundraising. 
 

I. CEC Form 55 
 
CEC  Form  55  requires  bidders  to  identify  their  principals,  their  subcontractors 
performing $100,000.00 or more in work on the contract, and the principals of those 
subcontractors. Bidders  must  also  notify  their  principals  and  subcontractors  in 
writing of the restrictions  and include  the notice in contracts with subcontractors. 
Responses   submitted without a completed CEC Form 55 shall be deemed 
nonresponsive.  Bidders who fail to comply with City law may be subject to penalties 
termination of contract, and debarment.  Additional information regarding restrictions and 
requirements may be obtained from the City Ethics Commission at (213) 978-1960 or 
ethics.lacity.org. 

SECTION 22. SURRENDER OF POSSESSION 

OPERATOR agrees to yield and deliver possession of the PREMISES to CITY on the date of the 
expiration or earlier termination of the AGREEMENT promptly, peaceably, quietly, and in as 
good order and condition as the same now are or may be hereafter improved by OPERATOR or 
CITY. 

No agreement of surrender or to accept a surrender shall be valid unless and until the same is in 
writing and signed by the duly authorized representatives of CITY and OPERATOR. Neither the 
doing nor omission of any act or thing by any of the officers, agents or employees of CITY shall 
be deemed an acceptance of a surrender of the PREMISES utilized by OPERATOR under the 
AGREEMENT. 

SECTION 23. NOTICES 

A. To CITY: 
Unless otherwise stated in the AGREEMENT, written notices to CITY hereunder shall be 
addressed to: 
 
Department of Recreation and Parks 
Attention: Concessions Unit 
P. 0. Box 86328 
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Los Angeles, California 90086-0610 
 
All  such  notices  may  either  be  delivered  personally  or  may  be  deposited  in  the 
United  States mail, properly addressed  as aforesaid  with postage  fully prepaid  for 
delivery  by registered  or certified  mail.   Service in such manner by registered or 
certified mail shall be effective upon receipt. 
 
CITY shall provide OPERATOR with written notice of any address change within thirty 
(30) days of the occurrence of said change. 
 

B. To OPERATOR: 
The execution of any notice to OPERATOR by RAP shall be as effective for OPERATOR 
as if it were executed by BOARD, or by Resolution or Order of said BOARD. 
 
All such notices may either be delivered personally to the OPERATOR or to any officer or 
responsible  employee  of  OPERATOR  or  may  be  deposited  in  the  United  States  
mail, properly addressed  as aforesaid with postage fully prepaid for delivery by 
registered or certified  mail.   Service in such manner by registered or certified mail shall 
be effective upon receipt. 
 
Written notices to OPERATOR shall be addressed to OPERATOR as follows:  
 
OPERATOR 
OPERATOR Address 
 
With a copy to (which shall not constitute notice):  
 
OPERATOR 
Attention: GREEK THEATRE MANAGER 
2700 North Vermont Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 
 

OPERATOR shall provide CITY with written notice of any address change within thirty (30) 
calendar days of the occurrence of said address change. 

SECTION 24. INCORPORATION OF DOCUMENTS 

This AGREEMENT and  incorporated documents  represent the entire  integrated 
AGREEMENT of  the  parties  and  supersedes all prior  written  or oral representations, 
discussions, and  agreements. The following Exhibits are to be attached to and made part of 
this AGREEMENT by reference: 

A. Standard Provisions for City Contracts (Rev. 10/17), excluding PSC-34 
B. Insurance Requirements and Instructions 
C. Premises Maps and Additional Parking Lots 
D. Maintenance Responsibilities of Operator 
E. User Agreement, Revised  November 1, 2017 
F. Booking Policy, Revised November, 1, 2017 
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G. Promoter’s Commercial Incentive Program Policy, Established June 18, 2015 
H. Operator’s Proposal Response to the Greek Theatre Venue and Concessions 

Management RFP 
I. Form General No. 87 “Non-Employee Accident or Illness Report 
J. Sponsorship Recognition Policy, Procedures and  Guidelines for Recognizing 

Organizations and Individuals who Contribute to and/or Support City of Los 
Angeles Park and Programs 

K. Naming Policy, Procedures and Guidelines for Parks and Recreational Facilities 
L. 2019 Event Services and Staffing Costs. 
M. Monthly Revenue Report 
N. Schedule A, MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Subcontractors Information Form 
O. MBE/WBE/SBE/EBE/DVBE/OBE Utilization Profile, Schedule B 
P. Final Subcontracting Report form, Schedule C 
Q. CEC Form 50 

 

In the  event  of any inconsistency between  any of the provisions of this AGREEMENT and/or   
exhibits   attached  hereto,   the   inconsistency  shall   be   resolved  by   giving precedence in 
the following  order:  1) This  AGREEMENT exclusive  of attachments, 2) Exhibit A, 3) Exhibit  
G, and 4) Exhibit C   

(Signature Page to Follow) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES has caused this AMENDED 
AGREEMENT to be executed on its behalf by its duly authorized General Manager of the 
Department of Recreation and Parks, and OPERATOR’S has executed the same as of the day 
and year herein below written. 

THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, a municipal corporation, acting by and through the Department 
of Recreation and Parks 

 

BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 

MICHAEL A. SHULL 
General Manager 

 

OPERATOR  

 

BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 

 

Title: ____________________________   

 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney 

 

 

BY: __________________________         DATE: ___________________  
 Mike Dundas 
 Deputy City Attorney    
 

 

Business Tax Registration Certificate Number: __________________________ 

Internal Revenue Service Taxpayer Identification Number: ______________________ 

AGREEMENT Number: ________________ 
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STANDARD PROVISIONS FOR CITY CONTRACTS 

PSC-1. Construction of Provisions and Titles Herein  

All titles, subtitles, or headings in this Contract have been inserted for convenience, and 
shall not be deemed to affect the meaning or construction of any of the terms or provisions 
of this Contract.  The language of this Contract shall be construed according to its fair 
meaning and not strictly for or against CITY or CONTRACTOR.  The word 
"CONTRACTOR" includes the party or parties identified in this Contract.  The singular 
shall include the plural and if there is more than one CONTRACTOR, unless expressly 
stated otherwise, their obligations and liabilities shall be joint and several. Use of the 
feminine, masculine, or neuter genders shall be deemed to include the genders not used. 

PSC-2. Applicable Law, Interpretation and Enforcement 

Each party's performance shall comply with all applicable laws of the United States of 
America, the State of California, and CITY, including but not limited to, laws regarding 
health and safety, labor and employment, wage and hours and licensing.  This Contract 
shall be enforced and interpreted under the laws of the State of California without regard 
to conflict of law principles.  CONTRACTOR shall comply with new, amended, or revised 
laws, regulations, or procedures that apply to the performance of this Contract with no 
additional compensation paid to CONTRACTOR. 

In any action arising out of this Contract, CONTRACTOR consents to personal 
jurisdiction, and agrees to bring all such actions, exclusively in state or federal courts 
located in Los Angeles County, California.   

If any part, term or provision of this Contract is held void, illegal, unenforceable, or in 
conflict with any federal, state or local law or regulation, the validity of the remaining parts, 
terms or provisions of this Contract shall not be affected. 

PSC-3. Time of Effectiveness 

Unless otherwise provided, this Contract shall take effect when all of the following events 
have occurred: 

A. This Contract has been signed on behalf of CONTRACTOR by the person 
or persons authorized to bind CONTRACTOR; 

B. This Contract has been approved by the City Council or by the board, officer 
or employee authorized to give such approval; 

C. The Office of the City Attorney has indicated in writing its approval of this 
Contract as to form; and 
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D. This Contract has been signed on behalf of CITY by the person designated 
by the City Council, or by the board, officer or employee authorized to enter 
into this Contract. 

PSC-4. Integrated Contract 

This Contract sets forth all of the rights and duties of the parties with respect to the subject 
matter of this Contract, and replaces any and all previous Contracts or understandings, 
whether written or oral, relating thereto.  This Contract may be amended only as provided 
for in the provisions of PSC-5 hereof. 

PSC-5. Amendment 

All amendments to this Contract shall be in writing and signed and approved pursuant to 
the provisions of PSC-3. 

PSC-6. Excusable Delays 

Neither party shall be liable for its delay or failure to perform any obligation under and in 
accordance with this Contract, if the delay or failure arises out of fires, floods, 
earthquakes, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, other natural occurrences, strikes, 
lockouts (other than a lockout by the party or any of the party's Subcontractors), freight 
embargoes, terrorist acts, insurrections or other civil disturbances, or other similar events 
to those described above, but in each case the delay or failure to perform must be beyond 
the control and without any fault or negligence of the party delayed or failing to perform 
(these events are referred to in this provision as "Force Majeure Events").  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, a delay or failure to perform by a Subcontractor of 
CONTRACTOR shall not constitute a Force Majeure Event, unless the delay or failure 
arises out of causes beyond the control of both CONTRACTOR and Subcontractor, and 
without any fault or negligence of either of them. In such case, CONTRACTOR shall not 
be liable for the delay or failure to perform, unless the goods or services to be furnished 
by the Subcontractor were obtainable from other sources in sufficient time to permit 
CONTRACTOR to perform timely.  As used in this Contract, the term "Subcontractor" 
means a subcontractor at any tier.   

In the event CONTRACTOR’S delay or failure to perform arises out of a Force Majeure 
Event, CONTRACTOR agrees to use commercially reasonable best efforts to obtain the 
goods or services from other sources, and to otherwise mitigate the damages and reduce 
the delay caused by the Force Majeure Event. 

PSC-7. Waiver 

A waiver of a default of any part, term or provision of this Contract shall not be construed 
as a waiver of any succeeding default or as a waiver of the part, term or provision itself.  
A party’s performance after the other party’s default shall not be construed as a waiver of 
that default. 
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PSC-8. Suspension 

At CITY’S sole discretion, CITY may suspend any or all services provided under this 
Contract by providing CONTRACTOR with written notice of suspension. Upon receipt of 
the notice of suspension, CONTRACTOR shall immediately cease the services 
suspended and shall not incur any additional obligations, costs or expenses to CITY until 
CITY gives written notice to recommence the services.  

PSC-9. Termination 

A. Termination for Convenience  

CITY may terminate this Contract for CITY’S convenience at any time by providing 
CONTRACTOR thirty days written notice.  Upon receipt of the notice of 
termination, CONTRACTOR shall immediately take action not to incur any 
additional obligations, costs or expenses, except as may be necessary to terminate 
its activities.  CITY shall pay CONTRACTOR its reasonable and allowable costs 
through the effective date of termination and those reasonable and necessary 
costs incurred by CONTRACTOR to effect the termination.  Thereafter, 
CONTRACTOR shall have no further claims against CITY under this Contract.  All 
finished and unfinished documents and materials procured for or produced under 
this Contract, including all intellectual property rights CITY is entitled to, shall 
become CITY property upon the date of the termination.  CONTRACTOR agrees 
to execute any documents necessary for CITY to perfect, memorialize, or record 
CITY’S ownership of rights provided herein. 

B. Termination for Breach of Contract 

1. Except as provided in PSC-6, if CONTRACTOR fails to perform any 
of the provisions of this Contract or so fails to make progress as to 
endanger timely performance of this Contract, CITY may give 
CONTRACTOR written notice of the default.  CITY’S default notice 
will indicate whether the default may be cured and the time period to 
cure the default to the sole satisfaction of CITY. Additionally, CITY’S 
default notice may offer CONTRACTOR an opportunity to provide 
CITY with a plan to cure the default, which shall be submitted to CITY 
within the time period allowed by CITY. At CITY’S sole discretion, 
CITY may accept or reject CONTRACTOR’S plan. If the default 
cannot be cured or if CONTRACTOR fails to cure within the period 
allowed by CITY, then CITY may terminate this Contract due to 
CONTRACTOR’S breach of this Contract. 

2. If the default under this Contract is due to CONTRACTOR’S failure 
to maintain the insurance required under this Contract, 
CONTRACTOR shall immediately: (1) suspend performance of any 
services under this Contract for which insurance was required; and 
(2) notify its employees and Subcontractors of the loss of insurance 
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coverage and Contractor’s obligation to suspend performance of 
services.  CONTRACTOR shall not recommence performance until 
CONTRACTOR is fully insured and in compliance with CITY’S 
requirements.    

3. If a federal or state proceeding for relief of debtors is undertaken by 
or against CONTRACTOR, or if CONTRACTOR makes an 
assignment for the benefit of creditors, then CITY may immediately 
terminate this Contract. 

4. If CONTRACTOR engages in any dishonest conduct related to the 
performance or administration of this Contract or violates CITY’S 
laws, regulations or policies relating to lobbying, then CITY may 
immediately terminate this Contract. 

5. Acts of Moral Turpitude 

a. CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify CITY if 
CONTRACTOR or any Key Person, as defined below, is 
charged with, indicted for, convicted of, pleads nolo 
contendere to, or forfeits bail or fails to appear in court for a 
hearing related to, any act which constitutes an offense 
involving moral turpitude under federal, state, or local laws 
(“Act of Moral Turpitude”). 

b. If CONTRACTOR or a Key Person is convicted of, pleads nolo 
contendere to, or forfeits bail or fails to appear in court for a 
hearing related to, an Act of Moral Turpitude, CITY may 
immediately terminate this Contract.   

c. If CONTRACTOR or a Key Person is charged with or indicted 
for an Act of Moral Turpitude, CITY may terminate this 
Contract after providing CONTRACTOR an opportunity to 
present evidence of CONTRACTOR’S ability to perform 
under the terms of this Contract. 

d. Acts of Moral Turpitude include, but are not limited to: violent 
felonies as defined by Penal Code Section 667.5, crimes 
involving weapons, crimes resulting in serious bodily injury or 
death, serious felonies as defined by Penal Code Section 
1192.7, and those crimes referenced in the Penal Code and 
articulated in California Public Resources Code Section 
5164(a)(2); in addition to and including acts of murder, rape, 
sexual assault, robbery, kidnapping, human trafficking, 
pimping, voluntary manslaughter, aggravated assault, assault 
on a peace officer, mayhem, fraud, domestic abuse, elderly 
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abuse, and child abuse, regardless of whether such acts are 
punishable by felony or misdemeanor conviction. 

e. For the purposes of this provision, a Key Person is a principal, 
officer, or employee assigned to this Contract, or owner 
(directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries) of 
ten percent or more of the voting power or equity interests of 
CONTRACTOR.   

6. In the event CITY terminates this Contract as provided in this section, 
CITY may procure, upon such terms and in the manner as CITY may 
deem appropriate, services similar in scope and level of effort to 
those so terminated, and CONTRACTOR shall be liable to CITY for 
all of its costs and damages, including, but not limited to, any excess 
costs for such services. 

7. If, after notice of termination of this Contract under the provisions of 
this section, it is determined for any reason that CONTRACTOR was 
not in default under the provisions of this section, or that the default 
was excusable under the terms of this Contract, the rights and 
obligations of the parties shall be the same as if the notice of 
termination had been issued pursuant to PSC-9(A) Termination for 
Convenience. 

8. The rights and remedies of CITY provided in this section shall not be 
exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies 
provided by law or under this Contract.  

C. In the event that this Contract is terminated, CONTRACTOR shall 
immediately notify all employees and Subcontractors, and shall notify in 
writing all other parties contracted with under the terms of this Contract 
within five working days of the termination. 

PSC-10. Independent Contractor 

CONTRACTOR is an independent contractor and not an agent or employee of CITY.  
CONTRACTOR shall not represent or otherwise hold out itself or any of its directors, 
officers, partners, employees, or agents to be an agent or employee of CITY. 

PSC-11. Contractor’s Personnel 

Unless otherwise approved by CITY, CONTRACTOR shall use its own employees to 
perform the services described in this Contract.  CITY has the right to review and approve 
any personnel who are assigned to work under this Contract.  CONTRACTOR shall 
remove personnel from performing work under this Contract if requested to do so by CITY. 

CONTRACTOR shall not use Subcontractors to assist in performance of this Contract 
without the prior written approval of CITY.  If CITY permits the use of Subcontractors, 
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CONTRACTOR shall remain responsible for performing all aspects of this Contract and 
paying all Subcontractors.  CITY has the right to approve CONTRACTOR’S 
Subcontractors, and CITY reserves the right to request replacement of any 
Subcontractor. CITY does not have any obligation to pay CONTRACTOR’S 
Subcontractors, and nothing herein creates any privity of contract between CITY and any 
Subcontractor.  

PSC-12. Assignment and Delegation 

CONTRACTOR may not, unless it has first obtained the written permission of CITY: 

A. Assign or otherwise alienate any of its rights under this Contract, including 
the right to payment; or 

B. Delegate, subcontract, or otherwise transfer any of its duties under this 
Contract. 

PSC-13. Permits 

CONTRACTOR and its directors, officers, partners, agents, employees, and 
Subcontractors, shall obtain and maintain all licenses, permits, certifications and other 
documents necessary for CONTRACTOR'S performance of this Contract.  
CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify CITY of any suspension, termination, lapses, 
non-renewals, or restrictions of licenses, permits, certificates, or other documents that 
relate to CONTRACTOR’S performance of this Contract. 

PSC-14. Claims for Labor and Materials 

CONTRACTOR shall promptly pay when due all amounts owed for labor and materials 
furnished in the performance of this Contract so as to prevent any lien or other claim 
under any provision of law from arising against any CITY property (including reports, 
documents, and other tangible or intangible matter produced by CONTRACTOR 
hereunder), and shall pay all amounts due under the Unemployment Insurance Act or any 
other applicable law with respect to labor used to perform under this Contract. 

PSC-15. Current Los Angeles City Business Tax Registration Certificate Required 

For the duration of this Contract, CONTRACTOR shall maintain valid Business Tax 
Registration Certificate(s) as required by CITY'S Business Tax Ordinance, Section 21.00 
et seq. of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”), and shall not allow the Certificate 
to lapse or be revoked or suspended. 

PSC-16. Retention of Records, Audit and Reports 

CONTRACTOR shall maintain all records, including records of financial transactions, 
pertaining to the performance of this Contract, in their original form or as otherwise 
approved by CITY.  These records shall be retained for a period of no less than three 
years from the later of the following: (1) final payment made by CITY, (2) the expiration 
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of this Contract or (3) termination of this Contract.  The records will be subject to 
examination and audit by authorized CITY personnel or CITY’S representatives at any 
time.  CONTRACTOR shall provide any reports requested by CITY regarding 
performance of this Contract.  Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR for work 
to be performed under this Contract must include an identical provision. 

In lieu of retaining the records for the term as prescribed in this provision, CONTRACTOR 
may, upon CITY’S written approval, submit the required information to CITY in an 
electronic format, e.g. USB flash drive, at the expiration or termination of this Contract. 

PSC-17. Bonds 

All bonds required by CITY shall be filed with the Office of the City Administrative Officer, 
Risk Management for its review and acceptance in accordance with Los Angeles 
Administrative Code (“LAAC”) Sections 11.47 et seq., as amended from to time.  

PSC-18. Indemnification 

Except for the gross negligence or willful misconduct of CITY, or any of its boards, officers, 
agents, employees, assigns and successors in interest, CONTRACTOR shall defend, 
indemnify and hold harmless CITY and any of its boards, officers, agents, employees, 
assigns, and successors in interest from and against all lawsuits and causes of action, 
claims, losses, demands and expenses, including, but not limited to, attorney's fees (both 
in house and outside counsel) and cost of litigation (including all actual litigation costs 
incurred by CITY, including but not limited to, costs of experts and consultants), damages 
or liability of any nature whatsoever, for death or injury to any person, including 
CONTRACTOR'S employees and agents, or damage or destruction of any property of 
either party hereto or of third parties, arising in any manner by reason of an act, error, or 
omission by CONTRACTOR, Subcontractors, or their boards, officers, agents, 
employees, assigns, and successors in interest.  The rights and remedies of CITY 
provided in this section shall not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and 
remedies provided by law or under this Contract.  This provision will survive expiration or 
termination of this Contract. 

PSC-19. Intellectual Property Indemnification 

CONTRACTOR, at its own expense, shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the 
CITY, and any of its boards, officers, agents, employees, assigns, and successors in 
interest from and against all lawsuits and causes of action, claims, losses, demands and 
expenses, including, but not limited to, attorney's fees (both in house and outside counsel) 
and cost of litigation (including all actual litigation costs incurred by CITY, including but 
not limited to, costs of experts and consultants), damages or liability of any nature arising 
out of the infringement, actual or alleged, direct or contributory, of any intellectual property 
rights, including, without limitation, patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret, right of 
publicity, and proprietary information: (1) on or in any design, medium, matter, article, 
process, method, application, equipment, device, instrumentation, software, hardware, or 
firmware used by CONTRACTOR, or its Subcontractors, in performing the work under 
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this Contract; or (2) as a result of CITY’S actual or intended use of any Work Product (as 
defined in PSC-21) furnished by CONTRACTOR, or its Subcontractors, under this 
Contract.  The rights and remedies of CITY provided in this section shall not be exclusive 
and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or under this 
Contract. This provision will survive expiration or termination of this Contract. 

PSC-20. Intellectual Property Warranty 

CONTRACTOR represents and warrants that its performance of all obligations under this 
Contract does not infringe in any way, directly or contributorily, upon any third party’s 
intellectual property rights, including, without limitation, patent, copyright, trademark, 
trade secret, right of publicity and proprietary information.  

PSC-21. Ownership and License 

Unless otherwise provided for herein, all finished and unfinished works, tangible or not, 
created under this Contract including, without limitation, documents, materials, data, 
reports, manuals, specifications, artwork, drawings, sketches, blueprints, studies, 
memoranda, computation sheets, computer programs and databases, schematics, 
photographs, video and audiovisual recordings, sound recordings, marks, logos, graphic 
designs, notes, websites, domain names, inventions, processes, formulas, matters and 
combinations thereof, and all forms of intellectual property originated and prepared by 
CONTRACTOR or its Subcontractors under this Contract (each a “Work Product”; 
collectively “Work Products”) shall be and remain the exclusive property of CITY for its 
use in any manner CITY deems appropriate.  CONTRACTOR hereby assigns to CITY all 
goodwill, copyright, trademark, patent, trade secret and all other intellectual property 
rights worldwide in any Work Products originated and prepared under this Contract.  
CONTRACTOR further agrees to execute any documents necessary for CITY to perfect, 
memorialize, or record CITY’S ownership of rights provided herein. 

CONTRACTOR agrees that a monetary remedy for breach of this Contract may be 
inadequate, impracticable, or difficult to prove and that a breach may cause CITY 
irreparable harm. CITY may therefore enforce this requirement by seeking injunctive relief 
and specific performance, without any necessity of showing actual damage or irreparable 
harm. Seeking injunctive relief or specific performance does not preclude CITY from 
seeking or obtaining any other relief to which CITY may be entitled.   

For all Work Products delivered to CITY that are not originated or prepared by 
CONTRACTOR or its Subcontractors under this Contract, CONTRACTOR shall secure 
a grant, at no cost to CITY, for a non-exclusive perpetual license to use such Work 
Products for any CITY purposes.  

CONTRACTOR shall not provide or disclose any Work Product to any third party without 
prior written consent of CITY. 

Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR relating to this Contract shall include this 
provision to contractually bind its Subcontractors performing work under this Contract 
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such that CITY’S ownership and license rights of all Work Products are preserved and 
protected as intended herein.   

PSC-22. Data Protection 

A. CONTRACTOR shall protect, using the most secure means and technology 
that is commercially available, CITY-provided data or consumer-provided 
data acquired in the course and scope of this Contract, including but not 
limited to customer lists and customer credit card or consumer data, 
(collectively, the “City Data”).  CONTRACTOR shall notify CITY in writing 
as soon as reasonably feasible, and in any event within twenty-four hours, 
of CONTRACTOR’S discovery or reasonable belief of any unauthorized 
access of City Data (a “Data Breach”), or of any incident affecting, or 
potentially affecting City Data related to cyber security (a “Security 
Incident”), including, but not limited to, denial of service attack, and system 
outage, instability or degradation due to computer malware or virus. 
CONTRACTOR shall begin remediation immediately.  CONTRACTOR 
shall provide daily updates, or more frequently if required by CITY, 
regarding findings and actions performed by CONTRACTOR until the Data 
Breach or Security Incident has been effectively resolved to CITY’S 
satisfaction.  CONTRACTOR shall conduct an investigation of the Data 
Breach or Security Incident and shall share the report of the investigation 
with CITY.  At CITY’S sole discretion, CITY and its authorized agents shall 
have the right to lead or participate in the investigation.  CONTRACTOR 
shall cooperate fully with CITY, its agents and law enforcement.  

B. If CITY is subject to liability for any Data Breach or Security Incident, then 
CONTRACTOR shall fully indemnify and hold harmless CITY and defend 
against any resulting actions.  

PSC-23. Insurance 

During the term of this Contract and without limiting CONTRACTOR'S obligation to 
indemnify, hold harmless and defend CITY, CONTRACTOR shall provide and maintain 
at its own expense a program of insurance having the coverages and limits not less than 
the required amounts and types as determined by the Office of the City Administrative 
Officer of Los Angeles, Risk Management (template Form General 146 in Exhibit 1 
hereto).  The insurance must: (1) conform to CITY’S requirements; (2) comply with the 
Insurance Contractual Requirements (Form General 133 in Exhibit 1 hereto); and (3) 
otherwise be in a form acceptable to the Office of the City Administrative Officer, Risk 
Management.  CONTRACTOR shall comply with all Insurance Contractual Requirements 
shown on Exhibit 1 hereto. Exhibit 1 is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part 
of this Contract. 
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PSC-24. Best Terms 

Throughout the term of this Contract, CONTRACTOR, shall offer CITY the best terms, 
prices, and discounts that are offered to any of CONTRACTOR’S customers for similar 
goods and services provided under this Contract. 

PSC-25. Warranty and Responsibility of Contractor  

CONTRACTOR warrants that the work performed hereunder shall be completed in a 
manner consistent with professional standards practiced among those firms within 
CONTRACTOR’S profession, doing the same or similar work under the same or similar 
circumstances.  

PSC-26. Mandatory Provisions Pertaining to Non-Discrimination in Employment 

Unless otherwise exempt, this Contract is subject to the applicable non-discrimination, 
equal benefits, equal employment practices, and affirmative action program provisions in 
LAAC Section 10.8 et seq., as amended from time to time.   

A. CONTRACTOR shall comply with the applicable non-discrimination and 
affirmative action provisions of the laws of the United States of America, the 
State of California, and CITY. In performing this Contract, CONTRACTOR 
shall not discriminate in any of its hiring or employment practices against 
any employee or applicant for employment because of such person’s race, 
color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, sexual orientation, gender, 
gender identity, age, disability, domestic partner status, marital status or 
medical condition.   

B. The requirements of Section 10.8.2.1 of the LAAC, the Equal Benefits 
Ordinance, and the provisions of Section 10.8.2.1(f) are incorporated and 
made a part of this Contract by reference. 

C. The provisions of Section 10.8.3 of the LAAC are incorporated and made a 
part of this Contract by reference and will be known as the “Equal 
Employment Practices” provisions of this Contract. 

D. The provisions of Section 10.8.4 of the LAAC are incorporated and made a 
part of this Contract by reference and will be known as the “Affirmative 
Action Program” provisions of this Contract.  

Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR for work to be performed under this 
Contract must include an identical provision. 

PSC-27. Child Support Assignment Orders 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Child Support Assignment Orders Ordinance, 
Section 10.10 of the LAAC, as amended from time to time.  Pursuant to Section 10.10(b) 
of the LAAC, CONTRACTOR shall fully comply with all applicable State and Federal 
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employment reporting requirements.  Failure of CONTRACTOR to comply with all 
applicable reporting requirements or to implement lawfully served Wage and Earnings 
Assignment or Notices of Assignment, or the failure of any principal owner(s) of 
CONTRACTOR to comply with any Wage and Earnings Assignment or Notices of 
Assignment applicable to them personally, shall constitute a default by the 
CONTRACTOR under this Contract. Failure of CONTRACTOR or principal owner to cure 
the default within 90 days of the notice of default will subject this Contract to termination 
for breach. Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR for work to be performed 
under this Contract must include an identical provision.   

PSC-28. Living Wage Ordinance  

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Living Wage Ordinance, LAAC Section 10.37 et 
seq., as amended from time to time.  CONTRACTOR further agrees that it shall comply 
with federal law proscribing retaliation for union organizing.   Any subcontract entered into 
by CONTRACTOR for work to be performed under this Contract must include an identical 
provision. 

PSC-29. Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Service Contractor Worker Retention Ordinance, 
LAAC Section 10.36 et seq., as amended from time to time.  Any subcontract entered into 
by CONTRACTOR for work to be performed under this Contract must include an identical 
provision. 
 
PSC-30. Americans with Disabilities Act 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 
12101 et seq., and its implementing regulations.       

PSC-31. Contractor Responsibility Ordinance 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Contractor Responsibility Ordinance, LAAC 
Section 10.40 et seq., as amended from time to time.  

PSC-32. Business Inclusion Program  

Unless otherwise exempted prior to bid submission, CONTRACTOR shall comply with all 
aspects of the Business Inclusion Program as described in the Request for 
Proposal/Qualification process, throughout the duration of this Contract. CONTRACTOR 
shall utilize the Business Assistance Virtual Network (“BAVN”) at https://www.labavn.org/, 
to perform and document outreach to Minority, Women, and Other Business Enterprises.  
CONTRACTOR shall perform subcontractor outreach activities through BAVN.  
CONTRACTOR shall not change any of its designated Subcontractors or pledged specific 
items of work to be performed by these Subcontractors, nor shall CONTRACTOR reduce 
their level of effort, without prior written approval of CITY. 

https://www.labavn.org/
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PSC-33. Slavery Disclosure Ordinance 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Slavery Disclosure Ordinance, LAAC Section 10.41 
et seq., as amended from time to time.  Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR 
for work to be performed under this Contract must include an identical provision. 

PSC-34. First Source Hiring Ordinance 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the First Source Hiring Ordinance, LAAC Section 10.44 
et seq., as amended from time to time.  Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR 
for work to be performed under this Contract must include an identical provision.  
 
PSC-35. Local Business Preference Ordinance 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the Local Business Preference Ordinance, LAAC 
Section 10.47 et seq., as amended from time to time.  Any subcontract entered into by 
CONTRACTOR for work to be performed under this Contract must include an identical 
provision. 

PSC-36. Iran Contracting Act 

In accordance with California Public Contract Code Sections 2200-2208, all contractors 
entering into, or renewing contracts with CITY for goods and services estimated at 
$1,000,000 or more are required to complete, sign, and submit the "Iran Contacting Act 
of 2010 Compliance Affidavit." 

PSC-37. Restrictions on Campaign Contributions and Fundraising in City Elections 

Unless otherwise exempt, if this Contract is valued at $100,000 or more and requires 
approval by an elected CITY office, CONTRACTOR, CONTRACTOR’S principals, and 
CONTRACTOR’S Subcontractors expected to receive at least $100,000 for performance 
under the Contract, and the principals of those Subcontractors (the “Restricted Persons”) 
shall comply with Charter Section 470(c)(12) and LAMC Section 49.7.35.  Failure to 
comply entitles CITY to terminate this Contract and to pursue all available legal remedies.  
Charter Section 470(c)(12) and LAMC Section 49.7.35 limit the ability of the Restricted 
Persons to make campaign contributions to and engage in fundraising for certain elected 
CITY officials or candidates for elected CITY office for twelve months after this Contract 
is signed. Additionally, a CONTRACTOR subject to Charter Section 470(c)(12) is required 
to comply with disclosure requirements by submitting a completed and signed Ethics 
Commission Form 55 and to amend the information in that form as specified by law. Any 
CONTRACTOR subject to Charter Section 470(c)(12) shall include the following notice 
in any contract with any Subcontractor expected to receive at least $100,000 for 
performance under this Contract: 

 “Notice Regarding Restrictions on Campaign Contributions and Fundraising 
in City Elections 

 You are a subcontractor on City of Los Angeles Contract 
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#_________________. Pursuant to the City of Los Angeles Charter Section 
470(c)(12) and related ordinances, you and your principals are prohibited from 
making campaign contributions to and fundraising for certain elected City of 
Los Angeles (“CITY”) officials and candidates for elected CITY office for twelve 
months after the CITY contract is signed.  You are required to provide the 
names and contact information of your principals to the CONTRACTOR and 
to amend that information within ten business days if it changes during the 
twelve month time period.  Failure to comply may result in termination of this 
Contract and any other available legal remedies.  Information about the 
restrictions may be found online at ethics.lacity.org or by calling the Los 
Angeles City Ethics Commission at (213) 978-1960.”  

PSC-38. Contractors’ Use of Criminal History for Consideration of Employment 
Applications 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with the City Contractors’ Use of Criminal History for 
Consideration of Employment Applications Ordinance, LAAC Section 10.48 et seq., as 
amended from time to time.  Any subcontract entered into by CONTRACTOR for work to 
be performed under this Contract must include an identical provision. 

PSC-39. Limitation of City’s Obligation to Make Payment to Contractor 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Contract, including any exhibits or 
attachments incorporated therein, and in order for CITY to comply with its governing legal 
requirements, CITY shall have no obligation to make any payments to CONTRACTOR 
unless CITY shall have first made an appropriation of funds equal to or in excess of its 
obligation to make any payments as provided in this Contract. CONTRACTOR agrees 
that any services provided by CONTRACTOR, purchases made by CONTRACTOR or 
expenses incurred by CONTRACTOR in excess of the appropriation(s) shall be free and 
without charge to CITY and CITY shall have no obligation to pay for the services, 
purchases or expenses. CONTRACTOR shall have no obligation to provide any services, 
provide any equipment or incur any expenses in excess of the appropriated amount(s) 
until CITY appropriates additional funds for this Contract. 

PSC-40. Compliance with Identity Theft Laws and Payment Card Data Security 
Standards 

CONTRACTOR shall comply with all identity theft laws including without limitation, laws 
related to: (1) payment devices; (2) credit and debit card fraud; and (3) the Fair and 
Accurate Credit Transactions Act (“FACTA”), including its requirement relating to the 
content of transaction receipts provided to Customers.  CONTRACTOR also shall comply 
with all requirements related to maintaining compliance with Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standards (“PCI DSS”).  During the performance of any service to install, 
program or update payment devices equipped to conduct credit or debit card transactions, 
including PCI DSS services, CONTRACTOR shall verify proper truncation of receipts in 
compliance with FACTA. 
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PSC-41. Compliance with California Public Resources Code Section 5164 

California Public Resources Code Section 5164 prohibits a public agency from hiring a 
person for employment or as a volunteer to perform services at any park, playground, or 
community center used for recreational purposes in a position that has supervisory or 
disciplinary authority over any minor, if the person has been convicted of certain crimes 
as referenced in the Penal Code, and articulated in California Public Resources Code 
Section 5164(a)(2). 
 
If applicable, CONTRACTOR shall comply with California Public Resources Code Section 
5164, and shall additionally adhere to all rules and regulations that have been adopted or 
that may be adopted by CITY.  CONTRACTOR is required to have all employees, 
volunteers and Subcontractors (including all employees and volunteers of any 
Subcontractor) of CONTRACTOR working on premises to pass a fingerprint and 
background check through the California Department of Justice at CONTRACTOR’S sole 
expense, indicating that such individuals have never been convicted of certain crimes as 
referenced in the Penal Code and articulated in California Public Resources Code Section 
5164(a)(2), if the individual will have supervisory or disciplinary authority over any minor.  
 
PSC-42. Possessory Interests Tax 

Rights granted to CONTRACTOR by CITY may create a possessory interest. 
CONTRACTOR agrees that any possessory interest created may be subject to California 
Revenue and Taxation Code Section 107.6 and a property tax may be levied on that 
possessory interest.  If applicable, CONTRACTOR shall pay the property tax. 
CONTRACTOR acknowledges that the notice required under California Revenue and 
Taxation Code Section 107.6 has been provided. 
 
PSC-43. Confidentiality  

All documents, information and materials provided to CONTRACTOR by CITY or 
developed by CONTRACTOR pursuant to this Contract (collectively “Confidential 
Information”) are confidential. CONTRACTOR shall not provide or disclose any 
Confidential Information or their contents or any information therein, either orally or in 
writing, to any person or entity, except as authorized by CITY or as required by law. 
CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify CITY of any attempt by a third party to obtain 
access to any Confidential Information. This provision will survive expiration or 
termination of this Contract. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
 

INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION 
ON COMPLYING WITH CITY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

 
(Share this information with your insurance agent or broker) 

 
1.   Agreement/Reference   All evidence of insurance should identify the nature of your business with the CITY.  
Clearly show any assigned number of a bid, contract, lease, permit, etc. or give the project name and the job site 
or street address to ensure that your submission will be properly credited. Provide the types of coverage and 
minimum dollar amounts specified on the Required Insurance and Minimum Limits sheet (Form Gen. 146) as 
determined in writing by the CAO-RM. 
 
2.  When to submit   Normally, no work may begin until a CITY insurance certificate approval number (“CA 
number”) has been obtained, so insurance documents should be submitted as early as practicable.  For As-
needed Contracts, insurance need not be submitted until a specific job has been awarded. Design 
Professionals coverage for new construction work may be submitted simultaneously with final plans and 
drawings, but before construction commences.   
 
Submitting your documents.  Track4LA® is the CITY’S online insurance compliance system and is designed to 
make the experience of submitting and retrieving insurance information quick and easy.  The system is designed 
to be used by insurance brokers and agents as they submit client insurance certificates directly to the CITY.  It 
uses the standard insurance industry form known as the ACORD 25 Certificate of Liability Insurance in 
electronic format. Track4LA® advantages include standardized, universally accepted forms, paperless approval 
transactions (24 hours, 7 days per week), and security checks and balances.  The easiest and quickest way to 
obtain approval of your insurance is to have your insurance broker or agent access Track4LA® at 
http://track4la.lacity.org and follow the instructions to register and submit the appropriate proof of insurance on 
your behalf.     
 
Insurance industry certificates other than the ACORD 25 may be accepted, however  submissions other than 
through Track4LA® will significantly delay the insurance approval process as documents will 
have to be manually processed.  CONTRACTOR must provide CITY a thirty day notice of cancellation (ten 
days for non-payment of premium) AND an Additional Insured Endorsement naming the CITY an additional 
insured completed by your insurance company or its designee. If the policy includes an automatic or blanket 
additional insured endorsement, the Certificate must state the CITY is an automatic or blanket additional insured.  
An endorsement naming the CITY an Additional Named Insured and Loss Payee as Its Interests May Appear is 
required on property policies.  All evidence of insurance must be authorized by a person with authority to bind 
coverage, whether that is the authorized agent/broker or insurance underwriter.  Completed Insurance Industry 
Certificates other than ACORD 25 Certificates are sent electronically to CAO.insurance.bonds@lacity.org.   
 
Additional Insured Endorsements DO NOT apply to the following: 
 
 Indication of compliance with statute, such as Workers’ Compensation Law. 
 Professional Liability insurance. 
 
Verification of approved insurance and bonds may be obtained by checking Track4LA®, the CITY’S online 
insurance compliance system, at http://track4la.lacity.org.  
 
4.  Renewal   When an existing policy is renewed, have your insurance broker or agent submit a new Acord 25 
Certificate or edit the existing Acord 25 Certificate through Track4LA® at http://track4la.lacity.org.   
 
5.  Alternative Programs/Self-Insurance   Risk financing mechanisms such as Risk Retention Groups, Risk 
Purchasing Groups, off-shore carriers, captive insurance programs and self-insurance programs are subject to 
separate approval after the CITY has reviewed the relevant audited financial statements.  To initiate a review of 
your program, you should complete the Applicant’s Declaration of Self Insurance form 
(http://cao.lacity.org/risk/InsuranceForms.htm) to the CAO-RM for consideration. 

http://track4la.lacity.org/
mailto:CAO.insurance.bonds@lacity.org
http://track4la.lacity.org/
http://track4la.lacity.org/
http://cao.lacity.org/risk/InsuranceForms.htm
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6.  General Liability insurance covering your operations (and products, where applicable) is required whenever 
the CITY is at risk of third-party claims which may arise out of your work or your presence or special event on City 
premises.  Sexual Misconduct coverage is a required coverage when the work performed involves minors.  Fire 
Legal Liability is required for persons occupying a portion of CITY premises. Information on two CITY insurance 
programs, the SPARTA program, an optional source of low-cost insurance which meets the most minimum 
requirements, and the Special Events Liability Insurance Program, which provides liability coverage for short-term 
special events on CITY premises or streets, is available at (www.2sparta.com), or by calling (800) 420-0555.  
 
7.  Automobile Liability insurance is required only when vehicles are used in performing the work of your 
Contract or when they are driven off-road on CITY premises; it is not required for simple commuting unless CITY 
is paying mileage. However, compliance with California law requiring auto liability insurance is a contractual 
requirement.   
 
8.  Errors and Omissions coverage will be specified on a project-by-project basis if you are working as a licensed 
or other professional.  The length of the claims discovery period required will vary with the circumstances of the 
individual job.   
 
9.  Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability insurance are not required for single-person contractors.  
However, under state law these coverages (or a copy of the state's Consent To Self Insure) must be provided if 
you have any employees at any time during the period of this contract.  Contractors with no employees must 
complete a Request for Waiver of Workers’ Compensation Insurance Requirement 
(http://cao.lacity.org/risk/InsuranceForms.htm).  A Waiver of Subrogation on the coverage is required only for 
jobs where your employees are working on CITY premises under hazardous conditions, e.g., uneven terrain, 
scaffolding, caustic chemicals, toxic materials, power tools, etc.  The Waiver of Subrogation waives the insurer’s 
right to recover (from the CITY) any workers’ compensation paid to an injured employee of the contractor.   
 
10.  Property insurance is required for persons having exclusive use of premises or equipment owned or 
controlled by the CITY.  Builder’s Risk/Course of Construction is required during construction projects and 
should include building materials in transit and stored at the project site.   
 
11.  Surety coverage may be required to guarantee performance of work and payment to vendors and suppliers. 
A Crime Policy may be required to handle CITY funds or securities, and under certain other conditions.  Specialty 
coverages may be needed for certain operations. For assistance in obtaining the CITY required bid, performance 
and payment surety bonds, please see the City of Los Angeles Bond Assistance Program website address at 
http://cao.lacity.org/risk/BondAssistanceProgram.pdf or call (213) 258-3000 for more information. 
 
12.  Cyber Liability & Privacy coverage may be required to cover technology services or products for both 
liability and property losses that may result when a CITY contractor engages in various electronic activities, such 
as selling on the Internet or collecting data within its internal electronic network. CONTRACTOR'S policies shall 
cover liability for a data breach in which the CITY employees’ and/or CITY customers' confidential or personal 
information, such as but not limited to, Social Security or credit card information are exposed or stolen by a hacker 
or other criminal who has gained access to the CITY’S or CONTRACTOR’S electronic network. The policies shall 
cover a variety of expenses associated with data breaches, including: notification costs, credit monitoring, costs 
to defend claims by state regulators, fines and penalties, and loss resulting from identity theft. The policies are 
required to cover liability arising from website media content, as well as property exposures from: (a) business 
interruption, (b) data loss/destruction, (c) computer fraud, (d) funds transfer loss, and (e) cyber extortion.

http://www.2sparta.com/
http://cao.lacity.org/risk/InsuranceForms.htm
http://cao.lacity.org/risk/BondAssistanceProgram.pdf
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Required Insurance and Minimum Limits 
 

Name:    Date:       
 
Agreement/Reference:  

Evidence of coverages checked below, with the specified minimum limits, must be submitted and approved prior to 

occupancy/start of operations.  Amounts shown are Combined Single Limits ("CSLs").  For Automobile Liability, split limits may 

be substituted for a CSL if the total per occurrence equals or exceeds the CSL amount.  

                       Limits                 

 
     Workers' Compensation (WC) and Employer's Liability (EL) 

       WC     Statutory    

   EL       

 Waiver of Subrogation in favor of City   Longshore & Harbor Workers  
         Jones Act  

 

 

       General Liability                       



 Products/Completed Operations    Sexual Misconduct         

 Fire Legal Liability        

        

 

 
 

      Automobile Liability (for any and all vehicles used for this contract, other than commuting to/from work)         

 

      

 

      Professional Liability (Errors and Omissions)               

 
Discovery Period       

 

    

 

      Property Insurance (to cover replacement cost of building - as determined by insurance company)          

   
  All Risk Coverage      Boiler and Machinery  

  Flood                 Builder's Risk  

  Earthquake                    

 

 

      

       Pollution Liability                 

 

       

 

 
 
     Surety Bonds - Performance and Payment (Labor and Materials) Bonds     
 
     Crime Insurance            

 
Other:   
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 

  Greek Theatre 
User Agreement 

 
This User Agreement No. ____ is made and entered into this day _____ of ___20__ by 
and between [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], as agent for the City of Los Angeles 
(“City”), a municipal corporation, acting through its Department of Recreation and Parks 
(“Department”) and [INSERT USER NAME AND ADDRESS] (hereinafter referred to as 
the "User''). 
 
WITNESSETH: 
 
SECTION 1. Permitted Premises and Term 
 

1. For and in consideration of the mutual agreements contained herein and 
subject to its stated terms and conditions, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] hereby grants 
a Right of Entry and leases to the User, the Greek Theatre, located at 2700 North 
Vermont Ave. in Griffith Park, Los Angeles, The leased premises shall consist of the 
theatre stage house, the spectator seating area, available dressing rooms, production 
offices,  green room/hospitality room, and such other areas permitted by [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] for the sole purpose of presenting the event (“Premises”),expressly 
excepting any rights to all parking lots, except for the allotted parking spaces provided in 
Section 3 of this Agreement. 

  
 
SECTION 2. Event Information and Term 

 
The User shall have the right to occupy and use the venue for [INSERT HEADLINER 
ARTIST or SHOW NAME], (the “Event”) on INSERT DATES AND TIME and no other, 
and the tenancy shall not be assigned or sublet.  

 
Access to the PREMISES shall be granted at [time] a.m. (Load-In) on [day and date].  
The Event shall commence at [time] p.m. and conclude at approximately ____p.m.  
Door opening time is agreed to be Ninety Minutes before scheduled show time indicated 
on ticket. Load-out of the Event shall commence immediately after the conclusion of the 
Event and be completed no later than 2:00am the day following the Event. 
 
SECTION 3. Rental Rates 
 

a. For each performance, the rental rate shall be either eleven percent (11%) of the 
gross gate receipts (less applicable taxes and facility fee) or the minimum rental 
rate of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00), whichever is greater.  In no 
event shall the maximum rental rate for each performance exceed Thirty-Five 
Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00).  Should the same artist have multiple 
performances on the same day, the rental rate for each subsequent performance 

Sample Agreement – Exhibit E 
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on the same day shall be at a flat rate of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) 
per subsequent performance.  The advance deposit for this engagement is 
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00). 

 
b. Rental rate includes a total of twenty-five (25) parking passes for USER or show 

vehicles 
c. Each additional parking space is Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.00). 

 
d. Move-in and move-out dates must be arranged with [INSERT OPERATOR 

NAME], and will be subject to availability of the premises and conditioned upon 
the User paying all costs as stated in the below table.  If a definite booking of a 
rehearsal date or move-in or move-out date is authorized before or after the 
performance date, the User shall pay Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
($2,500.00) for each such reserved date in addition to all applicable costs.  * In 
no case shall the load in for any performance be authorized to begin prior to 7:00 
AM. 

 
e. Rental Rate Table:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Venue                 Capacity 

Commercial Rental Rate 
(Those events  promoted 
and/or sponsored by a 
commercial group 
organization) 
 
 
 
 

(A)                     (B)                    
Admission       No Admission 
Charged             Charged 
Minimum vs %   Minimum 

Community Rental Rate 
(Those events which are 
promoted and/or 
sponsored by a Civic, 
Educational, Religious or 
Charitable group 
registered as a non-profit 
501c3 status) 
 
    (C)                     (D)  
Admission   No Admission 
Charged           Charged 
Minimum vs % 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Load-In/Out Rate 

Greek Theatre         5,901 $25,000    11%      $35,000 
Rental fee is Gross Ticket 
Receipts (less applicable 
taxes and facility fee 

$7,500      8%      $5,000 $2,500 

 
SECTION 4. Fees 
 
All fees due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] must be remitted to: 
 

[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] 
2700 VERMONT AVENUE 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 

Attn:  
 
A.  Commercial Rental Rate, with Admission Charged (A): 
 

1. In addition to the rental rates in the table above, the User agrees to reimburse 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for any and all labor utilized for this event at a 
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House Flat Rate of Twenty-Six Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($26,500.00).  
The House Flat Rate includes  
labor costs for ushers, ticket takers, security, cleaning, police, emergency 
medical services, box office staff and leasing costs associated with the house 
sound, lighting and video.  The House Flat Rate expressly excludes the costs of 
stagehands and production related personnel, which must be provided through 
the existing contracts with the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage 
Employees (IATSE) Local 33 (Stage Technicians Union), Local 706 (Make-up 
Artists and Hair Stylists Guild), Local 768 (Theatrical Wardrobe Union), and Local 
47 (Musicians Union).  The House Flat Rate also expressly excludes the costs of 
private security employed for personal protection of artists or not related to public 
safety, special medical services requested for the artist only, advertising, 
ASCAP/BMI/SESAC, insurance, catering, runners, transportation, sign language 
interpreters (if requested), pyro/fire watch expenses (if any), Confetti cleaning 
expenses ($1,500) and other USER/artist requested expenses.   

 
2. The House Flat Rate covers the event with doors opening ninety (90) minutes 

prior to the advertised Event time and the performance ending no later than 
10:30PM. The Greek Theatre has a hard curfew of 11:00pm.  Additional labor 
fees will be charged at a rate of $2,750 per one-half hour or portion thereof for 
events who’s duration time exceed three and one half hours from the scheduled 
event time as indicated on ticket  . User will be responsible for any staffing costs 
associated with any load-in/load-out days and rehearsals. 

 
3. The User shall provide [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], at least ten (10) days prior 

to holding an event, a full and detailed Event and production advance, and such 
other information required by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] concerning the 
booked event.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall determine the final minimum 
number of, and use of, ushers, ticket takers, security, cleaning, police, 
emergency medical services and box office staff for those employed to handle 
and govern the conduct of all in attendance at the User’s event.   

 
4. The User also shall pay to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], on demand, any other 

and further sums which may become due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] on 
account of special facilities, equipment, material, or extra services furnished or to 
be furnished by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] at the request of the User, or 
necessitated by the User's occupancy of the premises, the compensation for 
which is not included in the rent or rents specified above. The User shall pay the 
guaranteed minimum rental on signing this User Agreement. Should the User fail 
to satisfy and pay any debts, accounts, and amounts owing and due [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] under the terms of this User Agreement, then the [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] may apply the proceeds of the security deposit. 
 

5. The User agrees to promptly pay any and all Municipal, State, or Federal taxes, 
permit or license fees of whatever nature applicable to this occupancy and to 
take out all permits and licenses required for occupancy, and further agrees to 
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furnish [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], upon request, duplicate receipts or other 
satisfactory evidence showing the prompt payment or possession of any such 
taxes, fees or permits. Appropriate records shall be maintained and made 
available upon request by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME].  
 

6. A Five Dollar ($5.00) Facility Maintenance Fee must be added to the price of 
each     ticket sold.  
 

7. Any complimentary tickets set aside by the User and for the User’s use shall be 
marked as such. Any tickets not marked accordingly will be counted as "sold" 
and Facility Maintenance Fee (“FMF”) will be collected. For additional Greek 
Theatre Ticketing policy requirements please see policy attached in Exhibit A 

 
B. Commercial, with no admission charged and Community Rental Rates  
 

1. In addition to the policies and rental rates listed above, the User agrees to pay 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for any and all labor costs for ushers, ticket takers, 
security, cleaning, police, emergency medical services, box office staff and 
leasing costs associated with the house sound, lighting and video systems,  
stagehands and production related personnel.  These costs will be determined 
on an event by event basis.   In addition, USER shall be responsible for the costs 
of private security employed for personal protection of artists or not related to 
public safety, medical services required for the artist only, advertising, 
ASCAP/BMI/SESAC, insurance, catering, runners, transportation, sign language 
interpreters (if requested),  pyro/fire watch expenses (if any), confetti cleaning 
expenses ($1,500) and other USER/artist requested expenses 
 

2. The User also shall pay to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], on demand, any other 
and further sums which may become due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] on 
account of special facilities, equipment, material, or extra services furnished or to 
be furnished by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] at the request of the User, or 
necessitated by the User's occupancy of the premises, the compensation for 
which is not included in the rent or rents specified above. The User shall pay the 
guaranteed minimum rental on signing this User Agreement. Should the User fail 
to satisfy and pay any debts, accounts, and amounts owing and due [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] under the terms of this User Agreement, then [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] may apply the proceeds of the security deposit.  
 

3. The User agrees to promptly pay any and all Municipal, State, or Federal taxes, 
permit or license fees of whatever nature applicable to this occupancy and to 
take out all permits and licenses required for occupancy), and further agrees to 
furnish [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], upon request, duplicate receipts or other 
satisfactory evidence showing the prompt payment or possession of any such 
taxes, fees or permits. Appropriate records shall be maintained and made 
available upon request by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]. .  
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SECTION 5. Security Deposit  
 

Security Deposit for promoters with less than four (4) shows for the current season shall 
furnish a $10,000.00 per show cashier check only, security deposit to [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] for each show.  Beginning with fifth (5th) booking, promoters must 
provide letter of credit. 
 
 
SECTION 6. Rules & Regulations 

 
It is understood and agreed that [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] hereby reserves the 
right to control and manage the Greek Theatre and to enforce all necessary and proper 
established rules for its management and operation and for its authorized 
representatives to enter any portion of the Greek Theatre and on any occasion, 
provided that [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and its agents shall not unnecessarily 
disturb the privacy of the artists in areas and circumstances where the artists have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] also reserves the 
right, but not the duty, to safely and reasonably have any objectionable person or 
persons removed from the premises and the User hereby waives any and all claims for 
damages against or any and all of their  officers, agents or employees resulting from the 
exercise of this authority. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] reserves the right to manage 
and control all parking facilities on the Greek Theatre property or leased by [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] at all events held at the Greek Theatre.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will make such parking facilities available to 
event patrons during the User’s event (at such prices determined by the Department). 
 
The standard door opening at the Greek Theatre shall be ninety minutes prior to the 
advertised start time of the show; this may be adjusted as necessary with advance 
notice by the User to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] but may be subject to additional 
fees. 
 
Performances must end no later than 10:30 PM, unless prior written permission has 
been granted by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]. In no case, however shall a 
performance extend past 11:00 PM.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] reserves the right to 
cut power, and assess a penalty of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) per minute for 
the first five (5) minutes past 11:00pm. A penalty of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) 
per minute will be assessed thereafter.  
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall be the sole provider of conversion labor, ticket 
takers, ushers, ticket sellers, peer security, police, medical), cleaning personnel, 
receptionist, maintenance/ operations staff, engineers, event coordinator, and local 
stagehand labor. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], using reasonable discretion, shall have 
final say as to the minimum number of personnel required based on the nature of the 
Event and the anticipated attendance. 
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Special stage effects involving pyrotechnic displays (including fireworks and flash 
powders) are prohibited except by a special fee and a City permit from the Fire 
Prevention Bureau. If a pyrotechnic display is required, arrangements must be made 
through the Los Angeles Fire Department at the User's expense.  
 
The Greek Theatre has a blow-thru barricade available for use at shows with a standing 
General Admission Pit only.  
 
The User shall use and occupy the venue in a safe and careful manner and shall 
comply with all applicable Municipal, State, and Federal laws, rules and regulations 
pertaining to the City of Los Angeles, the Department of Recreation and Parks and all 
other rules and regulations prescribed by the Fire and Police Departments and other 
governmental authorities as may be in force and effect during the tenancy. The User 
shall not use said premises or any part thereof for the possession, storage, or sale of 
liquor (except with the permission of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], and according to 
law), for any unlawful or improper purpose or in any manner so as to injure persons or 
property in, on, or near the premises. User shall not do any act or permit or allow, any 
act to be done during the term of this User Agreement which will in any way mark, 
deface, alter or injure any part of the Greek Theatre. 

 
All portions of the sidewalks, entrances, passages, vestibules, halls, and all ways of 
access to public utilities on the Premises shall be kept unobstructed by the User and 
shall not be used for any purpose other than ingress or egress to and from the 
premises. The doors, stairways, or openings into any place in the structure, including, 
hallways, corridors, and passageways, also house lighting attachments, shall in no way 
be obstructed by the User. 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will be responsible for traffic control working in 
conjunction with the City's Department of Transportation (DOT). 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] assumes no responsibility whatsoever, for any property 
placed in said premises, and [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] is hereby expressly 
released and discharged from any and all liabilities for any loss, injury or damages to 
person or property that may be sustained by reason of the occupancy of said premises 
under this User Agreement. All watchmen or other protective service desired by the 
User must be arranged for by special agreement with [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] 
with due diligence taken for the receipt, handling, care or custody of any property 
shipped or otherwise delivered to the Greek Theatre, either prior to, during, or 
subsequent to the User’s occupancy. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and its officers, 
agents, and employees shall act solely for the accommodation of the User and neither 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] nor its officers, agents, or employees shall be liable for 
any loss, damage, or injury to such property. 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall have the sole right to collect and have custody of all 
articles left on the premises by persons attending any function held on the premises. 
Any property left on the premises by User shall, after a period of thirty (30) days from 
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the last day of tenancy hereunder, be deemed abandoned and at [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME]’s sole option, become the property of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], without 
further notice. 

 
In the event any portion of the Greek Theatre is not vacated at the end of the term of 
this rental, then [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall be and is hereby authorized to 
remove articles from the venue, at the expense of the User.  [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] shall not be liable for any damage to or loss of such goods, wares, merchandise 
or property sustained either during the removal or storage of by [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] and it and its agents, employees and officials are hereby expressly released 
from any and all claims for such loss or damage.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will 
notify the User of any equipment or articles inadvertently left by the User and provide 
the User with a reasonable opportunity to remove same prior to removal or disposal by 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME].  Upon termination of this Agreement, the User will 
deliver back to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] the venue in as good condition and repair 
as it was received and in conformance with the Department’s guidelines. Should the 
User fail to return the venue in as good condition and repair as it was received, any 
necessary and reasonable amounts owed and due [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] under 
the terms of this User Agreement may be subtracted from the User’s security deposit. 

 
Notwithstanding exclusivity granted to User by the terms of this Agreement, the City in 
its discretion may require User, without any reduction in rent or other valuable 
consideration to User, to accommodate the rights of persons to access and engage in 
expressive activities, as guaranteed by the first amendment to the United States 
constitution, the California constitution, and other laws, as these laws are interpreted by 
the City.  Expressive activities include, but are not limited to, protesting, picketing, 
proselytizing, soliciting, begging, and vending of certain expressive, message-bearing 
items in appropriately legal areas which are not disruptive to the Event, intrusive of the 
User’s exclusivity or which impede commercial operations of the venue. 
 
ADA – Americans with Disability Act Requirements: 
 
The parties recognize that the City is subject to the provisions of Title II of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and that the User is subject to the provisions of 
Title III of the ADA (including all revised regulations dated September 15, 2010 and 
effective March 15, 2011).  Concerning compliance with the ADA and all regulations 
thereunder, the City is responsible for the permanent building access requirements; 
such as wheelchair ramps, elevators, restrooms, doors and walkways.  The User is 
responsible for the non-permanent accessibility standards and requirements, such as, 
but not limited to, seating accessibility, ticketing, ticket pricing, sign language 
interpreters, signage and all other auxiliary aids and services customarily provided by 
the User. The User shall comply with the ADA and all regulations thereunder. 
 
Tickets for unsold accessible seating may be released for sale to individuals without 
disabilities: 1. When all non-accessible tickets (excluding luxury boxes, club boxes, or 
suites) have been sold; 2. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated seating area 
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have been sold and the tickets for accessible seating are being released in the same 
designated area; or 3. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated price category 
have been sold and the tickets for accessible seating are being released within the 
same designated price category.  User represents that it has viewed or otherwise 
apprised itself that such access to the premises and common areas and accepts such 
access, common areas and other conditions of the premises as adequate for User’s 
responsibilities under the ADA.  The User shall be responsible for ensuring that the 
space rented by City to User complies and continues to comply in all respects with the 
ADA, including accessibility, usability and configuration insofar as the User modifies, 
rearranges or sets up in the facility in order to accommodate the performance produced 
by the User.  The User shall be responsible for any violations of the ADA that arise from 
User’s reconfiguration of the seating areas or modification of other portions of the 
premises in order to accommodate User’s engagement.  The User shall be responsible 
for providing and paying for auxiliary aids and services that are ancillary to its 
production and for ensuring that the policies, practices and procedures it applies in its 
production are in compliance with the ADA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION 7. Ticketing Agent and Tickets 
 
The User will adhere to the Greek Theatre Ticketing Policy as established by 
Department (Exhibit A). The User shall not sell, allow, or cause to be sold or issued, 
admission tickets in excess of the seating capacity of, or admit a larger number of 
persons to the area than can be lawfully and safely seated or moved about, with the 
final decision vested by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME].   
 
SECTION 8. Broadcasting & Advertising Rights 
 
USER shall use only the Greek Theatre approved website address of 
www.lagreektheatre.com when advertising the host venue for Event.  Any User 
who uses the name Greek Theatre or any portion thereof in another website, 
domain, advertising or marketing event is strictly prohibited from booking Events 
at the Greek Theatre. Users are strictly prohibited from maintaining, operating or 
using competing websites or other marketing streams that use the Greek Theatre 
name from doing business at the Greek Theatre. 
 
This Agreement includes rights to broadcast from the Greek Theatre. Broadcast is 
defined as the "the dissemination of video, film or radio content via electronic means 
including but not limited to high definition, standard and cable television, radio, web 
casting, web streaming, down loads, and/or other forms of digital transmission, digital 
broadcast or digital distribution effectuated by means of the internet in all forms of 
television media now and hereafter known [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall retain all 
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television, film, radio and/or recording rights to any Events which take place in or at the 
Facility. Licensee may purchase such rights from [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for a 
broadcast and/or recording fee (“Broadcast Fee”) of $15,000. plus applicable 
stagehand costs.  
 
This User Agreement does not include any advertising rights pertaining to the venue in 
favor of the User. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] retains all rights to sell or lease 
advertising on the premises, and to determine whether any incidental display of 
products, logos, etc., may conflict with the Department's rights. [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] shall not permit any display on the premises of an objectionable nature, in the 
sole and absolute discretion of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]  
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] further reserves the right to make or record any 
photographs, audio or video at the venue for its own personal use or for the customary 
advertising and publicity, subject to any applicable required approval(s) from the 
performing artist. 

 
Except for announcement of upcoming concerts at the Greek Theatre, or events in 
which the User is promoting or advertising for artists performing at the event, the User 
shall not distribute fliers, brochures, petitions, surveys or literature of any kind nor sell or 
cause to be sold or sampled pamphlets, novelties, curios, souvenirs, or similar items at 
or in the Greek Theatre, except upon written permission of [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME]. 
 
USER shall use the Greek Theatre logo in all advertising controlled by or done on 
behalf of USER relating to an Event, including, but not limited to, television, internet, 
newspaper, magazine, and outdoor advertising.  USER’s right to use the Greek Theatre 
Logo shall be limited to the specific, express purpose set forth in the foregoing sentence 
and/or as otherwise authorized by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] in writing prior to the 
use thereof.  In connection with USER’s use of the Greek Theatre Logo as permitted in 
this section, USER shall use only the form of the Greek Theatre as provided by 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] to USER in any artwork or other depiction thereof. 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION 9. Sound, Video & Lighting 
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will provide house sound, video displays and basic 
lighting systems originating at the front house mix position in the venue.  The User is 
required to use the house audience public address/sound reinforcement system for the 
event but may provide alternative and/or additional stage sound monitors and consoles, 
video displays and lighting systems required for the event. A comprehensive Greek 
Theatre Technical Package can be found at www.lagreektheatre.com 
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During the performance, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will work in conjunction with the 
User to monitor sound levels.  In the event, sound levels that exceed 95dBA, sustained 
over any three (3) minute interval, the User will be given a warning to lower the sound.   
If additional violations occur, monetary penalties shall apply as set forth below.  A sound 
monitoring data report showing sound readings each minute shall be generated at the 
conclusion of each performance.  At the conclusion of the show the sound monitoring 
data report will be provided to document all violations of the sound level limit that 
occurred during the performance.  If any violations occurred, the following penalties 
shall apply and shall be paid by USER as part of the Event settlement, or otherwise 
deducted from USER security deposit: 
  
First Offense:  Shall be a warning during the performance to lower sound levels to 
95dBA. 
Second Offense:  Shall be a Five Thousand Dollar ($5,000.00) fine. 
Third Offense:  Shall be a Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollar ($7,500.00) fine. 
Subsequent Offenses:  Shall be Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) per violation. 
 
SECTION 10. Food and Beverage 
 
The User shall not sell or cause to be sold items of food or drink at or in the 
Greek Theatre, without written permission. Food and beverage sales are in the 
exclusive rights of the Department’s Food and Beverage Concessionaire. [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] must approve any and all sampling requests, with such approval 
not to be unreasonably withheld if they are made at the request of artist’s tour sponsors.  
The User may opt to bring in a caterer to perform backstage artist and dressing room 
duties with no additional buy-out fee.  
 
SECTION 11. Artists Merchandise Sales 
 
With regard to Event merchandise sales, Department’s Food and Beverage 
Concessionaire (Concessionaire) shall handle sales on behalf of the Event/artists.  
USER agree to a merchandise split of 80% (Event) AND 20% (Concessionaire), 90% 
(Event)/10% (Concessionaire) on recorded media, after the deduction of all applicable 
taxes, credit card commissions and bootleg security, if requested. Concessionaire shall 
supply and pay the merchandise vendors. Neither User nor Department will receive any 
monetary benefits from the sale of artists’ merchandise. 
 
SECTION 12. Notices 
 
Any notice or formal communications between [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and the 
User shall be made in writing and will be deemed sufficiently rendered or given when 
made or sent by e-mail to: 
 

Email:  
 
SECTION 13. Legal Authority 
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User assures and guarantees that it possesses the legal authority, pursuant to any 
proper, appropriate, and official motion, resolution, or action passed or taken, to enter 
into this User Agreement. The person or persons signing and executing this User 
Agreement on behalf of User, do hereby warrant and guarantee that he/she or they 
have been fully authorized by User to execute this User Agreement on behalf of User 
and to validly and legally bind User to all the terms, performances, and provisions 
herein set forth: 
 

A. Standard Provisions for City Contracts (Rev. 3/09), excluding PSC-33 and 
PSC-34.  

B. Ticketing Policy, Exhibit A  
C. Insurance Requirements Form, Exhibit B  
D. Greek Theatre Booking Policy, Exhibit C 

 
 

(Signature Page to Follow) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES has caused this User 
Agreement to be executed on its behalf by its duly authorized Department of Recreation 
and Parks, and User has executed the same as of the day and year herein below 
written. 
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME], as agent for THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, a 
municipal corporation, acting by and through its Department of Recreation and Parks: 
 
 
BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 

General Manager or Designee 
 
 
 
 
[INSERT USER NAME] 
 
BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 
 
Print Name:_______________________                
Title: ____________________________ 
        DATE: ____________________ 
Signature 
BTRC: __________________________ 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney 
 
BY: __________________________         DATE: ___________________  
 MIKE DUNDAS    
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RESERVATIONS 
     

The Greek Theatre has a limited number of concert dates available during the event season 
of April – October. Filling out and returning the venue rental application will ensure your 
reservation is placed in date receipt order on the master calendar of events and programs for 
the Greek Theatre (“Venue Calendar”).  Venue rental applications can only be submitted by 
email at booking@lagreektheatre.com  
 

A. Reserving and Holding Dates on the Venue Calendar 
To place a hold on the Venue Calendar, an applicant must provide the headlining act 
name and date of performance to be placed in the first available hold position. Should an 
applicant wish to change the headlining act name, and there is (are) additional date 
holder(s) behind you, then the applicant’s hold will be released and will be placed in the 
last hold position along with the new headlining act’s name. 
 

B. Challenge Policy 
An applicant in the first hold position cannot be challenged if the minimum rent deposit has 
been received (see rental rates below for appropriate minimum rent deposit amount). An 
applicant who has not paid the minimum rent deposit may be subject to the following 
challenge policy. 

 
Prior to signing the User Agreement, any applicant behind the first hold position may issue 
a “challenge” to the first date holder’s position. The challenger will be required to submit a 
certified check or a company check made payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME], or 
electronically transfer funds to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] in the amount of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for the challenge fee. The challenged holder may 
meet the “challenge” within forty-eight (48) business hours by providing a matching 
certified check or company check payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] or 
electronically transfer funds to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME], in the amount of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) and executing the User Agreement. If the challenge is 
met, the challenger fee will be returned to the challenger. User Agreements may be 
submitted via email to the Greek Theatre General Manager or in person at the Greek 
Theatre Administrative Office Monday – Friday between the hours of 9am-5pm (excluding 
City of Los Angeles observed Holidays). Challenges delivered after these set hours (either 
in person or by email) will not start until the next business day.  
 
Challenge starts once both deposit and signed User Agreement have been received. 

 
If the challenged applicant fails to meet the challenge, the applicant’s position will be 

Sample Agreement – Exhibit F 
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immediately surrendered and the successful challenger will become the confirmed act.  
The challenge fee will be applied to the event (rent and incidental expenses) and is not 
refundable nor is it transferable to any other event or date. Contracted dates with 
appropriate fees paid cannot be challenged.   

 

Please note: The act associated with this challenge MUST be the headliner on this date. 
Should the act not become the headliner, the date may be lost.  

 
 
MULTIPLE DATE PERFORMANCES 
 
Users may reserve multiple days on the calendar for one artist by providing a deposit of 
Twenty- Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) per performance day. Once desired dates are 
confirmed, User may elect to put one event day on-sale to the general public to determine 
consumer ticket demand. If after a period of 10 days from initial event on-sale date, User 
determines that additional dates for artist are no longer necessary, the additional dates will be 
returned to the Greek booking calendar for other Users to access. The deposit of $25,000.00 
for the released date(s) may be applied to another date in same calendar year for User. 
 
RENT/DEPOSITS AND FEES 

 
To issue a User Agreement, the advance or minimum rent is due. All funds must be paid by a 
certified check or a company made payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] or 
electronically transferred to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME]. Please Note: Multiple Dates 
require the minimum rent per day.  

 

Venue Capacity 

Commercial Rental Rate 
(Those events promoted and/or 
sponsored by a commercial 
group organization) 
 
 
 
Admission        No Admission 
Charged                Charged 
Minimum  vs %   Minimum 

Community Rental Rate 
(Those events which are 
promoted and/or sponsored 
by a Civic, Educational, 
Religious or Charitable 
group registered as a non-
profit 501c3 status) 
 
Admission          No 
Charged             Admission 
Minimum vs %    Charged Load-In/Out Rate 

5,901 $25,000    11%   $35,000 
Rental fee is Gross Ticket 
Receipts (less applicable taxes 
and facility fee)  

$7,500      8%      $5,000 $2,500 

 
CANCELLATION 
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If the promoter or artist wishes to cancel a contracted event, the advance deposit is forfeited 
and will not be returned to the promoter. In addition the promoter will be responsible for any 
venue incurred costs associated with the cancelled event. 
 
SELECTED VENUE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
User is responsible for all event related labor expenses as defined in the User Agreement.  
Event Load-in shall not occur prior to 7:00 AM.  Performances must end no later than 10:30 
PM, unless prior written permission has been granted by [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] but 
in no case shall a performance extend past 11:00 PM.  Events whose duration time exceed 
three and one half hours from the scheduled event time as indicated on ticket will be subject to 
additional expenses. See User Agreement for fees. [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] reserves 
the right to cut power to any performance past 11:00 PM.    Should the performance for 
whatever reason fail to end at the agreed upon ending time, a penalty of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) per minute for the first five (5) minutes past the ending time will be assessed.  A 
penalty of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) per minute will be assessed thereafter. 
 
INSURANCE 
 
Insurance is required. Instructions and Information on Complying with City Insurance 
Requirements, Exhibit B, is provided for your insurance agent or broker’s use.  The City of 
Los Angeles requires specific language for the policy, a copy will be provided in the User 
Agreement at the time of contracting. 
 

TICKETING 
 
Event on-sales must be communicated to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] prior to events 
being announced or tickets going on sale to the general public. Information provided to 
[INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] must include ticket prices, ticket purchase link and any age 
restrictions. Ticket sales must not take place before the advance deposit is received and the 
User Agreement has been executed. See Greek Theatre Ticketing Policy, Exhibit A of the 
User Agreement. 
 

ADVERTISING & MARKETING 
 
Advertising and marketing is prohibited before the advance deposit is received and the User 
Agreement has been executed. The Greek Theatre logo must be included in all marketing 
efforts utilized by User to promote their event. USER shall use the Greek Theatre logo in all 
advertising controlled by or done on behalf of USER relating to an Event, including, but not 
limited to, television, internet, newspaper, magazine, and outdoor advertising.  USER’s right to 
use the Greek Theatre Logo shall be limited to the specific, express purpose set forth in the 
foregoing sentence and/or as otherwise authorized by [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] in 
writing prior to the use thereof.  In connection with USER’s use of the Greek Theatre Logo as 
permitted in this section, USER shall use only the form of the Greek Theatre as provided by 
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[INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] to USER in any artwork or other depiction thereof. 
 
USER shall use only the Greek Theatre approved website address of www.lagreektheatre.com. 
when advertising the host venue for Event.  Any User who uses the name Greek Theatre or any 
portion thereof in another website, domain, advertising or marketing event is strictly prohibited 
from booking Events at the Greek Theatre. Users are strictly prohibited from maintaining, 
operating or using competing websites or other marketing streams that use the Greek Theatre 
name from doing business at the Greek Theatre. 
 
 
SPONSORSHIP/HOSPITALITY 
 
Greek Theatre management retains the right to display logos, branding, slides, and/or videos of 
their sponsor partners throughout the venue and on any video screens prior to performances, 
during intermission and after performances. 
 
On-site exposure and activation of artists/tour sponsors and/or USER sponsors must be 
presented to Greek Theatre management for approval, and any expense of said activations 
shall be borne by USER or the applicable sponsor.   This approval includes, but is not limited 
to, placement of signage, location and size of activation spaces, inflatables, product displays, 
sampling, or giveaways, etc. Onsite activation and/or signage, sampling, giveaways are not 
permitted inside the seating area of the Greek Theatre. In no event shall approval of said 
sponsors infringe upon, diminish, or violate the rights and entitlements of Greek Theatre 
sponsors in at the venue, including all hospitality areas, including, but not limited to The 
Redwood Deck and its adjacent hospitality room, or any other designated-hospitality areas for 
which access is permitted and controlled by Greek Theatre management.  USERs may request 
access to these spaces for their guests.  Requests may be granted based on availability, and 
USER may be charged a per person access fees for each access granted. 
 
USERs are permitted use of the under stage catering rooms and dressing rooms for the 
hospitality of their sponsors, VIPs, and guests.  USERs are permitted to provide their own 
catering for these spaces, or may select the Greek Theatre Concessionaire for their catering 
needs. Any and all alcohol provided by USER or any caterer other than the Greek Theatre 
Concessionaire will not be permitted to leave the aforementioned spaces in this paragraph. 

 
 
 

http://www.lagreektheatre.com/
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

Attn: Concessions Unit
P.O. Box 86610

Los Angeles, CA 90086

MONTHLY REVENUE REPORT
GREEK THEATRE FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONCESSION

NAME OF CONCESSIONAIRE

PERIOD COVERED: From: To:

CATEGORY GROSS 
SALES SALES TAX NET SALES RENTAL 

RATE
AMOUNT 

DUE

FOOD: XX% #VALUE!

NON-ALC BEVERAGES: XX% #VALUE!

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES:
XX% #VALUE!

OTHER:
XX% #VALUE!

SUB-TOTAL RENT DUE:
#VALUE!

LATE RENT FEE:
-$               

OCCUPANCY TAX:
-$               

LATE OCCUPANCY 
TAX FEE: -$               

SUB-TOTAL DUE:
#VALUE!

ADJUSTMENTS*: Explain:

-$               

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: #VALUE!

I hereby certify that this is a true and correct record of the period stated above:

Signature: _____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________

Paid Quarterly (April / July / October / January) for preceeding three months at $1.48 per 
$1,000 or fraction thereof of rent paid)

All payments are due by the 15th for the previous month.

*NOTE:  All amortizations (allowance for rent reduction for any expenditure) must be 
approved in writing by the Department of Recreation and Parks.  Invoices and proof of 
payment must be submitted with the Remittance Advice for any and all months amortization 
is realized.

Sample Agreement - Exhibit M

Occupancy Tax payments are due quarterly by the 15th of April, July, October, January for 
the preceding three (3) months.



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

Attn: Concessions Unit
P.O. Box 86610

Los Angeles, CA 90086

MONTHLY REVENUE REPORT
ROOSEVELT CAFÉ CONCESSION

PERIOD COVERED: From: To:

CATEGORY GROSS 
SALES SALES TAX NET SALES RENTAL 

RATE
AMOUNT 

DUE

FOOD: -$               

BEVERAGES:
-$               

OTHER:
-$               

SUB-TOTAL RENT DUE:
-$               

LATE RENT FEE:
-$               

OCCUPANCY TAX:
-$               

LATE OCCUPANCY 
TAX FEE: -$               

SUB-TOTAL DUE:
-$               

ADJUSTMENTS*: Explain:

-$               

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: -$               

I hereby certify that this is a true and correct record of the period stated above:

Signature: _____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________

Paid Quarterly (April / July / October / January) for preceeding three months at $1.48 per 
$1,000 or fraction thereof of rent paid)

All payments are due by the 15th for the previous month.

*NOTE:  All amortizations (allowance for rent reduction for any expenditure) must be approved 
in writing by the Department of Recreation and Parks.  Invoices and proof of payment must be 
submitted with the Remittance Advice for any and all months amortization is realized.

Sample Agreement - Exhibit M

Occupancy Tax payments are due quarterly by the 15th of April, July, October, January for the 
preceding three (3) months.



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS

Attn: Concessions Unit
P.O. Box 86610

Los Angeles, CA 90086

MONTHLY REVENUE REPORT
MANAGEMENT OF THE GREEK THEATRE VENUE

NAME OF CONTRACTOR

PERIOD COVERED: From: To:

MANAGEMENT FEE
ANNUAL 
SALARY MARK UP

TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SALARY

MONTHLY 
FEE

GREEK THEATRE MANAGER

OPERATION MANAGER

BOOKING MANAGER/
BOX OFFICER MANAGER

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

SUB-TOTAL MANAGEMENT FEE OWED:
-$                

NON-EVENT 
SERVICES

INVOICE 
AMOUNT

List non-event services and cost.  Attach vendor invoice.

SUB-TOTAL NON-EVENT SERVICES AMOUNT OWED: -$                

CATEGORY (1) GROSS 
SALES

REVENUE 
SHARING 

FEE
AMOUNT DUE

SPONSORSHIP: XX% #VALUE!

BOX SEAT:
XX% #VALUE!

OTHER:
XX% #VALUE!

SUB-TOTAL REVENUE SHARING FEE DUE:
#VALUE!

EVENT SERVICES REVENUE AND COST (2): REVENUE COST
NET 

REVENUE TO 
DEPARTMENT

List event name and date

List event name and date

List event name and date

SUB-TOTAL EVENT SERVICES REVENUE DUE:
-$                

LATE RENT FEE:
-$                

OCCUPANCY TAX:
-$                

LATE OCCUPANCY 
TAX FEE: -$                

SUB-TOTAL (OWED)/DUE:
#VALUE!

ADJUSTMENTS*: Explain:

-$                

TOTAL AMOUNT (OWED)/DUE: #VALUE!

Notes:
(1)  Attach agreements supporting gross receipts for each item in this category.
(2)  Attach executed User Agreement or Event Settlement as appropriate to support revenue and cost.

I hereby certify that this is a true and correct record of the period stated above:

Signature: _____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________________

Paid Quarterly (April / July / October / January) for preceeding three months at $1.48 per 
$1,000 or fraction thereof of rent paid)

All payments are due by the 15th for the previous month.

Sample Agreement - Exhibit M

Occupancy Tax payments are due quarterly by the 15th of April, July, October, January for 
the preceding three (3) months.
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City Ethics Commission 
200 N Spring Street  
City Hall — 24th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
Mail Stop 129 
(213) 978-1960 

Name of Bidder: 

Department: 

Phone: 

Under Los Angeles Municipal Code § 48.09(H), this form must be submitted to the awarding authority with  
your bid or proposal on the contract noted above. 

CERTIFICATION 
 
I certify the following on my own behalf or on behalf of the entity named above, which I am authorized to 
represent: 
 
A. I am a person or entity that is applying for a contract with the City of Los Angeles. 
 
B. The contract for which I am applying is an agreement for one of the following: 
 1. The performance of work or service to the City or the public; 
 2. The provision of goods, equipment, materials, or supplies; 
 3. Receipt of a grant of City financial assistance for economic development or job growth, as further de-

scribed in Los Angeles Administrative Code § 10.40.1(h) [see reverse]; or 
 4. A public lease or license of City property where both of the following apply, as further described in 

Los Angeles Administrative Code § 10.37.1(i) [see reverse]: 
  a. I provide services on the City property through employees, sublessees, sublicensees, contractors, or 

subcontractors, and those services: 
   i. Are provided on premises that are visited frequently by substantial numbers of the public; or 
   ii. Could be provided by City employees if the awarding authority had the resources; or 
   iii. Further the proprietary interests of the City, as determined in writing by the awarding authority. 
  b. I am not eligible for exemption from the City’s living wage ordinance, as eligibility is described in 

Los Angeles Administrative Code § 10.37(i)(b). 
 
C. The value and duration of the contract for which I am applying is one of the following: 
 1. For goods or services contracts—a value of more than $25,000 and a term of at least three months; 
 2. For financial assistance contracts—a value of at least $100,000 and a term of any duration; or 
 3. For construction contracts, public leases, or licenses—any value and duration. 
 
D. I acknowledge and agree to comply with the disclosure requirements and prohibitions established in the 

Los Angeles Municipal Lobbying Ordinance if I qualify as a lobbying entity under Los Angeles Munici-
pal Code § 48.02. 

 
Date:   Signature:   
 
 Name:   
 
 Title:   
 

  Address: 

  Email: 

Bid/Contract Number: 
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Los Angeles Administrative Code § 10.40.1(h) 
 

(h) “City Financial Assistance Recipient” means any person who receives from the City 
discrete financial assistance in the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) 
or more for economic development or job growth expressly articulated and identified by 
the City, as contrasted with generalized financial assistance such as through tax legislation. 

 
 Categories of such assistance shall include, but are not limited to, bond financing, planning 

assistance, tax increment financing exclusively by the City, and tax credits, and shall not 
include assistance provided by the Community Development Bank.  City staff assistance 
shall not be regarded as financial assistance for purposes of this article.  A loan shall not be 
regarded as financial assistance.  The forgiveness of a loan shall be regarded as financial 
assistance.  A loan shall be regarded as financial assistance to the extent of any differential 
between the amount of the loan and the present value of the payments thereunder, 
discounted over the life of the loan by the applicable federal rate as used in 26 U.S.C. 
Sections 1274(d), 7872(f).  A recipient shall not be deemed to include lessees and 
sublessees. 

 
 
 
 
Los Angeles Administrative Code § 10.37.1(i) 
  

(i) “Public lease or license”. 
 (a) Except as provided in (i)(b), “Public lease or license” means a lease or license of City 

property on which services are rendered by employees of the public lessee or licensee 
or sublessee or sublicensee, or of a contractor or subcontractor, but only where any of 
the following applies: 

  (1) The services are rendered on premises at least a portion of which is visited by 
substantial numbers of the public on a frequent basis (including, but not limited 
to, airport passenger terminals, parking lots, golf courses, recreational facilities); 
or 

  (2) Any of the services could feasibly be performed by City employees if the awarding 
authority had the requisite financial and staffing resources; or 

  (3) The DAA has determined in writing that coverage would further the proprietary 
interests of the City. 

 (b) A public lessee or licensee will be exempt from the requirements of this article subject 
to the following limitations: 

  (1) The lessee or licensee has annual gross revenues of less than the annual gross 
revenue threshold, three hundred fifty thousand dollars ($350,000), from business 
conducted on City property; 

  (2) The lessee or licensee employs no more than seven (7) people total in the 
company on and off City property; 

  (3) To qualify for this exemption, the lessee or licensee must provide proof of its 
gross revenues and number of people it employs in the company’s entire 
workforce to the awarding authority as required by regulation; 

  (4) Whether annual gross revenues are less than three hundred fifty thousand dollars 
($350,000) shall be determined based on the gross revenues for the last tax year 
prior to application or such other period as may be established by regulation; 

  (5) The annual gross revenue threshold shall be adjusted annually at the same rate 
and at the same time as the living wage is adjusted under section 10.37.2 (a); 

  (6) A lessee or licensee shall be deemed to employ no more than seven (7) people if 
the company’s entire workforce worked an average of no more than one thousand 
two-hundred fourteen (1,214) hours per month for at least three-fourths (3/4) of 
the time period that the revenue limitation is measured; 

  (7) Public leases and licenses shall be deemed to include public subleases and 
sublicenses; 

  (8) If a public lease or license has a term of more than two (2) years, the exemption 
granted pursuant to this section shall expire after two (2) years but shall be 
renewable in two-year increments upon meeting the requirements therefor at the 
time of the renewal application or such period established by regulation. 

http://lacodes.lacity.org/NXT/gateway.dll?f=id$id=Los%20Angeles%20Administrative%20Code%3Ar%3A93e7$cid=Los%20Angeles%20Administrative%20Code$t=document-frame.htm$an=JD_10.37.2.$3.0#JD_10.37.2.
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 CITY OF LOS ANGELES  
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
GREEK THEATRE VENUE AND CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT 

 
 
Greek Theatre Venue Financial Data: 2012 - 2016  

 
A. The Gross Revenue at the Concession was reported as follows: 
 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Five-Year 
Average 

$20,948,810 $22,806,300 $27,270,618 $22,606,023 $34,709,000 $25,668,150 
 
B. The revenue-sharing payment to the City was reported as follows: 
 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Five-Year 
Average 

$1,521,669 $1,654,209 $1,977,314 $1,622,360 $5,200,000 $2,395,110 
 

C. Gross Revenue by Category: 
 

Year Gate Parking Sponsorship Food & 
Beverage Other 

2012 $13,236,981  $1,144,182   $475,465   $2,383,180  $3,709,002 
2013 $14,291,560 $1,450,860  $506,000 $3,038,879 $3,519,001 
2014 $17,053,844  $1,782,534  $547,150  $3,775,076  $4,112,014 
2015 $13,301,165 $1,294,956 $518,801 $3,229,434 $3,457,092 
2016 $18,449,000 $2,057,000 $2,000,000 $4,931,000    $7,272,000**      

**Facility Fee and Rent & Service  
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FINANCIAL OFFER FORM 
GREEK THEATRE VENUE 

AND CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT RFP 
 
Proposed Management Fee  
 
RAP will pay to OPERATOR on a monthly basis one-twelfth of the Annual Management Fee 
in the amount of: 
 
$                                                                                                                                            
(Insert Annual Management Fee Proposed) 
 
Concession Fee for Greek Theatre Food and Beverage Concession 
In year one of this Agreement, for and in consideration of City executing this Agreement and 
granting the rights herein enumerated, OPERATOR shall pay to City a monthly concession 
of: 
 
One twelfth of a Minimum Annual Guarantee of (amount entered below must be at least 
$2,000,000): 
  
$____________________________________                                                               __ 
(Insert Minimum Annual Guarantee Proposed) 
 

or 
 

                                                                           percent of gross sales, whichever is greater. 
   (Spell out percentage in amount equal to or greater than 40%) 
 
Operator will also pay to RAP a percentage of gross sales by category as shown below: 
 

 
CATEGORY 

 

PERCENTAGE OFFERED BY 
PROPOSER 

(spell out percentage) 
 
Sponsorship and Premium Seat Sales 

 
                                             (     %) 
Amount must be equal to or 
greater than 75%                   

 
Filming and Special Events 

 
                                             (     %) 
Amount must be equal to or 
greater than 75% 

 
Greek Theatre Merchandise 

 
                                             (     %) 
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Concession Fee for Roosevelt Cafe Food and Beverage Concession 
In year one of this Agreement, for and in consideration of City executing this Agreement and 
granting the rights herein enumerated, OPERATOR shall pay to City a monthly concession 
of: 
 
One twelfth of a Minimum Annual Guarantee of (amount entered below must be at least 
$25,000): 
  
$____________________________________                                                               __ 
(Insert Minimum Annual Guarantee Proposed) 
 

or 
 

                                                                           percent of gross sales, whichever is greater. 
   (Spell out percentage in amount equal to or greater than 6%.) 
 
 
THE MINIMUM ANNUAL GUARANTEE FOR SUBSEQUENT YEARS FOR THE GREEK 
THEATRE AND ROOSEVELT CAFÉ FOOD AND BEVERAGE CONCESSIONS IS THE 
GREATER OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR’S MAG OR 90% OF THE ACTUAL CONCESSION 
FEE PAID FOR THE PREVIOUS CONTRACT YEAR. 
 
   
 
Prepared By:         

        (Authorized Signature)             (Print Name) 
     

         
        (Company Name)               (Title) 
     

                                                 (Date) 
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GREEK THATRE VENUE  
AND CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT RFP 

 
MINIMUM CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
Greek Theatre 

1. Replace and expand Upper and lower deck areas including but not limited to renovation of 
kitchen, exhaust fan duct space, shade canopy, railings, decks, stairs and upper bar. 

2. Expansion or redesign of upper and lower decks. 
3. Renovation, expansion and disabled access of Redwood Deck area including but not limited to 

disabled access lift or elevator to interior VIP area from Redwood Deck. 
4. Redesign and renovation of redwood deck area including but not limited to exterior office 

building façade facing redwood deck area, office windows, sliding glass door, perimeter chain 
link fencing and deck expansion and replacement. 

Roosevelt Café  

1.  Subject to all standards set by LADBS to comply the ADA, upgrade the following: seating and cash 
transaction counter.  

2. Aesthetic upgrades to include paint, flooring, furniture, and lighting fixtures.  
3.  Install electrical sub-meters, if necessary. 
4.  Install Wi-Fi service according to RAP Systems Division standards. 
 
MAINTENANCE ITEMS TO BE INCLUDED IN MANAGEMENT FEE 

1. Annual maintenance and certifications of all venue owned backstage equipment including but 
not limited to wenches, motors, stage doors, house lights, stage curtains, stage floor, etc. 

2. Annual maintenance of all Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning systems including but not 
limited to changing of belts, oil and grease.  

3. Annual Maintenance and certifications of freight elevator. 
4. Annual maintenance of all disable access chair lifts. 
5. Preventive and regular servicing for pest control. 
6. Door card readers. 
7. All architectural and mood lighting in upper and lower deck areas including but not limited to 

tree lights and strung lights.  All lighting as described in these areas shall be updated and 
replaced every three (3) years by the operator. 

8. Regular scheduled maintenance of all kitchen and food and beverage equipment. 
9. Front and side plaza cleaning and repair of waterproof coating and Greek stencil coating. 
10. All stencil coating shall be replaced three (3) times over the term of the contract. 
11. Grease trap maintenance and cleaning. 
12. Furniture replacement for all VIP areas, backstage artist dressing rooms, concession areas and 

box suites. Each proposer shall include a minimum of three (3) total replacements of all areas 
for the term of the contract.  All furniture replaced shall be at equal or better quality than 
currently existing and shall be approved in advance by the City for each replacement cycle. 

Accurate maintenance records shall be kept for each of these items along with a full report of records 
transmitted to the City annually. Note: unless otherwise noted (such as in item #12, furniture), the City 
shall bare the replacement costs unless the operator fails to maintain said equipment in good working 
order.   
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DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
GREEK THEATRE VENUE AND CONCESSIONS MANAGEMENT 

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS ACCEPTANCE FORM 

 
 

Proposing Entity:          
(Complete legal name/include DBA if applicable) 

 
Entity Address:             
   
Organization Type:          

(Corporation, partnership, sole proprietor, etc.) 
 

Contact Name:                     
 
Contact Telephone: 
 
Contact Fax:  
 
Email Address: 
 
 
 
 
             Authorized Signature             Date  
 
 

By signing, the proposer confirms and acknowledges acceptance of the terms and conditions set 
forth in this Request for Proposal and the resulting agreement, without exception.  
 
Instructions:  
 
1) Complete the above. 
 
2) Provide the appropriate signature of a person/officer authorized to bind the proposer. 
 
3) Submit one original wet signature with the original proposal and copies with all other copies of 
proposal. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: FAILURE TO COMPLETE AND SIGN THIS FORM WITHOUT EXCEPTION 
WILL BE GROUNDS FOR ELIMINATION FROM THIS COMPETITIVE PROCESS. 
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 

  Greek Theatre 
User Agreement 

 
This User Agreement No. ____ is made and entered into this day _____ of ___20__ by 
and between [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], as agent for the City of Los Angeles 
(“City”), a municipal corporation, acting through its Department of Recreation and Parks 
(“Department”) and [INSERT USER NAME AND ADDRESS] (hereinafter referred to as 
the "User''). 
 
WITNESSETH: 
 
SECTION 1. Permitted Premises and Term 
 

1. For and in consideration of the mutual agreements contained herein and 
subject to its stated terms and conditions, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] hereby grants 
a Right of Entry and leases to the User, the Greek Theatre, located at 2700 North 
Vermont Ave. in Griffith Park, Los Angeles, The leased premises shall consist of the 
theatre stage house, the spectator seating area, available dressing rooms, production 
offices,  green room/hospitality room, and such other areas permitted by [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] for the sole purpose of presenting the event (“Premises”),expressly 
excepting any rights to all parking lots, except for the allotted parking spaces provided in 
Section 3 of this Agreement. 

  
 
SECTION 2. Event Information and Term 

 
The User shall have the right to occupy and use the venue for [INSERT HEADLINER 
ARTIST or SHOW NAME], (the “Event”) on INSERT DATES AND TIME and no other, 
and the tenancy shall not be assigned or sublet.  

 
Access to the PREMISES shall be granted at [time] a.m. (Load-In) on [day and date].  
The Event shall commence at [time] p.m. and conclude at approximately ____p.m.  
Door opening time is agreed to be Ninety Minutes before scheduled show time indicated 
on ticket. Load-out of the Event shall commence immediately after the conclusion of the 
Event and be completed no later than 2:00am the day following the Event. 
 
SECTION 3. Rental Rates 
 

a. For each performance, the rental rate shall be either eleven percent (11%) of the 
gross gate receipts (less applicable taxes and facility fee) or the minimum rental 
rate of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00), whichever is greater.  In no 
event shall the maximum rental rate for each performance exceed Thirty-Five 
Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00).  Should the same artist have multiple 
performances on the same day, the rental rate for each subsequent performance 

RFP Exhibit L.A 
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on the same day shall be at a flat rate of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) 
per subsequent performance.  The advance deposit for this engagement is 
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00). 

 
b. Rental rate includes a total of twenty-five (25) parking passes for USER or show 

vehicles 
c. Each additional parking space is Twenty-Five Dollars ($25.00). 

 
d. Move-in and move-out dates must be arranged with [INSERT OPERATOR 

NAME], and will be subject to availability of the premises and conditioned upon 
the User paying all costs as stated in the below table.  If a definite booking of a 
rehearsal date or move-in or move-out date is authorized before or after the 
performance date, the User shall pay Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
($2,500.00) for each such reserved date in addition to all applicable costs.  * In 
no case shall the load in for any performance be authorized to begin prior to 7:00 
AM. 

 
e. Rental Rate Table:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Venue                 Capacity 

Commercial Rental Rate 
(Those events  promoted 
and/or sponsored by a 
commercial group 
organization) 
 
 
 
 

(A)                     (B)                    
Admission       No Admission 
Charged             Charged 
Minimum vs %   Minimum 

Community Rental Rate 
(Those events which are 
promoted and/or 
sponsored by a Civic, 
Educational, Religious or 
Charitable group 
registered as a non-profit 
501c3 status) 
 
    (C)                     (D)  
Admission   No Admission 
Charged           Charged 
Minimum vs % 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Load-In/Out Rate 

Greek Theatre         5,901 $25,000    11%      $35,000 
Rental fee is Gross Ticket 
Receipts (less applicable 
taxes and facility fee 

$7,500      8%      $5,000 $2,500 

 
SECTION 4. Fees 
 
All fees due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] must be remitted to: 
 

[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] 
2700 VERMONT AVENUE 
Los Angeles, CA 90027 

Attn:  
 
A.  Commercial Rental Rate, with Admission Charged (A): 
 

1. In addition to the rental rates in the table above, the User agrees to reimburse 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for any and all labor utilized for this event at a 
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House Flat Rate of Twenty-Six Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($26,500.00).  
The House Flat Rate includes  
labor costs for ushers, ticket takers, security, cleaning, police, emergency 
medical services, box office staff and leasing costs associated with the house 
sound, lighting and video.  The House Flat Rate expressly excludes the costs of 
stagehands and production related personnel, which must be provided through 
the existing contracts with the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage 
Employees (IATSE) Local 33 (Stage Technicians Union), Local 706 (Make-up 
Artists and Hair Stylists Guild), Local 768 (Theatrical Wardrobe Union), and Local 
47 (Musicians Union).  The House Flat Rate also expressly excludes the costs of 
private security employed for personal protection of artists or not related to public 
safety, special medical services requested for the artist only, advertising, 
ASCAP/BMI/SESAC, insurance, catering, runners, transportation, sign language 
interpreters (if requested), pyro/fire watch expenses (if any), Confetti cleaning 
expenses ($1,500) and other USER/artist requested expenses.   

 
2. The House Flat Rate covers the event with doors opening ninety (90) minutes 

prior to the advertised Event time and the performance ending no later than 
10:30PM. The Greek Theatre has a hard curfew of 11:00pm.  Additional labor 
fees will be charged at a rate of $2,750 per one-half hour or portion thereof for 
events who’s duration time exceed three and one half hours from the scheduled 
event time as indicated on ticket  . User will be responsible for any staffing costs 
associated with any load-in/load-out days and rehearsals. 

 
3. The User shall provide [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], at least ten (10) days prior 

to holding an event, a full and detailed Event and production advance, and such 
other information required by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] concerning the 
booked event.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall determine the final minimum 
number of, and use of, ushers, ticket takers, security, cleaning, police, 
emergency medical services and box office staff for those employed to handle 
and govern the conduct of all in attendance at the User’s event.   

 
4. The User also shall pay to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], on demand, any other 

and further sums which may become due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] on 
account of special facilities, equipment, material, or extra services furnished or to 
be furnished by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] at the request of the User, or 
necessitated by the User's occupancy of the premises, the compensation for 
which is not included in the rent or rents specified above. The User shall pay the 
guaranteed minimum rental on signing this User Agreement. Should the User fail 
to satisfy and pay any debts, accounts, and amounts owing and due [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] under the terms of this User Agreement, then the [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] may apply the proceeds of the security deposit. 
 

5. The User agrees to promptly pay any and all Municipal, State, or Federal taxes, 
permit or license fees of whatever nature applicable to this occupancy and to 
take out all permits and licenses required for occupancy, and further agrees to 
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furnish [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], upon request, duplicate receipts or other 
satisfactory evidence showing the prompt payment or possession of any such 
taxes, fees or permits. Appropriate records shall be maintained and made 
available upon request by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME].  
 

6. A Five Dollar ($5.00) Facility Maintenance Fee must be added to the price of 
each     ticket sold.  
 

7. Any complimentary tickets set aside by the User and for the User’s use shall be 
marked as such. Any tickets not marked accordingly will be counted as "sold" 
and Facility Maintenance Fee (“FMF”) will be collected. For additional Greek 
Theatre Ticketing policy requirements please see policy attached in Exhibit A 

 
B. Commercial, with no admission charged and Community Rental Rates  
 

1. In addition to the policies and rental rates listed above, the User agrees to pay 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for any and all labor costs for ushers, ticket takers, 
security, cleaning, police, emergency medical services, box office staff and 
leasing costs associated with the house sound, lighting and video systems,  
stagehands and production related personnel.  These costs will be determined 
on an event by event basis.   In addition, USER shall be responsible for the costs 
of private security employed for personal protection of artists or not related to 
public safety, medical services required for the artist only, advertising, 
ASCAP/BMI/SESAC, insurance, catering, runners, transportation, sign language 
interpreters (if requested),  pyro/fire watch expenses (if any), confetti cleaning 
expenses ($1,500) and other USER/artist requested expenses 
 

2. The User also shall pay to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], on demand, any other 
and further sums which may become due to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] on 
account of special facilities, equipment, material, or extra services furnished or to 
be furnished by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] at the request of the User, or 
necessitated by the User's occupancy of the premises, the compensation for 
which is not included in the rent or rents specified above. The User shall pay the 
guaranteed minimum rental on signing this User Agreement. Should the User fail 
to satisfy and pay any debts, accounts, and amounts owing and due [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] under the terms of this User Agreement, then [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] may apply the proceeds of the security deposit.  
 

3. The User agrees to promptly pay any and all Municipal, State, or Federal taxes, 
permit or license fees of whatever nature applicable to this occupancy and to 
take out all permits and licenses required for occupancy), and further agrees to 
furnish [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], upon request, duplicate receipts or other 
satisfactory evidence showing the prompt payment or possession of any such 
taxes, fees or permits. Appropriate records shall be maintained and made 
available upon request by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]. .  
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SECTION 5. Security Deposit  
 

Security Deposit for promoters with less than four (4) shows for the current season shall 
furnish a $10,000.00 per show cashier check only, security deposit to [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] for each show.  Beginning with fifth (5th) booking, promoters must 
provide letter of credit. 
 
 
SECTION 6. Rules & Regulations 

 
It is understood and agreed that [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] hereby reserves the 
right to control and manage the Greek Theatre and to enforce all necessary and proper 
established rules for its management and operation and for its authorized 
representatives to enter any portion of the Greek Theatre and on any occasion, 
provided that [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and its agents shall not unnecessarily 
disturb the privacy of the artists in areas and circumstances where the artists have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] also reserves the 
right, but not the duty, to safely and reasonably have any objectionable person or 
persons removed from the premises and the User hereby waives any and all claims for 
damages against or any and all of their  officers, agents or employees resulting from the 
exercise of this authority. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] reserves the right to manage 
and control all parking facilities on the Greek Theatre property or leased by [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] at all events held at the Greek Theatre.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will make such parking facilities available to 
event patrons during the User’s event (at such prices determined by the Department). 
 
The standard door opening at the Greek Theatre shall be ninety minutes prior to the 
advertised start time of the show; this may be adjusted as necessary with advance 
notice by the User to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] but may be subject to additional 
fees. 
 
Performances must end no later than 10:30 PM, unless prior written permission has 
been granted by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]. In no case, however shall a 
performance extend past 11:00 PM.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] reserves the right to 
cut power, and assess a penalty of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) per minute for 
the first five (5) minutes past 11:00pm. A penalty of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) 
per minute will be assessed thereafter.  
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall be the sole provider of conversion labor, ticket 
takers, ushers, ticket sellers, peer security, police, medical), cleaning personnel, 
receptionist, maintenance/ operations staff, engineers, event coordinator, and local 
stagehand labor. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], using reasonable discretion, shall have 
final say as to the minimum number of personnel required based on the nature of the 
Event and the anticipated attendance. 
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Special stage effects involving pyrotechnic displays (including fireworks and flash 
powders) are prohibited except by a special fee and a City permit from the Fire 
Prevention Bureau. If a pyrotechnic display is required, arrangements must be made 
through the Los Angeles Fire Department at the User's expense.  
 
The Greek Theatre has a blow-thru barricade available for use at shows with a standing 
General Admission Pit only.  
 
The User shall use and occupy the venue in a safe and careful manner and shall 
comply with all applicable Municipal, State, and Federal laws, rules and regulations 
pertaining to the City of Los Angeles, the Department of Recreation and Parks and all 
other rules and regulations prescribed by the Fire and Police Departments and other 
governmental authorities as may be in force and effect during the tenancy. The User 
shall not use said premises or any part thereof for the possession, storage, or sale of 
liquor (except with the permission of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], and according to 
law), for any unlawful or improper purpose or in any manner so as to injure persons or 
property in, on, or near the premises. User shall not do any act or permit or allow, any 
act to be done during the term of this User Agreement which will in any way mark, 
deface, alter or injure any part of the Greek Theatre. 

 
All portions of the sidewalks, entrances, passages, vestibules, halls, and all ways of 
access to public utilities on the Premises shall be kept unobstructed by the User and 
shall not be used for any purpose other than ingress or egress to and from the 
premises. The doors, stairways, or openings into any place in the structure, including, 
hallways, corridors, and passageways, also house lighting attachments, shall in no way 
be obstructed by the User. 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will be responsible for traffic control working in 
conjunction with the City's Department of Transportation (DOT). 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] assumes no responsibility whatsoever, for any property 
placed in said premises, and [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] is hereby expressly 
released and discharged from any and all liabilities for any loss, injury or damages to 
person or property that may be sustained by reason of the occupancy of said premises 
under this User Agreement. All watchmen or other protective service desired by the 
User must be arranged for by special agreement with [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] 
with due diligence taken for the receipt, handling, care or custody of any property 
shipped or otherwise delivered to the Greek Theatre, either prior to, during, or 
subsequent to the User’s occupancy. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and its officers, 
agents, and employees shall act solely for the accommodation of the User and neither 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] nor its officers, agents, or employees shall be liable for 
any loss, damage, or injury to such property. 

 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall have the sole right to collect and have custody of all 
articles left on the premises by persons attending any function held on the premises. 
Any property left on the premises by User shall, after a period of thirty (30) days from 
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the last day of tenancy hereunder, be deemed abandoned and at [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME]’s sole option, become the property of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME], without 
further notice. 

 
In the event any portion of the Greek Theatre is not vacated at the end of the term of 
this rental, then [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall be and is hereby authorized to 
remove articles from the venue, at the expense of the User.  [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] shall not be liable for any damage to or loss of such goods, wares, merchandise 
or property sustained either during the removal or storage of by [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] and it and its agents, employees and officials are hereby expressly released 
from any and all claims for such loss or damage.  [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will 
notify the User of any equipment or articles inadvertently left by the User and provide 
the User with a reasonable opportunity to remove same prior to removal or disposal by 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME].  Upon termination of this Agreement, the User will 
deliver back to [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] the venue in as good condition and repair 
as it was received and in conformance with the Department’s guidelines. Should the 
User fail to return the venue in as good condition and repair as it was received, any 
necessary and reasonable amounts owed and due [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] under 
the terms of this User Agreement may be subtracted from the User’s security deposit. 

 
Notwithstanding exclusivity granted to User by the terms of this Agreement, the City in 
its discretion may require User, without any reduction in rent or other valuable 
consideration to User, to accommodate the rights of persons to access and engage in 
expressive activities, as guaranteed by the first amendment to the United States 
constitution, the California constitution, and other laws, as these laws are interpreted by 
the City.  Expressive activities include, but are not limited to, protesting, picketing, 
proselytizing, soliciting, begging, and vending of certain expressive, message-bearing 
items in appropriately legal areas which are not disruptive to the Event, intrusive of the 
User’s exclusivity or which impede commercial operations of the venue. 
 
ADA – Americans with Disability Act Requirements: 
 
The parties recognize that the City is subject to the provisions of Title II of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and that the User is subject to the provisions of 
Title III of the ADA (including all revised regulations dated September 15, 2010 and 
effective March 15, 2011).  Concerning compliance with the ADA and all regulations 
thereunder, the City is responsible for the permanent building access requirements; 
such as wheelchair ramps, elevators, restrooms, doors and walkways.  The User is 
responsible for the non-permanent accessibility standards and requirements, such as, 
but not limited to, seating accessibility, ticketing, ticket pricing, sign language 
interpreters, signage and all other auxiliary aids and services customarily provided by 
the User. The User shall comply with the ADA and all regulations thereunder. 
 
Tickets for unsold accessible seating may be released for sale to individuals without 
disabilities: 1. When all non-accessible tickets (excluding luxury boxes, club boxes, or 
suites) have been sold; 2. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated seating area 
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have been sold and the tickets for accessible seating are being released in the same 
designated area; or 3. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated price category 
have been sold and the tickets for accessible seating are being released within the 
same designated price category.  User represents that it has viewed or otherwise 
apprised itself that such access to the premises and common areas and accepts such 
access, common areas and other conditions of the premises as adequate for User’s 
responsibilities under the ADA.  The User shall be responsible for ensuring that the 
space rented by City to User complies and continues to comply in all respects with the 
ADA, including accessibility, usability and configuration insofar as the User modifies, 
rearranges or sets up in the facility in order to accommodate the performance produced 
by the User.  The User shall be responsible for any violations of the ADA that arise from 
User’s reconfiguration of the seating areas or modification of other portions of the 
premises in order to accommodate User’s engagement.  The User shall be responsible 
for providing and paying for auxiliary aids and services that are ancillary to its 
production and for ensuring that the policies, practices and procedures it applies in its 
production are in compliance with the ADA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION 7. Ticketing Agent and Tickets 
 
The User will adhere to the Greek Theatre Ticketing Policy as established by 
Department (Exhibit A). The User shall not sell, allow, or cause to be sold or issued, 
admission tickets in excess of the seating capacity of, or admit a larger number of 
persons to the area than can be lawfully and safely seated or moved about, with the 
final decision vested by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME].   
 
SECTION 8. Broadcasting & Advertising Rights 
 
USER shall use only the Greek Theatre approved website address of 
www.lagreektheatre.com when advertising the host venue for Event.  Any User 
who uses the name Greek Theatre or any portion thereof in another website, 
domain, advertising or marketing event is strictly prohibited from booking Events 
at the Greek Theatre. Users are strictly prohibited from maintaining, operating or 
using competing websites or other marketing streams that use the Greek Theatre 
name from doing business at the Greek Theatre. 
 
This Agreement includes rights to broadcast from the Greek Theatre. Broadcast is 
defined as the "the dissemination of video, film or radio content via electronic means 
including but not limited to high definition, standard and cable television, radio, web 
casting, web streaming, down loads, and/or other forms of digital transmission, digital 
broadcast or digital distribution effectuated by means of the internet in all forms of 
television media now and hereafter known [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] shall retain all 
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television, film, radio and/or recording rights to any Events which take place in or at the 
Facility. Licensee may purchase such rights from [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] for a 
broadcast and/or recording fee (“Broadcast Fee”) of $15,000. plus applicable 
stagehand costs.  
 
This User Agreement does not include any advertising rights pertaining to the venue in 
favor of the User. [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] retains all rights to sell or lease 
advertising on the premises, and to determine whether any incidental display of 
products, logos, etc., may conflict with the Department's rights. [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME] shall not permit any display on the premises of an objectionable nature, in the 
sole and absolute discretion of [INSERT OPERATOR NAME]  
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] further reserves the right to make or record any 
photographs, audio or video at the venue for its own personal use or for the customary 
advertising and publicity, subject to any applicable required approval(s) from the 
performing artist. 

 
Except for announcement of upcoming concerts at the Greek Theatre, or events in 
which the User is promoting or advertising for artists performing at the event, the User 
shall not distribute fliers, brochures, petitions, surveys or literature of any kind nor sell or 
cause to be sold or sampled pamphlets, novelties, curios, souvenirs, or similar items at 
or in the Greek Theatre, except upon written permission of [INSERT OPERATOR 
NAME]. 
 
USER shall use the Greek Theatre logo in all advertising controlled by or done on 
behalf of USER relating to an Event, including, but not limited to, television, internet, 
newspaper, magazine, and outdoor advertising.  USER’s right to use the Greek Theatre 
Logo shall be limited to the specific, express purpose set forth in the foregoing sentence 
and/or as otherwise authorized by [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] in writing prior to the 
use thereof.  In connection with USER’s use of the Greek Theatre Logo as permitted in 
this section, USER shall use only the form of the Greek Theatre as provided by 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] to USER in any artwork or other depiction thereof. 
 
 
 
 
 
SECTION 9. Sound, Video & Lighting 
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will provide house sound, video displays and basic 
lighting systems originating at the front house mix position in the venue.  The User is 
required to use the house audience public address/sound reinforcement system for the 
event but may provide alternative and/or additional stage sound monitors and consoles, 
video displays and lighting systems required for the event. A comprehensive Greek 
Theatre Technical Package can be found at www.lagreektheatre.com 
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During the performance, [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] will work in conjunction with the 
User to monitor sound levels.  In the event, sound levels that exceed 95dBA, sustained 
over any three (3) minute interval, the User will be given a warning to lower the sound.   
If additional violations occur, monetary penalties shall apply as set forth below.  A sound 
monitoring data report showing sound readings each minute shall be generated at the 
conclusion of each performance.  At the conclusion of the show the sound monitoring 
data report will be provided to document all violations of the sound level limit that 
occurred during the performance.  If any violations occurred, the following penalties 
shall apply and shall be paid by USER as part of the Event settlement, or otherwise 
deducted from USER security deposit: 
  
First Offense:  Shall be a warning during the performance to lower sound levels to 
95dBA. 
Second Offense:  Shall be a Five Thousand Dollar ($5,000.00) fine. 
Third Offense:  Shall be a Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollar ($7,500.00) fine. 
Subsequent Offenses:  Shall be Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) per violation. 
 
SECTION 10. Food and Beverage 
 
The User shall not sell or cause to be sold items of food or drink at or in the 
Greek Theatre, without written permission. Food and beverage sales are in the 
exclusive rights of the Department’s Food and Beverage Concessionaire. [INSERT 
OPERATOR NAME] must approve any and all sampling requests, with such approval 
not to be unreasonably withheld if they are made at the request of artist’s tour sponsors.  
The User may opt to bring in a caterer to perform backstage artist and dressing room 
duties with no additional buy-out fee.  
 
SECTION 11. Artists Merchandise Sales 
 
With regard to Event merchandise sales, Department’s Food and Beverage 
Concessionaire (Concessionaire) shall handle sales on behalf of the Event/artists.  
USER agree to a merchandise split of 80% (Event) AND 20% (Concessionaire), 90% 
(Event)/10% (Concessionaire) on recorded media, after the deduction of all applicable 
taxes, credit card commissions and bootleg security, if requested. Concessionaire shall 
supply and pay the merchandise vendors. Neither User nor Department will receive any 
monetary benefits from the sale of artists’ merchandise. 
 
SECTION 12. Notices 
 
Any notice or formal communications between [INSERT OPERATOR NAME] and the 
User shall be made in writing and will be deemed sufficiently rendered or given when 
made or sent by e-mail to: 
 

Email:  
 
SECTION 13. Legal Authority 
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User assures and guarantees that it possesses the legal authority, pursuant to any 
proper, appropriate, and official motion, resolution, or action passed or taken, to enter 
into this User Agreement. The person or persons signing and executing this User 
Agreement on behalf of User, do hereby warrant and guarantee that he/she or they 
have been fully authorized by User to execute this User Agreement on behalf of User 
and to validly and legally bind User to all the terms, performances, and provisions 
herein set forth: 
 

A. Standard Provisions for City Contracts (Rev. 3/09), excluding PSC-33 and 
PSC-34.  

B. Ticketing Policy, Exhibit A  
C. Insurance Requirements Form, Exhibit B  
D. Greek Theatre Booking Policy, Exhibit C 

 
 

(Signature Page to Follow) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES has caused this User 
Agreement to be executed on its behalf by its duly authorized Department of Recreation 
and Parks, and User has executed the same as of the day and year herein below 
written. 
 
[INSERT OPERATOR NAME], as agent for THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, a 
municipal corporation, acting by and through its Department of Recreation and Parks: 
 
 
BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 

General Manager or Designee 
 
 
 
 
[INSERT USER NAME] 
 
BY: _____________________________  DATE: ____________________ 
 
Print Name:_______________________                
Title: ____________________________ 
        DATE: ____________________ 
Signature 
BTRC: __________________________ 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney 
 
BY: __________________________         DATE: ___________________  
 MIKE DUNDAS    
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RFP Exhibit L.B 

RESERVATIONS 
     

The Greek Theatre has a limited number of concert dates available during the event season 
of April – October. Filling out and returning the venue rental application will ensure your 
reservation is placed in date receipt order on the master calendar of events and programs for 
the Greek Theatre (“Venue Calendar”).  Venue rental applications can only be submitted by 
email at booking@lagreektheatre.com  
 

A. Reserving and Holding Dates on the Venue Calendar 
To place a hold on the Venue Calendar, an applicant must provide the headlining act 
name and date of performance to be placed in the first available hold position. Should an 
applicant wish to change the headlining act name, and there is (are) additional date 
holder(s) behind you, then the applicant’s hold will be released and will be placed in the 
last hold position along with the new headlining act’s name. 
 

B. Challenge Policy 
An applicant in the first hold position cannot be challenged if the minimum rent deposit has 
been received (see rental rates below for appropriate minimum rent deposit amount). An 
applicant who has not paid the minimum rent deposit may be subject to the following 
challenge policy. 

 
Prior to signing the User Agreement, any applicant behind the first hold position may issue 
a “challenge” to the first date holder’s position. The challenger will be required to submit a 
certified check or a company check made payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME], or 
electronically transfer funds to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] in the amount of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for the challenge fee. The challenged holder may 
meet the “challenge” within forty-eight (48) business hours by providing a matching 
certified check or company check payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] or 
electronically transfer funds to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME], in the amount of Twenty-
Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) and executing the User Agreement. If the challenge is 
met, the challenger fee will be returned to the challenger. User Agreements may be 
submitted via email to the Greek Theatre General Manager or in person at the Greek 
Theatre Administrative Office Monday – Friday between the hours of 9am-5pm (excluding 
City of Los Angeles observed Holidays). Challenges delivered after these set hours (either 
in person or by email) will not start until the next business day.  
 
Challenge starts once both deposit and signed User Agreement have been received. 

 
If the challenged applicant fails to meet the challenge, the applicant’s position will be 
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immediately surrendered and the successful challenger will become the confirmed act.  
The challenge fee will be applied to the event (rent and incidental expenses) and is not 
refundable nor is it transferable to any other event or date. Contracted dates with 
appropriate fees paid cannot be challenged.   

 

Please note: The act associated with this challenge MUST be the headliner on this date. 
Should the act not become the headliner, the date may be lost.  

 
 
MULTIPLE DATE PERFORMANCES 
 
Users may reserve multiple days on the calendar for one artist by providing a deposit of 
Twenty- Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) per performance day. Once desired dates are 
confirmed, User may elect to put one event day on-sale to the general public to determine 
consumer ticket demand. If after a period of 10 days from initial event on-sale date, User 
determines that additional dates for artist are no longer necessary, the additional dates will be 
returned to the Greek booking calendar for other Users to access. The deposit of $25,000.00 
for the released date(s) may be applied to another date in same calendar year for User. 
 
RENT/DEPOSITS AND FEES 

 
To issue a User Agreement, the advance or minimum rent is due. All funds must be paid by a 
certified check or a company made payable to: [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] or 
electronically transferred to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME]. Please Note: Multiple Dates 
require the minimum rent per day.  

 

Venue Capacity 

Commercial Rental Rate 
(Those events promoted and/or 
sponsored by a commercial 
group organization) 
 
 
 
Admission        No Admission 
Charged                Charged 
Minimum  vs %   Minimum 

Community Rental Rate 
(Those events which are 
promoted and/or sponsored 
by a Civic, Educational, 
Religious or Charitable 
group registered as a non-
profit 501c3 status) 
 
Admission          No 
Charged             Admission 
Minimum vs %    Charged Load-In/Out Rate 

5,901 $25,000    11%   $35,000 
Rental fee is Gross Ticket 
Receipts (less applicable taxes 
and facility fee)  

$7,500      8%      $5,000 $2,500 

 
CANCELLATION 
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If the promoter or artist wishes to cancel a contracted event, the advance deposit is forfeited 
and will not be returned to the promoter. In addition the promoter will be responsible for any 
venue incurred costs associated with the cancelled event. 
 
SELECTED VENUE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
User is responsible for all event related labor expenses as defined in the User Agreement.  
Event Load-in shall not occur prior to 7:00 AM.  Performances must end no later than 10:30 
PM, unless prior written permission has been granted by [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] but 
in no case shall a performance extend past 11:00 PM.  Events whose duration time exceed 
three and one half hours from the scheduled event time as indicated on ticket will be subject to 
additional expenses. See User Agreement for fees. [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] reserves 
the right to cut power to any performance past 11:00 PM.    Should the performance for 
whatever reason fail to end at the agreed upon ending time, a penalty of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) per minute for the first five (5) minutes past the ending time will be assessed.  A 
penalty of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) per minute will be assessed thereafter. 
 
INSURANCE 
 
Insurance is required. Instructions and Information on Complying with City Insurance 
Requirements, Exhibit B, is provided for your insurance agent or broker’s use.  The City of 
Los Angeles requires specific language for the policy, a copy will be provided in the User 
Agreement at the time of contracting. 
 

TICKETING 
 
Event on-sales must be communicated to [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] prior to events 
being announced or tickets going on sale to the general public. Information provided to 
[INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] must include ticket prices, ticket purchase link and any age 
restrictions. Ticket sales must not take place before the advance deposit is received and the 
User Agreement has been executed. See Greek Theatre Ticketing Policy, Exhibit A of the 
User Agreement. 
 

ADVERTISING & MARKETING 
 
Advertising and marketing is prohibited before the advance deposit is received and the User 
Agreement has been executed. The Greek Theatre logo must be included in all marketing 
efforts utilized by User to promote their event. USER shall use the Greek Theatre logo in all 
advertising controlled by or done on behalf of USER relating to an Event, including, but not 
limited to, television, internet, newspaper, magazine, and outdoor advertising.  USER’s right to 
use the Greek Theatre Logo shall be limited to the specific, express purpose set forth in the 
foregoing sentence and/or as otherwise authorized by [INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] in 
writing prior to the use thereof.  In connection with USER’s use of the Greek Theatre Logo as 
permitted in this section, USER shall use only the form of the Greek Theatre as provided by 
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[INSERT CONTRACTOR NAME] to USER in any artwork or other depiction thereof. 
 
USER shall use only the Greek Theatre approved website address of www.lagreektheatre.com. 
when advertising the host venue for Event.  Any User who uses the name Greek Theatre or any 
portion thereof in another website, domain, advertising or marketing event is strictly prohibited 
from booking Events at the Greek Theatre. Users are strictly prohibited from maintaining, 
operating or using competing websites or other marketing streams that use the Greek Theatre 
name from doing business at the Greek Theatre. 
 
 
SPONSORSHIP/HOSPITALITY 
 
Greek Theatre management retains the right to display logos, branding, slides, and/or videos of 
their sponsor partners throughout the venue and on any video screens prior to performances, 
during intermission and after performances. 
 
On-site exposure and activation of artists/tour sponsors and/or USER sponsors must be 
presented to Greek Theatre management for approval, and any expense of said activations 
shall be borne by USER or the applicable sponsor.   This approval includes, but is not limited 
to, placement of signage, location and size of activation spaces, inflatables, product displays, 
sampling, or giveaways, etc. Onsite activation and/or signage, sampling, giveaways are not 
permitted inside the seating area of the Greek Theatre. In no event shall approval of said 
sponsors infringe upon, diminish, or violate the rights and entitlements of Greek Theatre 
sponsors in at the venue, including all hospitality areas, including, but not limited to The 
Redwood Deck and its adjacent hospitality room, or any other designated-hospitality areas for 
which access is permitted and controlled by Greek Theatre management.  USERs may request 
access to these spaces for their guests.  Requests may be granted based on availability, and 
USER may be charged a per person access fees for each access granted. 
 
USERs are permitted use of the under stage catering rooms and dressing rooms for the 
hospitality of their sponsors, VIPs, and guests.  USERs are permitted to provide their own 
catering for these spaces, or may select the Greek Theatre Concessionaire for their catering 
needs. Any and all alcohol provided by USER or any caterer other than the Greek Theatre 
Concessionaire will not be permitted to leave the aforementioned spaces in this paragraph. 

 
 
 

http://www.lagreektheatre.com/


RFP EXHIBIT L.C  

2017 EVENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM 

The Greek Theatre (Venue) appreciates the continued programming support from our event 

promoters. In an effort to incentivize and encourage a robust and diverse set of seasonal event 

bookings, the Venue will provide a rebate to promoters based on the parameters listed below: 

1. Qualifications: A promoter must bring a minimum of fifteen (15) events to the Venue in

the qualifying period to be eligible to receive any rebate(s). In the event of a co

promotional event, a qualified rebate will be paid only to the promoter or show organizer

listed on the User Agreement.

2. Payment terms: Rebates will accrue starting with the first event in the qualifying period,

but will not be earned and payable until the fifteenth event occurs during the period. The

accrued amount for the first fifteen events will be calculated at the conclusion of the

fifteenth event, and all rebates which will be paid thirty (30) days after the conclusion of

the season.

Rules: 

A. The Event Incentive Program only applies to commercial events and is not applicable

to events booked under the Community Rental Rates.

B. Incentive is based on both paid tickets and complimentary tickets that are scanned

upon entry into each event.

C. All other rental terms as defined by the Venue apply including the terms in the

standard User Agreement.

D. This is the only form of commercial incentive program recognized by the Venue. The

Venue will review the event incentive program requirements on an annual basis and

retains the right to modify the incentive program at any time, subject to rights under

an existing contract.

2017 Event Incentive: 

15 Shows minimum to qualify 

Total paid tickets plus scanned Per Paid ticket Per Scanned 
comp tickets Comp ticket 

Tier One 0 100,000 $1.00 $0.50 
Tier Two 100,001 150,000 $2.00 $0.50 
Tier Three 150,001 And up $3.00 $0.50 

Revised November 10, 2016 
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EVENT INFORMATION 

Name of (Title) Event: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Purpose/Description of Event: _______________________________________________________________ 

Date (s) (1st Choice): ___________________________ Time: __________________________ 

Date (s) (2nd Choice): __________________________ Time: __________________________ 

Date (s) (3rd Choice): __________________________ Time: __________________________ 

Date (s) (4th Choice): __________________________ Time: __________________________ 

Date (s) (5th Choice): __________________________ Time: __________________________ 

Load-in Date and Time(s): ________________________________________________________ 

Rehearsal Date and Time(s): _____________________________________________________ 

Tech Date and Time(s): __________________________________________________________ 

Load-Out Date and Time(s): ______________________________________________________ 

Anticipated Number of Attendees: _____________________________ 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Contracting Organization (“Presenter”):  ___________________________________________ 

Address of Contracting Organization: ______________________________________________________ 

City: ________________________________  State: _______________________ 

Zip:  ________________________________ 

Company Website: ___________________________________ 

Federal ID No.: ________________________________ 

Entity is a (an):        Corporation        Partnership        Individual 

Default
Typewritten Text
RFP Exhibit L.D

Default
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THE GREEK THEATRE 
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Contact Person: Becky Colwell 
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Contracting party must be actively registered with the California Secretary Of State’s Office 
before a contract is issued.  Please click on the link to complete registration: www.SOS.CA.GOV 

Name of Applicant/Contact: ________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone (main): __________________________    Telephone (second):  ________________________ 

Email: ___________________________________________________________ 

Other Pertinent Info/Notes: _________________________________________________________________ 

INSURANCE 

Please give below the name and contact information of the insurance firm that will provide 
insurance coverage including Worker’s Compensation and Employer’s Liability (including 
Disability benefits).  The Required Insurance and Minimum Limits identifying the requirements and 
the Instructions and Information on Complying with City Insurance Requirements were included 
with the General Booking Policy.  Please provide both to your insurance agent or broker.  The City 
of Los Angeles requires specific language for the policy, a copy will be provided in the User 
Agreement at the time of contracting. 

Broker’s Name: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _________________________________    State: _____________________ 

Zip: __________________________________ 

Phone: _______________________________  E-mail: _______________________________ 

 
ARTIST INFORMATION/REFERENCES 

Please list the names of principal participants, artist, performers, or speakers in your program. 

Artist 1: __________________________________________________ 

Artist 2: __________________________________________________ 

Artist 3: __________________________________________________ 

Artist 4: __________________________________________________ 
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Artist 5: __________________________________________________ 

Artist 6: __________________________________________________ 

PROMOTER/PRESENTING ENTITY REFERENCES 

Please list the names and contact information for three (3) venues where the contracting entity 
has presented in the past year. 

Venue 1: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 1 Contact (Name/Phone): __________________________________________________________ 

Venue 1 Name of Event: __________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 1 Date(s) of Event: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

Venue 2: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 2 Contact (Name/Phone): _________________________________________________________ 

Venue 2 Name of Event: _________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 2 Date(s) of Event: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

Venue 3: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 3 Contact (Name/Phone): __________________________________________________________ 

Venue 3 Name of Event: __________________________________________________________________ 

Venue 3 Date(s) of Event: _________________________________________________________________ 
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BANKING INFORMATION 

Please give the name of Presenter’s current bank, address, phone number, and banking official’s 
contact information. 

Name of Bank: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

City: ____________________________________     State: _______________________________  

Zip: ____________________________________ 

Phone: _________________________________ E-mail: __________________________________________ 

It is hereby agreed to by the person/organization (“Presenter”) requesting the use of this venue 
that no information publicity of any nature relating to the proposed event may be announced or 
released in any manner until the standard User Agreement is executed between City and 
Presenter, and the required deposit has been paid.  Furthermore, presenter hereby represents a 
full accurate and complete disclosure of all information has been made and above statements and 
information are true and correct.  Presenter hereby gives permission to the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Recreation and Parks and its agents to contact any of the above named entities as 
personal and/or business references. 

 

By (Signature): ______________________________ Today’s Date: ____________________________ 

 

For [Insert Name of Presenter]: ___________________________________________________ 

Printed Name: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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GOVERNMENTS HAVE FEW
SOURCES OF LEVERAGE OVER 
INCREASINGLY GLOBALIZED
FOOD SYSTEMS, BUT PUBLIC 
PROCUREMENT IS ONE OF THEM.

OLIVIER DE SCHUTTER
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LOCAL ECONOMIES

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
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NUTRITION

GOOD FOOD VALUES
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WE DIDN’T HAVE TO INVENT 
THE PROCESS FROM SCRATCH. 
WE COULD HAVE ASSISTANCE 
FROM A TRIED-AND-TRUE

EDWIN MARTY
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

STEP 1: BASELINE ASSESSMENT

STEP 2: GOAL SETTING 

STEP 3: IMPROVE IMPACT & MEASURE PROGRESS
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ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

STEP 4: INSTITUTIONALIZE GOOD FOOD PURCHASING GOALS

STEP 5: CELEBRATE SUCCESS
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GOOD FOOD PURCHASING 
STANDARDS AND SCORING 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
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BASELINE STANDARD

CERTIFICATION-BASED

FLEXIBLE, TIERED POINT SYSTEM

AGGREGATION OF POINTS AND STAR RATING

INCREASED COMMITMENT OVER TIME

GOOD FOOD PURCHASING AWARD LEVELS
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SAMPLE SCORESHEET

LOCAL ECONOMIES

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY

VALUED WORKFORCE

ANIMAL WELFARE

NUTRITION

TOTAL: STAR RATING: 17 POINTS
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THE GOOD FOOD PURCHASING 
PROGRAM PROVIDES US WITH 
A TOOL TO EVALUATE AND TALK 
IN CONCRETE TERMS ABOUT 
THE WORK WE'RE DOING TO 
IMPROVE OUR FOOD 
PROCUREMENT. 

JENNIFER LE BARRE
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

BASELINE

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

STRATEGIES
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EXTRA POINTS 
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 
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https://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Typology/typology13.pdf
https://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Typology/typology13.pdf
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm-economy/farm-household-well-being/glossary.aspx#familyfarm
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm-economy/farm-household-well-being/glossary.aspx#familyfarm


ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 
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LEVEL 1
BASELINE

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

STRATEGIES

ADDITIONAL LEVEL 1 REQUIREMENTS CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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LEVEL 1
BASELINE

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5

ADDITIONAL LEVEL 1 REQUIREMENTS

STRATEGIES

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR CARBON FOOTPRINT:  CONVERSION FACTORS FOR WATER FOOTPRINT: 

25



LEVEL 2

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

LEVEL 2 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

STRATEGIES

26

https://www.epa.gov/sustainable-management-food/food-recovery-hierarchy


LEVEL 3 15% of the total dollars spent annually on food
products, with a goal of increasing at least 2% per
year, will come from Level 3 environmentally
sustainable sources (see page 29 for qualifying
criteria); 

 AND  

Reduce carbon and water footprint of meat,
poultry, and cheese purchases by 6% per meal
served from baseline year, with a 12% reduction
goal within two years and 30% reduction within
five years; 

 AND  

Perform a food waste audit that identifies specific
types and quantities of food in waste stream
(see Food Loss and Waste Protocol for guidance),
and implement at least three source reduction
strategies     that address most wasted food items
identified in audit, donate recoverable food twice
per month, and implement one food recycling
strategy (e.g. anaerobic digestion or composting). 

25% of the total dollars spent annually on food
products will come from Level 3 environmentally 
sustainable sources by fifth year of participation; 

AND 

Reduce carbon and water footprint of meat, 
poultry, and cheese purchases, per meal served by
30% from baseline year; 

AND 

Perform a food waste audit that identifies specific
types and quantities of food in waste stream
(see Food Loss and Waste Protocol for guidance), 
and implement at least four source reduction 
strategies that address most wasted food items 
identified in audit, donate recoverable food once
per week, and implement two food recycling 
strategies. 

3

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
PURCHASING GOALS, CONT.

SOURCING TARGETS, BY YEAR

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

At least 50% of seafood purchased should be
listed as “Best Choice” and no seafood purchased 
listed as “Avoid” in the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s
most recent Seafood Watch Guide. 

At least 50% of animal products are produced
without the use of antimicrobial drugs for disease 
prevention purposes.  

LEVEL 3 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
All seafood purchased should be listed as “Best 
Choice” in the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s most
recent Seafood Watch Guide. 

All animal products are produced without the use 
of antimicrobial drugs for disease prevention
purposes.  

• INCREASE ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE FOOD SPEND OR
• REDUCE CARBON AND WATER FOOTPRINT

STRATEGIES

The baseline year is the year in which institution initiates its meat reduction efforts. 
Qualifying food resource recovery strategies will be determined based on adherence to EPA’s Food Recovery Hierarchy. See Appendix B for menu of options. 
An institution may choose to conduct waste audit at a select number of sample sites. 
Refer to footnote 22. 
Addressing antibiotic usage through third party verified certification processes, such as Certified Responsible Antibiotic Use (CRAU) is a separate requirement 
included in the Environmental Sustainability category. Certification labels that only address responsible antibiotic use are not included as qualifying 
certifications for environmentally sustainable sources because these labels do not necessarily lead to improved environmental outcomes. 
Refer to footnote 22.  

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30

25

26

27

28, 29

30

27
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EXTRA POINTS 
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 

THIRD-PARTY 
CERTIFICATIONS

29



VALUED WORKFORCE
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LEVEL 1
BASELINE

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

STRATEGIES
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LEVEL 1-3 DETAIL ON LABOR LAW REQUIREMENTS AT ALL LEVELS

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

STRATEGIES

32



EXTRA POINTS 
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 

THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS 

34

http://www.un.org/en/globalissues/briefingpapers/childlabour/intlconvs.shtml
http://usworker.coop/about/what-is-a-worker-coop#coopvalues
http://ilo.org/ipec/facts/lang--en/index.htm.


ANIMAL WELFARE
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

BASELINE

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

STRATEGIES
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LEVEL 3

TARGET: YEAR 1 TARGET: YEAR 5 POINTS AWARDED

STRATEGIES

LEVEL 3
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EXTRA POINTS 
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 

THIRD-PARTY 
CERTIFICATIONS
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NUTRITION
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HIGH
PRIORITY

POINTS AWARDED

HEALTHY PROCUREMENT

HEALTHY FOOD SERVICE ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH EQUITY

STRATEGIES

41

https://health.gov/dietaryguidelines/2015/guidelines/appendix-3/
https://health.gov/dietaryguidelines/2015/guidelines/appendix-3/


PRIORITY HEALTHY PROCUREMENT

HEALTHY FOOD PREPARATION

HEALTHY FOOD SERVICE ENVIRONMENT

POINTS AWARDED
STRATEGIES

PRIORITY

42



EXTRA POINTS 

SCORING TARGET
PERCENTAGE OF 
CHECKLIST ITEMS MET  POINTS AWARDED

43

https://www.cdc.gov/obesity/downloads/guidelines_for_federal_concessions_and_vending_operations.pdf


APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A: TEMPLATE POLICY LANGUAGE FOR FORMAL 
GOOD FOOD PURCHASING PROGRAM ADOPTION 
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APPENDIX A: TEMPLATE POLICY LANGUAGE FOR FORMAL 
GOOD FOOD PURCHASING PROGRAM ADOPTION, CONT. 
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APPENDIX B: EPA FOOD RECOVERY HIERARCHY: IDENTIFYING AND 
PRIORITIZING STRATEGIES TO REDUCE WASTED FOOD 

SOURCE REDUCTION

FEED HUNGRY PEOPLE

FEED ANIMALS

INDUSTRIAL USES

COMPOSTING

LANDFILL
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APPENDIX B: SUGGESTED FOOD RECOVERY STRATEGIES

SOURCE REDUCTION

RECOVERY 
FEED HUNGRY PEOPLE 

RECYCLING
FEED ANIMALS, 
INDUSTRIAL USES, 
COMPOSTING

48
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APPENDIX C: LEVELS OF PROCESSING - DEFINITIONS

PROCESSING CATEGORY DEFINITION EXAMPLES
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APPENDIX C: LEVELS OF PROCESSING - DEFINITIONS

DEFINITION EXAMPLESPROCESSING CATEGORY
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